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STELLINGEN

1
De sterische wisselwerking tussen twee geadsorbeerde lagen van macromolekulen wordt vooral bepaald door de eigenschappen van de buitenste delen van
de geadsorbeerde laag.
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 5.

2
Reologie van sterisch gestabiliseerde dispersies iseen uitstekende methode om
wisselwerkingen tussen geadsorbeerde macromolekulen te bestuderen.
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstukken 4 en 6.

3
De bijdrage van staarten tot de eigenschappen van geadsorbeerde lagen van
macromolekulen wordt vaak onderschat.
Ditproefschrift, hoofdstuk 5.
4
In tegenstelling tot zijn reputatie is het zeer de vraag of ureum hydrofobe
bindingen verbreekt.

A B E N . N A I M^

M. YAACOBI,J.Phys.Chem.78,170-175(1974).

5
Graham en Phillips concluderen dat de splijtdruk en de dikten van de films
tussen twee emulsiedruppels vooral de stabiliteit tegen coalescentie van door
eiwitten gestabiliseerde emulsies bepalen, terwijl daarentegen bij schuimen de
stabiliteit met name bepaald zou worden door de reologische eigenschappen
van de geadsorbeerde eiwitlagen. Het is echter zeer wel mogelijk dat dit door
hen gesuggereerde verschil een gevolg is van de door hen gekozen meetomstandigheden.
D £ G R A H A M ^ M c PHILLIPS, in:Theory and Practiceof
EmulsionTechnology,A.L.SMITH,Ed.,AcademicPress,London/NewYork(1976a); D.E.GRAHAMand M.C.PHILLIPS,in:
Foams,R.J. AKERS, Ed.,Academic Press,London/New York
(1976b).
6
De door Dennis en medewerkers voorgestelde combinatie van strippingvoltammetrische experimenten ter bepaling van bromide, chloride en lood in
stofdeeltjes uit de lucht is nodeloos ingewikkeld. Vermoedelijk is een enkel
pulspolarografisch experiment minstenseven doelmatig.
B.L.DENNIS,G.S. WILSONenJ.L.MOYERS, Anal.Chim. Acta
86, 27-34 (1976);J. A. TURNER, R. H. ABELen R. A. OSTERYOUNG,Anal.Chem. 47, 1343-1347 (1975).

7
De mogelijkheden voor toepassing van natuurlijke rode kleurstoffen ter vervariging van synthetische bij de bereiding van levensmiddelen, dienen niet
overschat teworden.
Bijdeproductievanmicrobieeleiwitdientbijvoorkeur geenfossiele brandstof
alskoolstof- enenergiebron teworden gebruikt, maar materiaal datjaarlijks
ingrotehoeveelheden doordenatuurgeproduceerd wordt.
J. L. SHENNAN enJ. D. LEVI, in: Progress in Industrial Microbiology, D. J. D. HOCKENHULL, Ed., Churchill Livingstone,
Edinburgh/London 13,1-59(1974);J.T. WORGAN, in:TheBiological Efficiency ofProtein Production, J. G.W. JONES,Ed.,
Cambridge University Press20, 339-361 (1973).

9
Propagandisten vanhetgebruik vanwateronoplosbare minerale meststoffen
leggen veelal tezeer denadruk opdewisselwerking tussen eenactief microbiologischbodemlevenendeopnamevanvoedingselementen door de plant.
CommissieOnderzoek Biologische Landbouwmethoden, Alternatieve landbouw, Inventarisatie evaluatie en aanbevelingen
voor onderzoek, Interimrapport november 1973,Pudoc, Wageningen(1974); B. MOSSE,C. LI. POWELLand D. S. HAYMAN, New

Phytol 76, 331-343(1976).

10
Dewijzewaarop Sekiguchi, Fujisawa enAndo deverschillen verklaren die1gesubstitueerde 2,4-dinitronaftelenen bij de vorming vananionischeff-complexenmetalkoxyde-anionenteziengeven,isaanbedenkingen onderhevig.
S. SEKIGUCHI, S. FUJISAWA en Y. ANDO, Bull.Chem. Soc.Japan

49, 1451-1452(1976).

11
Aangezien de suggestie vermeden moet worden dat een bepaalde politiek
christelijk is, omdat zeisuitgewerkt door mensendiehetevangelie alsrichtsnoer vanhunpolitiek handelen nemen, dienen denaam, destatuten en het
huishoudelijk reglementvanhet CDAgewijzigd teworden.
12
Het verdient aanbeveling omdeplaats vande inhoudsopgavevan wetenschappelijke tijdschriften tenormaliseren.
T. VAN VLIET

Wageningen, 18maart1977

VOORWOORD

Het doen van een onderzoek enhet schrijven van eenproefschrift erover is
gelukkig veel meer het resultaat van een samenwerking tussen vele personen
dan de titelpagina doet vermoeden. Zo heeft zowel de samenwerking met de
mensen op het Laboratorium voor Fysische en Kolloidchemie alshet samenwerken en leven met mensen daarbuiten het tot stand komen van dit proefschrift positiefbeinvloed.Veeldankaanalien.
Tochwilikenkelepersonenhierinhetbijzondernoemen.
Willemien,jouw directebijdrage aan dit proefschrift ismoeilijk te quantificeren,maardaaromvoormijnietminderwezenlijk.
Vervolgens gaat mijn dank uit naar mijn ouders en zusters die thuis een
zodanigklimaatschiependatdeovergangvandeboerderijnaarhetscheikundig
onderzoekverrassendeenvoudigwas.
Zonderdeinspanningenvandelerarenverbonden aandeMarnix M.U.L.O.
te Maassluis en de Hogere Landbouwschool van het K.N.L.C. te Dordrecht
wasditproefschrift nooittotstandgekomen.
BesteHans,hooggeleerdepromotor, ikprijs megelukkigdatje ruim negen
jaar geleden gelijk had, toenje bij de uitslag van het propaedeutisch examen
voorspelde dat weelkaar nogweleensweerzouden zien. Het kunnen samenwerkenmeteenzokritischeenmededaardoor sterkstimulerende persoonlijkheid alsjij bent,iseengroot genoegen.Ditzekernietalleenomwetenschappelijkeredenen.Hans,ikhebhetalseenvoorrechtbeschouwd omdriejaar onder
jouwbegeleidingbezigtekunnenzijnmeteenvanmijngrootstehobby's.
Zeergeleerde van den Tempel, de vele keren dat we over interacties tussen
geadsorbeerde macromolekulen en andere zaken konden praten werden door
mijalsleerzaamengenoeglijkervaren.Daarvoormijnhartelijkedank.
Het onderzoek naar de eigenschappen van door polymeer gestabiliseerde
vrije vloeistoffilms kon gedaan worden dankzij het electronisch vernuft van
Ronald Wegh en het technisch kunnen van Simon Maasland en Henny van
Beek. Ik dankjullievoor debouw van debenodigde apparatuur. Ook de studenten die in het kader van hun ingenieursstudie aan het onderzoek hebben
bijgedragen ben ikzeer erkentelijk.
H.ChabotvanUnilever Research Laboratory bedank ikvoorhetcorrigeren
van de Engelse tekst. De figuren werden zeer nauwgezet getekend door Gert
Buurman, terwijl Marian Heitkamp-Rijckaert op onnavolgbare wijze het geschrevenmanuscript wistomtezettenineennetgetyptetekst.
Het in dit proefschrift beschreven onderzoek was mogelijk door financiele
steun van Unilever Research. De wijze waarop de samenwerking tussen het
Laboratorium voor Fysische en Kolloidchemie van de Landbouwhogeschool
en Unilever Research was geregeld moge model staan voor andere samenwerkingsverbanden.
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1. I N T R O D U C T I O N

1.1. INTERACTIONS BETWEEN ADSORBED MACROMOLECULES

Interactions between adsorbed macromolecules are responsible for several
well known facts. Notonly do they determine to a large extent the properties
of products such as milk, but they also play an important role in processes
such aspaper production andwater purification. Useofit ismade inthe stabilization of the foam layer on beer, but also in the destabilization of solid
dispersions in liquids. By bringing about relatively minor alterations in the
properties of adsorbed macromolecules, the ensuing interaction changes can
besodramatic that originally fluid systemsbecome almost solid orvice versa.
For the study of the properties of adsorbed macromolecules it is expedient
to distinguish between nonionic macromolecules (or nonionic polymers) and
ionic macromolecules (orpolyelectrolytes). Thelast mentioned class includes,
for instance, the often relatively simple synthetic polyelectrolytes, most
carbohydrates andderivatives ofthem andtheusually more complex proteins.
Because of the charged groups in the ionic macromolecules, the interactions
between them aresensitive tothepresence ofelectrolytes andtothepHof the
solution. Awell known example ofthis isthereaction ofmilk to the addition
of Ca++ and/or toalowering ofpH.
Interactions between adsorbed macromolecules depend toa large extent on
the wayin which these macromolecules are adsorbed at an interface. JENKEL
and RUMBACH (1951)were the first topropose that only apart of the segments
of an adsorbed macromolecule are really in contact with the interface (train
segments). The other segments protrude into the solvent as loops and tails.
Because of this last phenomenon, the intra- and intermolecular interactions
between the segments of adsorbed macromolecules areto a large extent also
determined by the solvent quality. The direct influence of the nature of the
adsorbent is, as a rule, much less pronounced than that of the solvent. In
general the adsorption of macromolecules depends on the properties of the
interface, the solvent quality and on the molecular weight and specific properties (like theflexibility) ofthe macromolecule. Reviews have been given by
PATAT etal. (1964); STROMBERG (1967) and VINCENT (1974).
As yet, theories onmacromolecular adsorption have been almost exlusively
restricted to nonionic flexible homopolymers. FRISCH and SIMHA (1954;1955
and 1957) developed the first theory ofany consequence. More modern theories, based ontheconcept oftrains andloops and/or tailshave been developed
by SILBERBERG (1962a, b ; 1967 and 1968) and HOEVE (1965; 1966; 1970 and

1971).These theories donotonly giveanexpression fortheadsorbed amount,
but they also describe the segment density distribution. All these theories
presuppose the attainment of equilibrium. In general, themain experimental
effects are qualitatively rather well described. Quantitative comparison with
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen77-1(1977)
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experimentsisstilldifficult, partlybecauseitisnoteasytomeasurethe segment
distribution unambiguously and partly because in practice equilibrium is
seldom attained. A first extension of the polymer adsorption theories to the
adsorption of polyelectrolytes has been given by HESSELINK (1972).
A first theoretical explanation for the interactions between macromolecules
(steric interaction) adsorbed on different interfaces, has been given as long ago
as 1951, by MACKOR and VAN DER WAALS (1951; 1952). It is based on the
concept, that the conformational entropy of an adsorbed macromolecule is
reduced on the approach of a second interface (the volume restriction effect).
This effect is always repulsive, it counteracts the approach of both interfaces.
FISCHER (1958) was the first, to point out that when two adsorbed layers of
macromolecules interpenetrate the increased polymer segment concentration
between theinterfaces leads to a local 'excess osmotic pressure' (osmotic effect
or mixing term). The mixing term can be either repulsive or attractive, depending on the solvent quality. A more elaborated theory based on this concept
has been given by EVANS and NAPPER (1973b). MEIER (1967) and later HESSELINK et al. (1971b) combined the volume restriction effect and the mixing
term in one theory. EVANS and NAPPER claimed that the mixing term, if correctly elaborated, already includes the volume restriction term. Reviews on
steric interaction have been given by VINCENT (1974) and, especially for nonaqueoussystems,byLYKLEMA(1968).
As shortly indicated, there is no generally accepted steric repulsion theory
at themoment. Experiments on the direct determination of the steric repulsion
as a function of the distance between two interfaces covered by adsorbed
polymer layers are scarce. For instance, DOROSZKOWSKI and LAMBOURNE
(1971 and 1973)measured directly the steric repulsion forces between polymer
layers, adsorbed on spherical lates particles. They made compression studies
with these particles spread at different interfaces, using a surface balance
technique. Although the agreement between their experimental results and the
theoretical predictions was encouraging, more experimental results are necessary in order to test the-present theories and to indicateways to improve them.
By studying interactions between adsorbed macromolecules one has to
take into account more specific interactions between the polymer segments,
for instance electrostaticand hydrophobic interactions.Theyareina complicated way incorporated in the mixing term. In special cases they can dominate
over the other terms. Hydrophobic interactions are specific for aqueous
solutions (TANFORD, 1973). They can occur between non-polar groups in a
macromolecule. The importance of electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions in determining the properties of adsorbed proteins has been emphasized
by for instance NORDE (1976). Interactions between different macromolecules
are still more complicated.
Although such interactions are of great practical interest (for instance
SHERMAN, 1968; ROBERTS, 1976), there are only a few basic studies on it with
well-defined macromolecular systems (for instance BOHM and LYKLEMA,
1976). Attention must be paid to both interactions between the segments in
2
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one adsorbed macromolecule (intramolecular) and those between different
macromolecules in one adsorption layer or adsorbed on different particles
(intermolecular).
Theaimofthepresent studyistogainmoreinsightinthefactors, determining
the inter- and intramolecular interactions between adsorbed macromolecules.
To that order, severalexperimental and theoretical approaches willbe followed
using well-defined systems.
In this study interactions between adsorbed macromolecules will be studied
bymeasurements on thin free liquid films and emulsions.Two different macromolecules will be used: a nonionic one, polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) and an ionic
one, a copolymer of methacrylic acid and the methyl ester of methacrylic
acid (PMA-pe). The well known nonionic polymer PVA can be used in order
to check the predictions of the steric interaction theories. The weak polyelectrolyte PMA-pe is a much more complicated macromolecule. In bulk
solution it shows a conformational transition as a function of the charge
density on the chain. This is a result of the prominence of special attraction
forces between the methyl groups (MANDEL and STADHOUDER, 1964). Therefore this polyelectrolyte is especially suitable for the study of the influence of
specific interactionsbetween segments,ontheinteraction between two adsorbed
layers of macromolecules. In a provisional publication (VAN VLIET and LYKLEMA, 1975) it was shown that the intramolecular interaction in free polymethacrylates and the intermolecular interaction between adsorbed polyelectrolytes
are very similar.
There are a few workable ways to investigate interactions between adsorbed
macromolecules. Their strong influence on the flow properties of dispersed
systems (BOHM and LYKLEMA, 1976) immediately point to one possibility,
namely through rheological measurements. In these kinds of measurements
the reaction of a system upon application of a stress or a strain on it, is recorded as a function of time. The interpretation of rheological properties of
dispersed systems in terms of particle interactions has been elaborated by,
for instance VAN DEN TEMPEL (1961; 1963); PAPENHUIZEN (1972) and STRENGE
and SONNTAG (1974). BOHM and LYKLEMA (1976) showed that in the case of
polyelectrolyte stabilized emulsions, the interactions between the adsorbed
macromolecules determine to a large extent the rheological properties of these
emulsions. In an analogous experiment, the interactions between the macromolecules adsorbed at one liquid-liquid or liquid-gas interface can be studied
bysurface rheology.
The same factors that govern the stability of dispersed systems, influence
the behaviour of free liquid films. Therefore soap films are used as a tool to
study double layer repulsion and VAN DER WAALS attraction (LYKLEMA et al.
1965a; SHELUDKO, 1967). In the same way polymer stabilized thin free liquid
films can be used, to study the steric interaction between two adsorbed layers
ofmacromolecules.
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen77-1(1977)
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1.2. OUTLINE OF THIS STUDY

Asindicated abovetheaim ofthisstudyisto gainmore insight inthe interactions between adsorbed macromolecules. To that purpose measurements have
been done on free liquid films and emulsions stabilized by macromolecules
(PVAandPMA-pe).
In the first part of this study the interactions (COULOMBIC, VAN DER WAALS
and hydrophobic ones) between the segments in the PMA-pe molecules will
be examined. Their influence on the conformation of PMA-pe molecules in
the bulk solution and adsorbed at an interface will be investigated. Extensive
attention will be paid to the relation between intra- and intermolecular segment-segment interactions and the rheological properties of emulsions,
stabilized by PMA-pe. In the rheological measurements, pH, salt concentrationandbivalentcationconcentration areimportant variables.
The properties of thin free liquid films, stabilized by PVA and PMA-pe,
willbediscussed inthesecondpart. Theequilibrium thicknessand the drainage
behaviour of the films will be determined. For PVA films, the free energy of
steric repulsion will be calculated as a function of the overlap between the
adsorbed polymer layers and compared with theoretical predictions by the
HESSELINK et al. (1971b) theory. The results lead to new ideas on the density
distribution of the segments of adsorbed PVA at an aqueous solution-air
surface.
The influence of the interactions between the segments in the PMA-pe
molecule on the properties of the films stabilized by this polyelectrolyte, will
bediscussed.
The rheological properties of viscoelastic emulsions stabilized by PMA-pe,
arestudied in the last part. Dynamic and creep measurements will be reported.
A semiquantitative model is discussed, relating the shear modulus of the
emulsions with the interaction forces between the emulsion droplets.
It will appear that the information, derived from the various techniques
fits well together to further our insight in the interaction forces in the macromolecules studied.

Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-1 (1977)

2. C H A R A C T E R I Z A T I O N O F M A T E R I A L S

2.1. GENERAL

All chemicals used were analytical grade. Solutions were prepared with
distilled water.
2.2. PARAFFIN

For the emulsion experiments, paraffin, which is virtually insoluble in
water, was selected as the oil phase. Liquid paraffin from Merck A. G., Darmstadt, Germany, with a density of 880 kg.m~ 3 was used. Its viscosity at 25°C
wasabout0.08 N.s.m~ 2 .
2.3. GLYCEROL

To the polymer solutions, which were used in case of the free liquid film
experiments, 1 M glycerol was added. We used glycerol from Merck A. G.,
Darmstadt, Germany, twice distilled, with a water content of 12-14%. Its
densitywasabout 1230kg.m^ 3 .

2.4. COPOLYMER OF METHACRYLIC ACID AND THE METHYL ESTER OF
METHACRYLIC ACID

2.4.1. Synthesis and properties
In this study, a copolymer of methacrylic acid and its methyl ester in the
molar ratio 2:1, further abbreviated as PMA-pe, was used. The structural
formula isshown schematically infig. 2-1. The polyelectrolyte was manufactured by Rohm A. G., Darmstadt, Germany, and commercially available as
Rohagit S, low viscosity grade. The polyelectrolyte has been prepared by a
pearl polymerisation of a mixture of the two monomer components, as described by DBP 947115 (1956).A detailed description of the manufacture and the
properties of the used PMA-pe has been given by BOHM (1974) and VOLKER
(1961a;1961b).The composition hasbeenchecked bytitration and elementary
analysis (BOHM, 1974). The most relevant properties characterizing the polyCH-, \
•CH2-C
)
COOH/ 0 . 68

/
CH,
(-CH 2 —C\

\

COOH3/0.32

FIG. 2-1. Structural formula of the copolymer of methacrylic acid and the methyl ester of
methacrylic acid (schematic).
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-1(1977)
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TABLE2-1. Properties ofPMA-pe.

Degree of polymerization
Viscosity average molecular weight Mv
Percentage acid groups
Percentage estergroups

~ 1000
~10s
67.6%
32.4%

electrolyte are summarized intable 2 - 1 . The distribution ofthe ester groups
issupposedtobe random.
The polyelectrolyte does notdissolve in water, butonly in alkaline solutions. In order to prepare Na-PMA-pe solutions, the following procedure
was adopted:toaweighed amount of the polyelectrolyte, the alkaline solution
wasslowlyadded under constant stirring.The addition ofthe alkaline solution
was stopped when complete neutralization was reached. It ispossible to decrease the degreeofneutralization aofthe dissolved PMA-pe by adding HC1,
without precipitation. The lowest degree of neutralization which can be
obtained depends on theionic strength, for instance ami„= 0.00 in 0.02 M
NaCl andamin = 0.08 in0.2M NaCl. In order to avoid degradation of the
PMA-pe, thedissolution procedure should becarried outinthedark (VOLKER, 1961a; 1961b).Ca-PMA-pe solutions were prepared following a different
procedure. Weighed amounts of PMA-pe and dry Ca(OH) 2 were mixed,
after which water was slowly added to themixture under constant stirring.
After dissolution ofthe polyelectrolyte, a can be reduced toabout 0.10 bythe
addition ofHC1.
2.4.2. The conformational transition of polymethacrylates
Polyelectrolytes ofthe polymethacrylate type have theinteresting property
that asafunction of the pH they occur intwo different conformations. Thisis
in contrast with most other polyelectrolytes. At lowpH, polymethacrylates
occur inacompact form: the hyper-coiled ora-conformation. AtapHabove
~ 5 (theprecise value depends on the nature andtheconcentration ofthe
counterions), the molecule expands rapidly towards the common, more extended b-conformation. Thisconformational transition has been found by several
authors, employing awide variety ofexperimental techniques, among which:
potentiometric titration (ARNOLD and OVERBEEK, 1950; KATCHALSKY, 1951b;
LEYTE and MANDEL, 1964; MANDEL et al., 1967), viscometry (ARNOLDand
OVERBEEK, 1950; KATCHALSKY and EISENBERG, 1951a; KATCHALSKY, 1951b;
GREGOR et al., 1957b; SILBERBERG and MIJNLIEFF, 1970), calorimetry (CRESCENZietal.,1972;DELBENetal.,1972),dye-binding (MANDELand STORK, 1974),
spectrophotometry (MANDELetal., 1967)anddiffusion (KEDEMand KATCHALSKY, 1955).
LANDO etal. (1973) concluded from laser-excited Raman spectroscopy that
the conformational transition of polymethacrylic acid (further abbreviated
as PMA) involves two superimposed phenomena: (1)thetertiary conformational transition (from the hyper-coiled ora-conformation towards the extenMeded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen77-1(1977)

dedcoiled orb-conformation), and (2)therandomization ofthelocal conformation (the secondary structure except the stereoregularity), as evidenced by
the Raman spectra. Since the randomization of the local conformation of
syndiotactic and atactic PMA occurs gradually over a relatively wide range of
a, it was concluded that the overall transition of these polymethacrylic acids
cannot be a strictly cooperative process. On the other hand, the overall conformational transition of the isotactic polyelectrolyte may be cooperative.
In connection with this, LEYTE et al. (1972) found that the potentiometric
titration curve for isotactic PMA is irreversible in contradistinction to the
corresponding curves for syndiotactic and atactic PMA. NAGASAWA et al.
(1965) reported another difference between the potentiometric titration
results of syndiotactic and isotactic PMA: at given pH and ionic strength,
isotactic PMA had a higher charge density than the syndiotactic one, a fact
that was explained by assuming different local conformations. Probably, the
overall transition is rather abrupt in isotactic PMA, but more gradual in
syndiotactic and atactic PMA. KAY et al. (1976) found a sharp decrease in the
linewidths of side chain resonances at a w0.2 from linewidth measurements
on the ' H N M R spectra of D 2 0 solutions of PMA. It was shown by 1 3 C
nuclear spin-lattice relaxation and nuclear Overhauser enhancement that the
segmental motions are more free at high pD (8.0) than at low pD (2.8) (CUTNELL and GLASEL, 1976).Both results agree with the concept of a kind of conformational transition of PMA in aqueous solution. LEYTE (1966) and ANUFRIEVA et al. (1968) calculated from potentiometric data that the number of
monomeric units transforming cooperatively in atactic PMA is about 30.
Thisconclusion seemstobeinconflict with that of LANDOetal.(1973). Perhaps
the relatively small cooperativeness in the transition of the tertiary structure
of atactic PMA is reflected in the secondary structure in such a way that it
cannot be detected by Raman spectroscopy. A second possibility is that the
PMA used by LEYTE (1966) and ANUFRIEVA et al. (1968) contained a certain
amount ofisotactictriades.Theydidnot check the stereoregularity.
OKAMOTO and WADA (1974) concluded from viscoelastic measurements
of dilute aqueous solutions of PMA, that the transition occurs in two steps.
The compact structure of PMA was thought to be stabilized by methyl-methyl
bonds between adjacent groups as well as by methyl-methyl bonds between
groups spatially close, but situated far from each other along the chain contour. In the initial stage of the transition, the latter type would primarily
break up, resulting in expansion of the overall chain dimensions (change of
tertiary conformation), and subsequently the former type of bonds would
break, resulting in achange ofthe localchain conformation.
We conclude that the exact nature of the conformational transition is not
clear ineveryrespect.Below,weshallignorethese subtletiesand usethe current
term: 'conformational transition', meaning atransition ofthetertiary structure
ofthepolyelectrolyte, exceptwhere explicitlymentioned otherwise.
A conformational transition has alsobeen observed for a few other synthetic
polyelectrolytes, e.g. for a copolymer of ethylacrylate and acrylic acid in the
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-1(1977)
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molar ration 3:1 (TAN etal., 1974; 1975),acopolymer ofmaleic acid andalkyl
vinyl ether (DUBIN and STRAUSS, 1970)and a polycondensate between Llysine and 1,3-benzene disulfonyl chloride (FENYO et al., 1974; MULLER,
1974).
MANDEL and STADHOUDER (1964) and BOHM (1974) mentioned the presence

of a conformational transition forPMA-pe. Hydrophobic bonding (ELIASSAF,
1965; DELBEN et al., 1972) and VANDERWAALS attraction (MANDEL et al.,
1967)havebeen suggested asthe main factor inthe establishment ofthe hypercoiled conformation at lowpH of polyelectrolytes of the polymethacrylate
type.
The conformation of free and adsorbed PMA-pe and the nature of the
underlyinginteraction forces arediscussed further inchapter4.
2.4.3. Quantitative determination in solution
PMA-pe can be determined quantitatively in solution by potentiometric
titration iftheamounts ofbase,necessarytoneutralize 1 gofthe polyelectrolyte
(7.59 mg eq.) anda areknown. Prior to titration, thePMA-pe solutions were
diluted 1:1with 1M NaCl in order to obtain a sharper equivalence point at
a = 1.0 (GREGOR and FREDERICK, 1957a). The titrations were performed
under a nitrogen atmosphere. NaOH was used astitrant. It isnotpossible to
usethisprocedureifa= 1.0.

2.5. POLYVINYL ALCOHOL

2.5.1. Synthesis and properties
Polyvinylalcohol(PVA)isanonionicwatersolublepolymer,witharelatively
simplechemical structure.Theproperties and applications havebeen described
inafew monographs (FINCH, 1968;PRITCHARD, 1970and FINCH, 1973).
Polyvinyl alcohol isprepared bypolymerization ofvinyl acetate into polyvinyl acetate (PVAc). Subsequently this polymer is partially hydrolysed to
give polyvinyl alcohol, containing a certain percentage of acetate groups.
The polymer obtained maybe considered as a copolymer of vinyl alcohol
and vinyl acetate. Thestructural formula isshown infig.2-2.
Most samples ofPVA, used inthis study were manufactured by KURARAY,
Japan. They were prepared by a solution polymerization, followed by an
alkaline hydrolysis in methanol. Detailed descriptions of the manufacture
and the properties of the PVA's used are given by SCHOLTENS (1977) and

CH2—CH0C0CHT33 ' 1 - X
Jn

FIG. 2-2. Structural formula ofpolyvinyl alcohol (schematic),x= fraction hydrolyzed.
o
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TABLE 2-2. Properties of PVA samples used.
sample
code

205
217
224
R-2

degree of
hydrolysis
87-89
87-89
87-89
83.4

viscosity average
degree of
molecular weight Mv polymerization*
27,000
86,000
120,000
89,000

550
1750
2450
1750

ash
content

0.7
0.7
0.7

* Calculated by dividing Mvby the mean segment weight.

BELTMAN (1975). One sample, PVA R-2, was kindly supplied by SCHOLTENS
ofourlaboratory.Themostrelevantpropertieswhichcharacterizethepolymer
aresummarized intable2-2.Themolecularweightdistribution is^ther wide.
It isapproximately of the FLORY-SCHULZ type,probably the most probable
or FLORY-distribution (PRITCHARD, 1970; SCHOLTENS, 1977).Inthe KURARAY
PVA'S the distribution of theacetate groupsismoreor lessofthe block-type
(TOYOSHIMA, 1968; SCHOLTENS, 1977). The distribution of acetate groups is
expected to influence the adsorption characteristicsof thePVAs to a large
extent In PVA R-2, the acetate distribution is random. The polymers used
contain no detectable-structural irregularities (UV and IR spectroscopy).
PVAwkhadegreeofhydrolysislowerthan 90%dissolvesinwater at room
temperature,butathighertemperatures(~ 70°C)phaseseparationoccurs.

2 5 2 Conformationalparametersofpolyvinylalcohol
The soTvent quality is one of the important parameters, determining the
c o ^ Z Z of a polymer at an interface. Because in the free liquid mm
experiments polymer solutions in a 1M aqueous glycerol solution are used,
h T o X l X a l parameters have been determined in such a solution. The
tionalparameterswiththoseobtainedpreviouslyinaqueoussolution.
Aconvenient way of studying the conformational P ? ™ ^ » * ^ *
viscositv experiments. Viscosities were measured in a Viscomatic M.S. type
S Z S u r e d by PICA, France,
^ ^ ^ f Z ^ T n Z
determination. Ubbelohde capillaries were u s eV ^ o ? ( £ ™ ^
25 ± 005°C.The elution timesfor waterwereabout 100s. COUETTE-HAGEN
Z.J± U.UJ «~
ormrdance wth thevaues, determined by
BACH corrections were applied in accordance wiui i
measurements
SCHOLTENS(1977).Theinstrumental inaccuracyintheviscosity measurements
^ Intrinsic
viscosity ratio
intrinsicviscosities
viscositieswere obtained
^ by
. ^extrapolation
. ^ ^ ^ ofS ethe
yeral extrapolatlon
procedurest obTarfetTrinsic viscosity and the HUGGLNSconstant Ware
S T o ? w W d i the MARTIN equation most satisfactorily describes the
r e S S b e L e n theviscosityand theconcentration over «twidegrangeo^ h.s
last parameter, for poor solvent systems (SAKAI, 1968). However, for good
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-1 (1977)

solvents SAKAI suggested to use arithmetic averages of the values, calculated
from a HUGGINS plot and those from a MARTIN plot. Because we consider a
1 M glycerol solution to be a rather poor or moderate solvent for the PVA
samples used (see discussion below), the MARTIN equation was applied for
extrapolation.Thisequation reads:
(2-1-)

In ^ = In fa] + k' [f]]cP
c

where cp is the polymer concentration, fa] the intrinsic viscosity and k' the
HUGGINS constant. The two last mentioned properties are obtained from a
MARTIN plot according to equation 2.1. by linear regression. The results are
tabulated in table 2-3. The inaccuracy in the obtained fa] is< 1% and in ^
s$ 2%. A more extensive discussion of the reproducibility in the fa] and k'
determination is given by SCHOLTENS (1977). In the case of aqueous solutions
the viscosities were measured at 30°C. The differences in fa] for the two solvents cannot be attributed to the temperature difference, since a raise in
temperature of 5°C would result in a decrease of fa] of about 3 % (PRITCHARD,
1970). Values of fa] which have been calculated with the HUGGINS equation,
are slightly lower (3%at most) than those tabulated. In water fa] is somewhat
higher than in a 1M glycerol solution, whereas k' is much lower. These facts
indicate that water is a slightly better solvent for the PVA samples, than a
1M aqueousglycerol solution.
The tabulated values can be used to calculate constants k t and a in the
MARK-HOUWINK relation

fa] = kyM"v

(2.2.)
4

The results for a 1M glycerol solution are kx = 7.1 10^ dl/g and a = 0.62
(25°C) and for waterkx = 5.3 10" 4 and a = 0.65 (30°C).Because the inaccuracy in Mv is not known, nothing can be said about the absolute accuracy of
these values. However, the differences in a and kt for the two solutions are
marginally significant. The values for PVA in water are in good agreement
with those,listed by KURATA et al. (1975).
The values of the HUGGINS constant k' and of a indicate, that both water
and a 1 M aqueous glycerol solution are moderate solvents for PVA. They
indicate also that probably the solvent power of 1M aqueous glycerol solution
issomewhat lower than for water.
TABLE 2-3. Intrinsicviscosityand HUGGINSconstantsforPVAsamplesofdifferent molecular
weight.
sample

1 M glycerol solution (25°C)
tol/dlg"1

205
217
224
10

0.393
0.823
0.976

water (30°C)

k'

hl/dlg - 1

*'

0.52
0.48
0.49

0.395
0.847
1.035

0.40
0.35
0.38
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The conformation of a polymer can be described by several parameters.
The most important ones are the rootjnean square end-to-end distance,
(r 2 ) 1 ' 2 , and the r.m.s. radius of gyration (s2)112. For a branched polymer only
(s2)1'2 can beused.For linearrandom polymersthetwoquantities are related
by:
P = 6?

(2.3.)

The simplest model of alinear polymer isavolumeless freelyjointed chain,
composed of m links, each with a length of 1. Then the r.m.s. end-to-end
distance can be calculated from random flight statistics (FLORY, 1953; TANFORD, 1961).Next afixedvalence angle 0 and restriction in rotation can be
builtin.Theresultis:
-,
, „ 1 + cos0
rl = a2 mI2
(2.4.)
1 - cos0
where a accounts for the steric hindrance to rotation around a C-C bond.
The subscript zero indicates that the net effect of both the excluded volume
effect, due to the finite volume of the chain segments and contraction or expansion due to segment-segment and segment-solvent interaction, is zero.
The dimension (TQ2)112 (the unperturbed r.m.s. end-to-end distance) is independentoforunperturbed bythenatureofthesolvent.Forapolymethylene
chaincos 0= 0.333,henceequation (2.4.)reducesto:
7^ = 2<J2ml2
(2.5.)
It ispossible to correct for thefinitevolume ofthechain segments and for
theinteraction ofthesegmentswiththesolvent byintroducing alinear expansion factor a, which increases with increasing solvent quality. The dimension
increasethat follows from thefinitevolumeofthesegments,canbecounteractedbydissolvingthepolymerinapoorersolvent.Whenthecontraction,which
results from the poorer solvency exactly cancels the expansion due to the
excluded volume effect, the solvent istermed a theta (0) solvent. The dimensionofarealchaincanberelatedtoitsunperturbed dimensionoritsdimension
ina0 solventby:

P =a 2 r7

(2.6.)

KUHN (1934) has pointed out, that in order to calculate chain dimensions,
a polymer chain withfixedvalence angles and restricted rotation around the
bondsmaybereplaced byan equivalent chain of the samecontour length L'.
This equivalent chain consists of istatistical chain elements of length U freely
jointedtogether.Thenther.m.s.end-to-enddistancecanbewritten as:

y?= U?

(2-7.)

Usually thecontour length L' is assumed to correspond to the planar zig-zag
of the all-trans conformation, with a distance of 0.253 nm between alternate
carbon atoms (MORAWETZ, 1965,p. 120).Following FLEER(1971),itcan then
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen77-1 (1977)
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bededucedfrom equations(2.5.)and (2.7.)and taking/= 0.154nm, that7, is
givenby:
/, = Aa2 ^ ^ = 0.375a2 nm
0.253
Thenthenumberofsegmentsperstatisticalchainelement (s.c.e.)1 is:

(2.8.)

™ = JL-.= 1.48a2
(2.9.)
2i 0.253
Ifitisacceptedthat alinearflexible polymercanbedescribed asa statistical
coil, its chain dimensions can be calculated from viscosity measurements
using(FLORY, 1953,p.611):
[,,]= <plLL_
(2.10.)
M
IntheoriginaltheoryofFLORY<Pshouldbeadimensionlessuniversalconstant.
However it appears that $ depends slightly on the solvent quality. It varies
from about 2.0 x 1021 for a very good solvent ([r]] expressed in dl g" 1 and
(r2)112 incm),to2.55 x 1021for a0 solvent (TANFORD, 1961,p. 401).
Thelinearexpansionfactor canalsobeobtained from viscometry.However,
theexpansion factor found byviscometryislower becauseupon expansion of
thecoilthesegmentdensitydecreases.Thispromotestheabilityofthesolvent
to flow through the outer parts of the coil.The viscometric expansion factor
a, isdefined by(YAMAKAWA, 1971,p.364):
^ ^ Ml [rig]
(2.11.)
KURATA and YAMAKAWA (YAMAKAWA, 1971,p. 302)proposed the next semi
empiricalrelation betweena,anda:
a„3= a2-43

(2.12.)

Thenequation(2.10)canbemodified toread (YAMAKAWA, 1971,p.364):
[r,] =K0a„3M1'2

(2.13.)

with
r2 \ 3 / 2
in

K0 = * 0 U\

(2.14.)

The subscript zero implies that the constants K0 and 3>0are independent of
thesolventquality.Itcanbededucedthattheconstants<Pand<Poarerelatedby:
* = #o ( - ) '

(2.15.)

1
Following FLEER(1971)thetermsegmentwillbeused to denote amonomer unit of PVA,
whereas an elementrefers to a statistical chain element, consisting of several segments.

12
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The value of $ 0 depends only onpolymer properties such asthenature of the
molecular weight distribution. The valuesof the expansion factors aanda,depend both onthesolvent quality andonthe molecular weight. This complication for determining K0 and (r 0 2 ) 1 / 2 can be eliminated, by formulating a
relation between <xn and an excluded volume parameter z. KURATA and YAMAKAWA (YAMAKAWA, 1971, p.301)derived thenext relation:

l+1.55z +
with

(2.16.)

3/2

2

2TIr

,

BM2

(2.17.)

where BisB'jMs2, inwhich Msisthemolecular weight ofa segment andB'is
the binary cluster integral for a pair of segments. It represents the effective
volume, excluded to one segment by the presence of another (YAMAKAWA,
1971, p. 80).Elimation of a, between equation (2.13.) and equations (2.16.)
and (2.17.) resultsin(STOCKMAYERand FIXMAN, 1963):
Ml12

K0 + 0.51 $o BMl

(2.18.)

1/2

The STOCKMAYER-FIXMAN equation isone ofthe simplest toapply andgives
good results, except for high molecular weights (M > 106)in good solvents.
The better known quantity <2>0should beused for calculations rather than $
because in order to estimate <P, the solvent quality must be known. A few
alternative equations are available, enabling one to find the conformation
parameters ofPVA (YAMAKAWA, 1971,p.364).
By plotting fal/M,,1'2 against Mv1'2 (fig.2-3),K0 canbe calculated from
the intercept. Thedata listed intable 2-3areused. Next a, anda follow from
n3_™

10 0

200

300

400

FIG. 2-3. STOCKMAYER-FIXMAN plot for threePVAsamples.Solventisindicated.
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TABLE2-4. Solution parameters of the used KURARAY PVA samples.

103K0

solvent
water
1 M glycerol

1.9± 0.07
2.0 ± 0.1

"
2.19
2.23

'«( n m )
1.80
1.86

m 2i

l

7.1
7.4

0.65
0.62

5.3
7.1

TABLE2-5. Dimensions of PVA molecules in solution.
solvent
water
1 M glycerol

sample

204
217
224
204
217
224

Mv
27,000
86,000
120,000
27,000
86,000
120,000

(r20yl2/nm

(r 2 ) 1,2 /nm

15.8
28.3
33.4
16.1
28.8
34.0

17.2
32.8
39.7
17.5
33.1
39.1

1.09
1.16
1.19
1.09
1.15
1.15

equations (2.13.) and(2.12.) respectively. A value for <P0 must bechosen, in
order tocalculate the other parameters. KURATAetal.(1975)gaveasareasonable valueinthe case of a poorly fractionated polymer (M w /M„ ~ 2), $o = 2.1
x 10 21 if [r\] isexpressed indl/g and (r 2 ) 1 / 2 incm. Then (ro 2 ) 1/2 anda canbe
calculated. Theresults arerepresented in tables 2 - 4 and2 - 5 . Theunits in
table 2 - 4are based on the value of by]in dl/g.The r.m.s. end-to-end distance
ofPVAR-2inwaterisca 10%lower thanthat for PVA217(SCHOLTENS, 1977).
Thecorresponding data ina 1Maqueous glycerol solution arenot available.
KURATAetal. (1975)gave asamean value K0 = (2.2± 0.25) 10~ 3 forPVA,
measured byseveral authors. This isinreasonable agreement with the values
found by us forPVA with 12% acetate groups. For a these authors give 2.04
and 2.12 for fully-hydrolyzed PVA andPVAc respectively, indicating more
resticted rotation inPVAc. The length ofa statistical chain element /s andthe
number ofsegments perstatistical chain element have been calculated from
<T,using equations (2.8.)and (2.9.). The results are almost equal tothose mentioned by FLEER (1971). Table 2 - 4includes also the constants ofthe MARKHOUWINK equation.

The coil dimensions are listed intable 2 - 5 . Within experimental accuracy
no difference is found between thevalues for PVA in water andin a 1 M
aqueous glycerol solution. The inaccuracy in K0, resulting from the extrapolation procedure, is about 5%. Because theaccuracy of M„ isnot known no
definite conclusion canbedrawn ontheinaccuracyin(r 2 ) 1/2 and a. As expected
a increases with increasing molecular weight. Ofcourse, in view ofthe large
inaccuracy (see e.g.fig.2-3) the tabulated results can beused only forsemiquantitativecalculations.Thisisalsothe reason whywedid not try to calculate
theinteraction parameter B' from the slopeofthe STOCKMAYER-FIXMAN plot.
The end conclusion can be that maybe a 1Maqueous glycerol solution is a
slightly poorer solvent forPVA than water. However, possible differences are
hardly significant.
14
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3. E X P E R I M E N T A L P A R T

3.1. PREPARATION OFTHEEMULSIONS

Because the properties of emulsions depend substantially on the wayof
preparation, astandard method has been adopted. The method was essentially
identical to the one described by LANKVELD and LYKLEMA (1972C) and BOHM

and LYKLEMA (1976). A 250cm 3 glass beaker (diameter ~ 7 cm)was filled
with polyelectrolyte solution and paraffin to a total volume of 100cm 3 .A
volumefraction ofparaffin 0 = 0.5waschosenfortherheological experiments.
In other experiments 4> varied. The contents of the beaker were emulsified
with a type T45 Ultra-Turrax, exJanke &Kunkel K.G.,Germany. Thetime
of emulsification was 2 minutes, except where otherwise stated. With an
emulsification time of 2 minutes, the temperature of the emulsions rose to
between 55and65°C, depending on (j> andthepolyelectrolyte concentration.
Finally,theemulsionswerecooledtoroom temperature.
The rheological properties ofthe emulsions weredetermined between 14and
24 hours after preparation. Thespecific interfacial area 5 andtheamount r
adsorbed at the interface were also measured for a fewemulsions. This was
donebetween 14and 20hoursafter preparation ofthe emulsions.

3.2. DETERMINATION OFTHESPECIFIC AREA OFTHEEMULSIONS

Interfacial areas of the emulsions percm 3oilphase were determined using
the turbidity spectra technique, elaborated by GOULDEN (1958) and WALSTRA
(1965; 1968). WALSTRA (1968) and LANKVELD and LYKLEMA (1972c) used this
technique already forparaffin in water emulsions, whereas BOHM and LYKLEMA (1976) applied it to PMA-pe stabilized emulsions. The principle of the
technique and-the method followed have been described extensively by LANKVELD(1970)and BOHM(1974).Herefollows onlyaveryshort description.
The attenuation ofa light beam passing through a diluted colourless emulsion isdue toscattering. This attenuation was measured asafunction ofwavelength. From these data, theturbidity spectra could becalculated. Theoretical
turbidity spectra have been computed for some globule-size distributions.
Truncated log-normal distributions were found to be most satisfactory for
PMA-pe stabilized emulsions (BOHM, 1974). By matching the ex-perimental
and the theoretical spectra, the volume-surface diameter d32 was obtained,
defined through:
S Nidi

4

-Slwf

(3 1 )

''

i
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where diis the diameter of the z'-th emulsion droplet and Nt the number of
emulsion droplets /perunit volume.The specific interfacial area S could then
becalculated from:
S = 6V/d32

(3.2.)

where Fisthevolumeofthedispersedphase.
TheinaccuracyinSinlessthan 5%for thehigher specific areas.Itiswithin
10%ifSissmallerthan1.0m2.cm~3.
3.3. DETERMINATION OF THE POLYELECTROLYTEADSORPTION

The amount r adsorbed in mg.m"2 of the polyelectrolyte at the interface
was calculated from material balance. The amount added is known. Before
determination of the remaining bulk concentration of PMA-pe, the oil phase
must beremoved.To that end theemulsion wascentrifuged for 30minutes in
aBeckmanJ-21Bcentrifuge at4000till 15,000rev/min.Thenumber ofrevolutionswashigher at higher a-valuesand polyelectrolyte concentrations. It was
verifiedthatcentrifugation didnotcausedesorption (BOHM,1974).Theamount
ofPMA-peintheaqueousphasewasdetermined induplicate bytitration (see
section2.4.3.).
The inaccuracy in the adsorption determination was found to be within
2% for a ^ 0.7.For highera, itcould beashigh as 10%depending on a and
the polyelectrolyte supply. This poorer reproducibility was caused by the
short titration length toa = 1.0 and therelativelylowadsorption ofthe polyelectrolyte.
3.4. TITRATIONOFFREEAND ADSORBEDPMA-PE

Thepotentiometrictitrationshavebeen carried out withaSchott combined
glass electrode. All titrations were performed in a titration vessel, containing
100 cm3 of polyelectrolyte solution, under nitrogen at room temperature
(22°C).NaOHandCa(OH)2wereusedastitrants.Theirmolaritywasadapted
totheconcentrationofthepolyelectrolyte.
In addition to dissolved PMA-pe, paraffin in water emulsions stabilized by
the same polyelectrolyte were titrated. The emulsions contained also some
dissolved PMA-pe, which prior to titration, was removed by subjecting the
emulsions twice to centrifugation and subsequent redispersion in 0.05 M
NaCl.Theemulsions obtained inthiswaycontained approx. 150mgPMA-pe
in 300 cm3 emulsion. The volume fraction of paraffin was ca. 0.25. These
emulsions were titrated with HC1towards a ~ 0 and back to a.= 1.0 with
NaOH. Emulsions prepared at high pH were used because for them the desorption of polymer during the titration can be neglected (BOHM, 1974).The
titration procedurewasthesameasfor dissolved PMA-pe.Onesingletitration
took8hours.
16
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3.5. RHEOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS

3.5.1. General
Several techniques were used to study the rheological properties of PMA-pe
solutions and those ofemulsions stabilized bythis polyelectrolyte.
PMA-pe solution viscosities at various temperatures were measured in
Ubbelohde-type viscometers. The viscometers were mounted in a water bath,
thermostatted at T ±0.05°C. The elution times for water at 10°C were about
500 s and at 70°C about 200 s. Intrinsic viscosities [n] were obtained by extrapolation ofrjre/cto c = 0.Dilutions weredone isoionically in0.05 M N a + .
Emulsion viscosities were measured in a Haake Rotovisko at a shear rate
D = 7.05 s _ 1 and a shearing time (t ~ 10-40 min) taken long enough so
that the observed viscosity did not change any more. The observed viscosity
was independent of the way in which the emulsions were brought into the
apparatus.The temperature was20 ± 0.2°Cexcept where otherwise stated.
The viscoelastic properties of the emulsions were studied by dynamic- and
creep measurements. In this way it ispossible to obtain the deformation of the
emulsions as a function of time, which is not possible with the viscosity measurements.A second advantage ofdynamicmethodsisthat, ifthe deformations
are small enough, no irreversible breakdown of the emulsion structure occurs
during the measurements. These two properties are essential prerequisites for
the calculation of the elastic- and the viscous part of the deformation of the
system.
The apparatus for the dynamic and the creep measurements is described in
sections 3.4.2. and 3.4.3. respectively.
3.5.2. Dynamic measurements withtherheometer
The rheometer is an apparatus that has been developed by DUISER and DEN
OTTER, TNO Delft (Netherlands). It has been described extensively by DUISER
(1965); DEN OTTER (1967) and BELTMAN (1975). Essentially, the apparatus
consists of two coaxial cylinders (see fig. 3-1) between which the sample is
brought. The inner oneisbrought inharmonic oscillation bymeans ofa torsion
drive shaft
torsion wire

ir1
y\

inner cylinder
sample

1

— outer cylinder
•SI

NM

"IsN
thermostatted jacket
strain wire

•i^d

sample inlet

FIG. 3-1. Principle ofthe rheometer.
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wire and a driving system. The amplitude of the drive shaft can be varied
between 0-0.25 rad and the frequency between 3.2 x 10"5 and 50 Hz. The
latter corresponds with an angular frequency w of 2 x 10" 4 and 3 x 10 2 s _1 .
The amplitude difference and the phase shift between the drive shaft and the
inner cylinder can be measured by means of two light bundles and a special
mirror system. The storage and loss moduli, G' and G"respectively, can be
calculated from the observed phase shift and amplitude difference, provided
the amplitude is low enough to ensure linear viscoelasticity. Equations (3.3.)
and (3.4.) were used for the calculation of the dynamic moduli (DEN OTTER,
1967).
G'= (DilE){£a„l£co){\-{£<,l£ao)2Yl2-(Di + Di)\E + Ico2/E
(3.3.)
(3.4.)

G" = ( D JEXea/eco)

in which Dx torsionconstant oftorsion wire
D2 torsionconstant ofstrain wire
E
cylinderconstant = 4nH/(R i1 -Ro2)m3
R„ radiusoutercylinder(4.5mm)
Ri radiusinnercylinder(3.75mm)
H height ofinnercylinder(15.0cm)
/
moment ofinertia ofinner cylinder
£ao amplitudeofthedrive shaft
ECo amplitude ofthe inner cylinder
efl Ea0sinQ
Q phaseshift betweendriveshaft andinner cylinder
co angularfrequency (s~*)
The calculation of the constants has been described by BELTMAN (1975) and
DUISER (1965). G'and G" were calculated with a Wang-700B table computer.
The temperature was20.0± 0.2°C, except in the experiments where Twas
variable.
3.5.3. Creep measurements
Some creep measurements have been done with an apparatus developed
and built in theLaboratory of Physical and Colloid Chemistry, Agricultural
University, Wageningen, Netherlands. The apparatus has been described

Tr^
C_J
iA
weight

m

•inner cylinder

recorder
• sample
•outer cylinder

displacement
transducer

FIG. 3-2. Coaxial cylinder viscometer forcreep measurements.
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extensively by BELTMAN (1975).A schemeisgiven infig.3-2. The displacement
transducer is from Hewlett Packard (Palo Alto, California, U.S.A.). The
radius Rp of the pulley is 2.00 cm. The inner cylinder radius Ri is 1.45 cm and
the outer cylinder radius R2 is2.50 cm. The height of the inner cylinderis
4.50cm. It ispossible tocalculate the shear modulus Gand shearcompliance J
from the mass ofthe weight and the displacement ofthe inner cylinderas
follows (BELTMAN, 1975):
J = G

=

a=
y

0.9,gBP(R2-Rl)
2nHAR\

in whichgis the mass of the weight (kg), A the angular displacement of the
innercylinder (rad),atheshear stressandytheshear strain.

3.6. THICKNESS MEASUREMENTS OF POLYMER STABILIZED FREE
LIQUID FILMS

3.6.1. Apparatus
3.6.1.1. M e c h a n i c a l p a r t
The mechanical part was amodified form of a cell developed at the Van 't
Hoff Laboratory, State University ofUtrecht, The Netherlands. The cell
(seefig.3-3) was made in the Laboratory for Physical and Colloid Chemistry,
Agricultural University,Wageningen,TheNetherlandsbyS. MAASLAND.
The films were formed in a glass ring with an inside diameter of 3.7 mm and
a height of3mm.Thehorizontalfilmshad adiameter of 1.5to 3.0mm, depending on the disjoining pressure. They were formed by bringing adroplet of the
polymer solution inthe ring through a needle. The two surfaces couldbe
brought together by sucking away the surplus of solution. Theextent of suction
could be controlled by raising orlowering the container, with the polymer
solution supply. The height difference between the horizontal film and the
level of the polymer supply was measured with acathetometer. The films could
be visually inspected by flash light.
The whole was built in awater-thermostatted (25.00 ±0.02°C) brass box.
This boxwassurrounded bya perspexbox,whichwasplaced, together with the
optical part, in an air-thermostatted (26 ±1 °C) container. The latter temperature was slightly higher than that of thebrass box,in order to prevent condensation on the glass windows of the box. The box could be moved in the horizontal plane. Itwas possible to set the glass ring in amore or less horizontal
position by changing the position of the whole box by means of a three point
adjustment.
3.6.1.2. O p t i c a l a n d e l e c t r o n i c p a r t
A scheme of the optical and electronic part of the apparatus is given in fig.
3-4. The light source wasa 0.5 milliwatt helium neon laser of Spectra-Physics,
model 155, wavelength 632.8 nm. The attenuated (65 times) and chopped light
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-1 (1977)
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FIG. 3-3. Apparatus for the measurement of the thickness of free liquid films. Mechanical
part. Insert: glass ring with film.
1 Glass ringin which thefilmis formed
2 Needle
3 Polymer solution supply
4 Connection between the atmosphere in the container with the polymer solution and the
chamber with thefilm
5 Glasswindow through which thelight beams pass
6 Window through which the height of the horizontal film can be measured
7 Light trap
8 Outlet for polymer solution
9 Water thermostatted brass box
10 Perspex box
11 Adjustment devicefor raising or lowering the container with polymer solution
12 Inlet and outlet for thermostatting liquid

(about 180Hz)wasconverged byalens(f = 30cm).Byaprismhalf offtwas
directedperpendicular(90° ±4°) ontothefilm.Theotherhalfwasusedasthe
referencebeam.Thelightspotonthefilmhadadiameterofabout0.5mm.The
reflected and the reference beamswere directed by light guides to thephotodetectors. The light guides were manufactured by Rank Precision Industries
Ltd.,Leeds,England.Theseguidesconsistofabundleofglassfibers,randomly
groupedtogether.Thesebundlesareprotectedbyaflexiblemetallicarmouring,
covered byaPVCsheathing.Theendsoftheguidesareground and optically
polished. The optical diameter of the guides is 3 mm and the spectral transmission ranges from 400 to 1300 nm. PIN photodiodes (5082-4204) from
HewlettPackard wereused asphotodetectors.Thesignalsofthephotodiodes
werepreamplified and then directed to theelectronicpart bycoaxialcables.
The electronic part was also developed and built by the Laboratory for
Physical and Colloid Chemistry, Agricultural University, Wageningen, The
Netherlandsby R. WEGH.In thispart,thefilm signaland thereference beam
20
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amplifiers
recorder

reference s i g n a l -

signal from chopper
for reference light of 180 Hz

— s i g n a l reflected by the film
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diaphragm
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1 ^ window

lens

P.

helium neon laser
wavelength 632.8nm.

/ attenuator
chopper
180Hz

= ^ i < | film

FIG. 3-4. Apparatus for the measurement of the thickness of polymer films. Optical and
electronic part.

signalcould beamplified independently.After that, thesignalswerefilteredin
order to select the part with the same frequency as a second reference signal
coming directly from the chopper. The two alternating current signals were
transformed intodirect current signals.Thedirectcurrentscould be amplified
insuchaway,thattheywereofthesameorderofmagnitude.Subsequentlythe
film signal was divided by the reference beam signal and the current coming
from thedivider(Intech,A733),registeredbyaServogorrecorder(RE511).
3.6.2. Experimentalprocedure
Theglasscontainerandthetubetotheglassringwerefilledwiththepolymer
solution andthenthermostattedinthebrassboxat25.00± 0.02°Cfor atleast
fifteen hours.Afewdropsofthesolutionwerealsobroughtintotheroomwith
theglassring,inordertopromotefasterequilibriationbetweenthesolutionand
theatmosphere.Thepolymersolutionscontained 1 Mglycerol.Thislowersthe
water vapour pressure and in that wayreduces theevaporation of water from
the film (AGTEROF, 1975).Prior to usethe solutions were filtered over a G 5
glassfilter.
The inaccuracy in thethicknessmeasurements wasabout 5%.
Thefilmswere formed by raising the glass container with the polymer solution. After a droplet of the solution had been placed in the glass ring, the
container waslowered tosuchaheight,thatthesuction for forming afilmwas
just too low.After a waiting time (1hour, except where otherwise stated) the
two surfaces were brought together, by lowering the container. The hydrostatic suction could be varied between 0 and 15 mm water pressure. Upon
formation of thefilmin the ring, some compression and/or expansion of the
surface mayoccur.Itisdifficult toassesstheextenttowhichthisoccursandits
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-1(1977)
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FIG. 3-5. Reflection of light by a homogeneousfilm.

effect on the final properties of the film if any. The film formation and the influence on it of factors such as waiting time are further discussed in chapter 5.
3.6.3. Calculation of thicknessesfrom the intensity of reflected light
For more than one century optical properties of thin liquid films have been
used as a tool for the measurement of their thickness (see for a bibliography
MYSELS et al., 1959). For the simple case of a transparent, homogeneous and
isotropic film in air the relation between the intensity of the reflected light h
andthethicknessofthefilmh(VASICEK, 1960)(fig.3-5) isgivenbythe formula:
4r2 sin2 A

Ir

h ~T^2rT~+ 4r2 sin2 A + r 4

(3 6-)

'

whereI0 = intensity of the incident beam
r = FRESNELcoefficient; for non-polarized light and angles < 30° given
by:
r=

rtf - n„

tif + n0
n0 = refractive index of air
«/= refractive index of the film material
A = phase difference between the beam reflected at the two sides of the film.
It isgiven by the expression:
A=

2n ns h cosa"

(3.7.)

X = wavelength in vacuum of the light used
a"= angle of refraction
The film thickness hs at which maximum reflection occurs (silvery films) is
given by:
pk
4 nj cos a"
(3.8.)
wherep = 1, 3, 5 ....
In equation (3.6.) the term r 4 can be neglected in our case (BRUIL, 1970).
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Realizing that for silvery films sin 2 4 = 1,onefinds for therelation between
film thickness, thereflected intensity I,ofthat film andthat ofthe silvery film
h thefollowing equation (BRUIL, 1970):
L
1 +2r2
In nrhcos a"
J
- =
sin2
(3.9.)
h
, „ , , , , , . , 2nnrhcos a"
X
1 - 2r 2 + 4r2sin2
X
This equation applies to a homogeneous film. However, polymer films are
not homogeneous. They ratherconsist oftwopolymer monolayers eitherornot
separated byanaqueous core.The structure ofa polymer monolayer has been
described by for instance SILBERBERG (1968, 1975) and HOEVE (1971) (section

5.2.3.1.).For soapfilmsathreelayersandwich-like structure hasbeen accepted,
formed by two surfactant monolayers and an aqueous core with essentially
bulk concentrations. A correction hasbeen worked outfor thedifference in
reflection between such a film and a homogeneous one (VASICEK, 1960;
DUYVIS, 1962; LYKLEMAet al., 1965b; FRANKELand MYSELS, 1966).It accounts
for thediffering opticalproperties ofthesurface layersand theensuing multiple
reflections. The correction h* applied to the equivalent aqueous solution
thickness hf (that isthethickness, calculated byequation (3.9.) where «/ isthe
refractive index ofthebulk solution) isnegativeifn(surface layers) >n(aqueous
core) andindependent ofthe thickness ofthe aqueous core.
The more general theory of FRANKEL and MYSELScan beextended to cover
reflection from multilayer systems. In the derivation of the correction they
assumed, that the thicknessoftheinterface layersissmallincomparison to the
wavelength ofthereflected light.Thisassumption isnotjustified foranadsorbed polymer layer asawhole. Onecan overcome this difficulty byconsidering a
polymer monolayer asifconsisting ofa collection of parallel sheaths of gradually changing index of refraction. Theequation derived by FRANKEL and
MYSELS (1966) reads:

hf= (nj- ir^i

hi(n\- I)

(3.10.)

>=i

where m istherefractive index ofthe ith layer, with thickness hiandk isthe
number oflayerswithadifferent refractive index.Nowitispossibleto calculate
the effect of replacing thecontinuous polymer layer bya onestep (block) or
multi step distribution. Itis assumed that the refractive index inthemulti step
distribution decends exponentially with the distance from the interface. The
difference calculated between thecorrection foraonestepdistribution and that
for a thirteen step distribution was found to beless than 10%, corresponding
to 0.3 nm. This isfarbelow the inaccuracy ofthe total film thickness measurement, amounting toabout 3nm. Therefore, wecalculated thecorrection to be
applied totheequivalent waterthickness,byreplacingthesmeared out polymer
segment layer bya block distribution. Asa result weworked for optical purposeswithakind ofthree layer sandwich-like structure, similarto that usedfor
soap films, butwith much thicker surface layers (fig. 3-6)andlower refractive
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-1 (1977)
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polymer
segment
concentration

FIG. 3-6. Schematic model of a polymer film, used for the optical determination of thicknesses.

index. Equation (3.10.) can now be transformed into:
n\ -n\

(3.11.)
1
n\
where h* is the correction to be applied to the equivalent aqueous solution
thickness (hf) of the film, hi the thickness and m the refractive index of the
equivalent polymer surface layer and n2 the refractive index of the aqueous
core ofthe film. The latterisassumed to beindentical to therefractive index of
the bulk polymer solution (from which it follows that n2 = nj).
The thicknesshi oftheequivalent polymer surface layercan to a large extent
be chosen arbitrarily. The concentration of polymer in that layer was found by
means of ellipsometry. The refractive index m was calculated, considering
(dn/dc)r to be a constant for a given polymer (see for instance: KLENIN et al.,
1974).Then thecorrection h*isfor reasonable valuesoftherelevant parameters
(r (adsorbed amount) = 1-5 mg m - 2 , (d«/dc)r = 0.15 cm 3 g _ 1 and hi = 5 25nm) within a few per cent independent of the choice of hi. The result is that
for agivenpolymer, thecorrection h*dependsonr only.Theconstant (d«/dc)r
was measured with an Abbe refractometer. It was assumed that any error
arising from a non-linearity inn(c) at very high polymer concentrations in the
first layersnear the interface, can be ignored. The refractive indices of the two
equivalent polymer surface layers were much lower than the corresponding
onesfor soap films. Asaresulttherelativecorrections ofthetotal film thickness
are much smaller than the corresponding ones in the case of surfactant films.
Another difficulty arising with polymer stabilized films is that normally the
FRESNEL coefficient is supposed to be independent of the film thickness and
only afunction of the structure ofthesurface layers.However, for thin polymer
films there must be a kind of overlap between the two polymer layers adsorbed
at thetwoopposing surfaces.Thischangestherefractive indicesofthe adsorbed
polymer layers, at least in the region of overlap, with respect to those in thick
films. If the polymer concentrations are not too high (d«/dc)r is constant. Because of the low concentrations in the overlap region (KOOPAL and LYKLEMA,
1975; section 5.4.) the difference in themean refractive indices of the adsorbed
layersof thin and thick films isprobably small.Upon an average concentration
rise of 1 % over the entire film, the thickness of a correctly calculated film is
h* = 2 A,
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about 0.6% lower than when the correction isnot applied. Sincethe concentration change willmostly belessthan 1 %,weneglect this difference.
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4. C O N F O R M A T I O N O F F R E E A N D A D S O R B E D
POLYMETHACRYLATE

4.1. INTRODUCTION

In section 2.4.2. it has been described, that polyelectrolytes of the polymethacrylate type occur in two different conformations, as a function of pH.
In this chapter we shall show that, under suitable conditions, this conformational transition can also be observed if the polymethacrylate is adsorbed at a
liquid-liquid interface. Indications of this fact are found in work by BOHM and
LYKLEMA (1974; 1975; 1976). Firstly the conformational transition will be
studied by potentiometric titration. It will be shown that the occurrence of
the transition in PMA-pe layers, adsorbed on paraffin drops, emulsified in
aqueous solution, can be monitored Theologically. This phenomenon in turn
canbeexploited advantageously to obtain additionalinformation on the nature
of the underlying interaction forces (v. VLIET and LYKLEMA, 1975).

4.2. INTERACTION FORCES DETERMINING THE CONFORMATION OF
POLYMETHACRYLATES

The conformation of a polyelectrolyte in a dilute solution depends on intramolecular solute-solute, solvent-solute and solvent-solvent interactions. The
presence of a second solute, for instance low molecular weight electrolyte, can
alsoexert influence. In the case of polyelectrolytes, the COULOMBIC interaction
between the segments is a major factor. This interaction is influenced by the
presence of salt. From the fact that polymethacrylates occur in an uncommon
compact form at low pH, it can be concluded that there must be an attractive
force between the polyelectrolyte segments. MANDEL and STADHOUDER (1964)
found that esterification of PMA does not influence the range of the degree of
ionization a' over which the conformational transition occurs,ifa' was related
to the total number of segments. It means that the occurrence of the compact
or a-conformation isneither due to thecarboxyl groups nor tothe ester groups.
Thelatteraffect thetransition onlyinan indirect way,namelybydecreasing the
electrostatic repulsion between the carboxyl groups. A second conclusion of
these experiments was, that intramolecular hydrogen bonds between the carboxyl groups are excluded as a major factor in establishing the compact conformation. MANDEL et al., concluded that the methyl groups in the main chain
must be the main factor for the stabilization of the compact conformation.
These conclusions were supported by comparison of the properties of polyacrylic acid (PAA) and partially esterfied polyacrylic acid (PAA-pe) with those
of PMA and PMA-pe (BOHM, 1974). Hydrophobic bonding (ELIASSAF, 1965;
DELBEN et al., 1967) and VAN DER WAALS attraction (MANDEL et al., 1967)
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between the methyl groups have been put forward as explanations for the
formation of the compact conformation at low pH. These two kinds of interaction forces and COULOMBICinteraction willbediscussedmorefully inthe next
three sections.
Besides the mentioned interaction forces other factors, as e.g. steric ones,
play a part. In thecase of adsorbed polyelectrolytes, the nature of the interface
and the interaction with it, is also important. The influence will be both from
enthalpic (e.g. the adsorption energy) and entropic (e.g.a part of the volume is
excluded for the polyelectrolyte bythe interface) origin. Besides, concentration
effects can play an indirect part.
The ultimate conformation will be the result of the complicated sum of all
forces.Their relativeinfluencecanbechanged byvaryingthesolvent properties.
4.2.1. VANDERWAALS attraction
VAN DER WAALS attraction between the methyl groups in the main chain has
been suggested asthe important factor determining thecompact conformation
of polyelectrolytes of the polymethacrylate type (MANDEL et al., 1967).
The LONDON-VAN DER WAALS attraction energy VAU between two atoms
(molecules) of the same material is given by (LONDON,1930):

VAll = - ^

(4.1.)

where jS u isthe LONDONconstant and rthedistancebetween thecentres of the
two atoms. The constant / ? n depends on the polarizability of the atoms and on
the frequency of the outer shell electrons. The order of magnitude of j?n is
10" 7 7 Jm 6 (LONDON, 1937) which results in an attraction energy VA\\ of
around 4 x 10"20 J and 10~ 23 J respectively for r = 0.25nm and 1 nm.
The attractive force FAU is found by differentiating equation (4.1.).
FAll = - f c

'

(4-2.)

r
For the LONDON constant between atoms (molecules) of different materials
it has been found that (BERTHELOT'S principle):

For a calculation of the VAN DER WAALS attraction between the methyl
groupsinthemainchain ofPMA,dissolvedinwater,thefollowing factors must
also be taken into account. Firstly, theinteraction between thewater molecules
and the methyl groups. Besides dispersion effect DEBIJE-VAN DER WAALS
attraction (induction effect) willalso play apart. The induction effect isca.i of
the dispersion effect (calculated from data of LONDON, 1937, for r = 0.35 nm
0.6 and 2.4 kJ/mol respectively). Secondly, a possible change in the coordination number of the methyl groups and the water molecules. The volume of a
CH 3 group and a H 2 0 molecule is of the same order. Therefore difficulties
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arise only with the H 2 0 molecule as a result of the particular properties of
water (NEMETHY and SCHERAGA, 1962a).The dispersion effect between water
molecules is only a part (±1/5) (LONDON, 1937) of the total VAN DER WAALS
attraction.
The problem can now be approached from different angles:
a. Calculation of the H 2 0 - H 2 0 , CH 3 -CH 3 and C H 3 - H 2 0 VAN DER WAALS
interaction in vacuum and then trying to arrive at a nett C H 3 - C H 3 interaction in an aqueous solution. For reasonable r the H 2 0 - H 2 0 interaction
seems to be larger than the other contributions resulting in a nett C H 3 - C H 3
attraction. Sometimes (e.g. HOWARTH, 1975)theassumption ismade that water
hasan almost zeroenthalpy ofcavityformation. The insertion of a small solute
molecule in such a cavity isenergetically favourable. Now if the assumption is
made that the enthalpy of cavity formation for one or two -CH 3 groups is
nearly the same,thenett CH 3 -CH 3 interaction in aqueous solution depends on
the balance between the CH 3 -CH 3 and C H 3 - H 2 0 interactions. Those are of
the same order of magnitude.
b. The HAMAKER constant for hydrocarbons in water is ca. 0.5 x 10" 2 0 J
(VISSER, 1972).Thecorresponding LONDONconstant wouldthenbeca.0.5 x
10" 7 8 Jm 6 . Mathematically it is now possible to calculate VAbetween two
methyl groups in water (e.g.for r = 0.35 nm VA= 0.17 kJ/mol). However the
physical picture behind this type of calculations becomes unrealistic on molecularscale.For instanceitisnot possibletoposethat thereiswaterbetween two
methylgroupsatadistanceof0.35 nm.
BORN repulsion must beconsidered only at very short distances between the
atoms (ofthe order of the sum of the atomic radii).The effect of it on the calculated interactions is ignored.
The conclusion is that in principle VAN DER WAALS attraction can be the
major factor determining the compact conformation. However, it is not
possible to arrive at the conclusion that VAN DER WAALS attraction is the main
factor. We shall return to this problem in section 4.5.
4.2.2. Hydrophobic bonding
The term hydrophobic bonding isused to describe the tendency of nonpolar
groups in water to aggregate, thereby decreasing the extent of the interaction
with the surrounding water. In fact the attraction of nonpolar groups for each
other plays only a minor part in the hydrophobic effect. The effect arises primarilyfrom theinfluence ofthenonpolar group on thestructure ofthe adjacent
water (TANFORD, 1973). Consequently, theeffect iscorrelated withthe structure
ofwater. Thisisthe reason why a quantitative description of the.effect requires
the choice of a water-model (FRANKS, 1973). Although some criticism on the
term 'hydrophobic bonding' is possible (HILDEBRAND, 1968), we shall use this
common term, realizing that probably the effect is better described by 'lipophobic bonding'.
Thermodynamically, hydrophobic bonding is characterized by a positive
enthalpic effect (of the order of 1.5 kJ/mol, 25°C)and abigger positive entropy
2°
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effect (ca. 3kJ/mol, 25°C); which results in a negative free energy of formation
of the order of 1.5 kJ/mol (0.6kTper methyl group) (NEMETHY and SCHERAGA,
1962b;OAKENFULL and FENWICK, 1975).Usually theentropy gain is attributed
to thedecreased number ofwatermolecules,which are ordered bythe nonpolar
solutes, i.e. to a decrease in hydrogen bonding, after clustering of the solutes.
The positive enthalpy term would then arise from the decrease in hydrogen
bonding of the water molecules.
The free energy of the formation of hydrophobic bonds at moderate temperatures becomes more negative by raising the temperature. NEMETHY and
SCHERAGA (1962b) predicted an interaction maximum between aliphatic and
aromatic groups at 331K and at 315K respectively.
Theimportance oftheconcept ofhydrophobic bonding for the conformation
of proteins and other macromolecules was first pointed out by KAUZMAN
(1959). Hydrophobic bonding as a factor in determining the conformation of
polymethacrylates was put forward by ELIASSAF (1965) and later mentioned by
ANUFRIEVAet al.(1968);DELBENet al. (1972)and BOHM (1974).We shall return
to the role of hydrophobic bonding in determining the conformation of PMApe in section 4.5.
4.2.3. COULOMBIC interaction
The interaction between two charged groups is of a long range nature. The
interaction force isinversely proportional to the second power of the distance.
In the case of PMA-pe it is possible to change the extent of dissociation of the
carboxyl groups by varying the pH of the solution. Hence, it ispossible to vary
the COULOMBIC interaction between the polyelectrolyte segments. This interaction also depends on the concentration and nature of the added electrolyte.
Theionsscreenthechargesand inthat waylowertheintra-and inter-molecular
electrostatic repulsion and attraction.
According to OOSAWA (1971), counterions, bound to a polyelectrolyte can
be divided into the following three groups: 1. mobile in the region of the
macroion; 2. mobile bound in the potentional valley along the chain contour;
3. bound to individual charged groups of the macroion, forming ion pairs (not
important for monovalent ions).The difference between group 1and 2isnot so
pronounced. We will only make a distinction between mobile bound in the
region ofthemacroion (class 1 and 2)and bound asanion pair.The distribution
over free and bound (condensed) ions and over the different classes of bound
ions depends on the charge density of the polyelectrolyte under consideration
and on the nature and valency of the counter ions.
In the case of bivalent counterions a kind of bridge can be formed between
twocarboxyl groups.Thiscaninfluence theconformation ofthe polyelectrolyte
to a large extent (KATCHALSKY, 1971).
In this chapter measurements will be reported of the influence of the NaCl
concentration on the interaction between PMA-pe segments. Moreover, the
importance of Ca + + ions in stabilizing the compact conformation of PMA-pe
will be studied.
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4.3. CHARACTERIZATION OF FREE AND ADSORBED PMA-PE BY
POTENTIOMETRIC TITRATION

4.3.1. Principle of the method
Potentiometric titration isacommon technique for studying conformational
properties of polyelectrolytes in solutions. For instance, by this method the
helix-random coil transition can be detected in proteins (NAGASAWA, 1971).
Several authors (e.g. ARNOLD and OVERBEEK, 1950; KATCHALSKY, 1951b;
LEYTE and MANDEL, 1964; MANDEL et al., 1967) reported potentiometric data
for synthetic polyelectrolytes, such as PMA and PAA. In distinction to most
other polyelectrolytes, including polyacrylates, the titration curve of PMA
indicates a conformational transition. MANDEL and STADHOUDER (1964) and
BOHM (1974) reported potentiometric data for PMA-pe, also indicative of a
conformational transition.
The titration behaviour of a weak polyacid in aqueous solution deviates
from that of a carboxylic acid. In the latter case the negative logarithm of the
ionization constant K0 is given by:
p*o = pH + l o g [ f l - a ' ; / a ' ]

(4.4.)

with pK0 = 0.434 AG°/RT

(4.5.)

a' = degree of ionization (the prime is used to distinguish this quantity from
the degree of neutralization).
where AG0 is the standard free energy change of the dissociation process and
RT has the usual meaning.
However, for apolyelectrolyte that isalready charged, an additional amount
of work AGeiis required to remove a H + ion against the electrostatic forces of
thecharges, which are already present in themolecule.It iscustomary to define
an apparent ionization constant K (OVERBEEK, 1948; KATCHALSKY and GILLIS,
1949).
pK = pH + logKl-a'J/a'] = 0.434 (AG0 + AGei(a.')) IRT
(4.6.)
where AGei(ct') is the additional electrostatic free energy per carboxyl group.
Apart from charge interactions all other interactions are neglected in (4.6.).
Thus, equation (4.4.) must be modified to read:
pH = pK0 - log[CI- a ' j / a ' ] + 0.434 (AGei(a'))/RT

(4.7.)

One can obtain pK0 from a plot of pK versus a!by extrapolation to a' = 0.
Then the electrostatic free energy Ge\of the polyelectrolyte can be calculated
from theareaunder thegraph ofpAT- pK0 versusa'. LEYTEand MANDEL(1964)
demonstrated thatitispossibletocalculatefrom thepeculiarform ofthe pK(a')
curve of polymethacrylates, the non-electrostatic part of the standard free
energy change (G% -G2)a-=0,T of the conformational transition. In that case
the pKbversus a' curve of the more extended b-conformation was obtained by
extrapolation to a' = 0with the aid ofthe empirical HENDERSON-HASSELBALCH
(H-H) equation.
30
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pH = pKav - nlog [ f l - a ' j / a ' ]

(4.8.)

in which Kav (averaged ionization constant) andn areconstants depending on
the nature andconcentration ofthe polyacid andtheionic strength ofthe solution (MANDEL, 1970). It has been observed experimentally (e.g. FISHER and
KUNIN, 1956), that the titration behaviour of many polyelectrolytes conforms
to this equation over a wide range of a'. Usually a straight line is obtained.
Deviations from linearity, e.g. the occurrence of an inflection point, indicate
conformational transitions in the polyelectrolyte.
Assuming (4.8.) to apply pA:( = pKav - (n - 1 ) log [(l-ct')/a']) versus a'
can be calculated for the two conformations of the polymethacrylate. As has
been shown by LEYTE and MANDEL (1964), (G% ~G2)a-=o,T is then readily
calculated from thearea included between theexperimental pK versus a' curve
and the one extrapolated to a.' = 0for PMA-pe in the b-conformation.
In thefollowing sectionsweshall show that theconformational transition of
PMA-pe in solution can also beobserved at a paraffin-aqueous solution interface. Besides, the influence of C a + + ions on the transition in solution will be
studied. Theexperimental procedure isdescribed in section 3.4.
4.3.2. Results anddiscussion
Titration results arepresented asH-H plotsinfig. 4 - 1 .Infig.4 - l a the plots
for free andadsorbed PMA-peinaN a + environment aregivenandinfig. 4 - l b
thoseforfree PMA-peinaCa + + solution.Clearly,ineachtitration tworegions
are found conforming to the H-H equation. The two dashed straight lines
represent thetwo conformations.
The H-H plot for theadsorbed PMA-pe wasobtained bytitrating an emulsion (seesection 3.4.)with HC1toa' ~ 0andback toa.' = 1.0withNaOH.(The
degree of ionization of the original PMA-pe solution, before emulsification,
was 0.7or0.9.)Theexact value ofa' at thelower end ofthe titration could not
be established: a' of adsorbed PMA-pe is not identical to a' of the original
solution, used for the stabilization of the emulsion. Moreover, not all the
adsorbed polyelectrolyte was titrated. Nevertheless, it appeared possible to
establish the entire H-H plot using the following tricks. A small range of
values ofa' could beextablished byequilizing thepH ofthe emulsions titrated
with HC1,to that of emulsions stabilized by PMA-pe with a' near 0.05.The
region ofa' ~ 0could also beestablished from theshape ofthe titration curve.
These twomethods gave the same results. Next it wasfound, that by allowing
the value ofa' in this small range to vary (for instance between a' = 0.03and
0.06) onlywith oneparticular valuethecharacteristic H-H plotswere obtained.
This feature was used as an additional means of positioning the curves. The
value ofa' obtained in this wayisused in following calculations. Some indications ofhysteresiseffects havebeen found upon titration ofadsorbed PMA-pe.
This deserves further experimental investigation.
At thehigh pH side ofthe H-H plot ofCa-PMA-pe neutralized by Ca(OH) 2
(fig. 4 - l b ) , two straight lines are found. WOJTCZAK (1966) reported only the
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-1(1977)
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FIG. 4-1. HENDERSON-HASSELBALCHplots for PMA-pe.
a. ONa-PMA-pe solution. Electrolyte 0.05 M NaCl. cp = 2000 ppm.
D Na-PMA-pe adsorbed at the paraffin-aqueous 0.05 M NaCl solution interface,
sorption ca. 1.3 mg m~ 2 . Volume fraction of paraffin 0 0.23.
b. Ca-PMA-pe solution. Cation 0.0038M Ca ++.cp = 1000ppm.
A titrated with 0.1076N NaOH.
+ titrated with 0.0338N Ca(OH)2.

Ad-

line between log (1-a'/a') = _ 0.4 a n d -1.0. He did not show the plot for
highera'. Although theapplication ofa H-H plot at high a.' islimited, weassumed considering the good reproducibility of the graphs that the results are
realistic. We supposed, after comparison of the H-H plot with that of CaPMA-petitratedbyNaOH,that theconformational transition occursbetween
thetwo outerstraightlines.Inthatcasethe thirdlinereflectsthecharacterofthe
transition whichismuchmorecomplicatedthaninthepresenceofmonovalent
cations.
'
The slopen of thedashed straight linesinfig.4-1 is slighter in the case of
Ca-PMA-pe than for Na-PMA-pe. MANDEL (1970) found that in a limited
range ofa' valuesaround a' = 0.5thenext equation applied:

n= 1 +

0.4343

(dpK/5<x')a' =0,5

(4.9.)

Combination of equation (4.9.) with (4.6.) and (4.8.) shows as expected that
Ca + + ionsscreenthechargeofthecarboxylgroupstoalargerextentthan Na + .
To calculate the transition standard free energy at a' = 0,itisnecessary to
obtain the area between the experimental pK versus a' curve and the extrapolated onefor PMA-peintheb-conformation. However, pKvaluesata' = 0
32
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FIG. 4-2. Apparent pK as a function of a' for PMA-pe adsorbed at the paraffin-aqueous
0.05MNaClsolutioninterface.Adsorptionca.1.3mgm~ 2 .Volumefraction ofparaffin 0.23.
•
calculated points from experimental curve
A, Opoints as extrapolated from H-H plot (fig. 4-la).

cannot be calculated exactly. An extrapolation must be made. The method
adapted by LEYTEand MANDEL(1964)could notbeapplied,becausewefound
a bend in the pK versus (<x')1/3curve.The values ofpK0 obtained in thisway
were scattered between 4.0 and 5.0. Therefore we chose the same value as
LEYTE and MANDEL. Fortunately it is not so important to locate exactly the
positionofpK0,becauseatlowa' thepK(a.') curvesalmostcoincide(fig.4-2).
For the same reason as a first approximation the pK0 values of the two conformations weretakenasidentical.Theresultsofthecalculationsarepresented
in table 4-1.P is the degree of polymerization. There isno difference in the
transition free energy at a' = 0 between free and adsorbed Na-PMA-pe,
demonstrating their similarity. The following values per monomeric unit of
Na-PMA havebeenreported intheliterature:0.32 kT(MANDEL etal., 1967),
0.31 kT (CRESCENZIet al., 1972)and 0.37 kT {Conioet al., 1976).The agreementissatisfactory sincethepolyelectrolytesusedarenotidentical.Thevalues
for Ca-PMA-peareclearlylowerthanthoseforNa-PMA-pe.MaybetheCa + +
ionsinfluence the attractive forces responsible for thecompact conformation.
TABLE 4-1. Standard free energy of the process (uncharged compact conformation) ->(uncharged more extended b-conformation).

(l/PkT)(GS-G2).-0.T
PMA-pe solution, 0.05 M NaCl, cp = 2000ppm
PMA-pe adsorbed at the paraffin-aqueous 0.05 M NaCl
solution interface, adsorption ca. 1.3 mgm 2
Ca-PMA-pe solution, cation 0.0038 M C a + + , c , = 1000ppm
titrated with NaOH solution
titrated with Ca(OH)2 solution
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-1(1977)

0.36
0.38
0.19
0.21
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It is not allowed to interpret this kind of data directly in terms of attraction
energy between the polyelectrolyte segments at low pH. Besides the energy
effects mentioned, other factors contribute to the observed values of (GS G2)«'=O,T. These factors include: (a) the change in the conformational energy
of PMA-pe chains passing from the compact state to the more extended one;
(b) the associated change in the free energy of the water molecules. Lack of
information on these points makes it impossible to arrive at a definite conclusion about the nature of the attractive forces in this way. Probably the only
tentativeremark thatcanbemadeinthisdirection is,thatitishardly imaginable
that the C a + + ion effect found can be explained as VAN DER WAALS attraction
being the main or sole factor in establishing the compact conformation.
The titration data can be replotted (LEYTE and MANDEL, 1964) to give the
fraction ^ of PMA-pe in the extended or b-conformation as a function of a'.
To that end the assumption had to be made, that in the transition region the
following linear combination holds:
u'cp = a.'a(cp~Cb)+ a'tCb

(4.10.)

in which cp = total polyelectrolyte concentration
Cb = polyelectrolyte concentration in the b-conformation
a'a = degree of ionization in the a-conformation
ai —degree of ionization in the b-conformation
Sincecc!, and ai,can befound asa function of a' from the lower and upper linear
parts of the H-H plots/;, can be calculated as a function of a'. The results are
summarized in fig. 4 - 3 . From these plots, and also from previous ones, it can
be concluded, that:

0.8
0
0.2
QA
0.6
1.0
F I G . 4-3. Fraction fi of PMA-pe in the expanded or b-conformation.
O Na-PMA-pe solution. Electrolyte 0.05 M NaCl. cp = 2000 ppm.
• Na-PMA-peadsorbed attheparaffin-aqueous 0.05M NaCl solution interface. Adsorption
ca. 1.3 mg m ~ 2 . Volume fraction of paraffin 0.23.
A , x Ca-PMA-pe solution. Cation 0.0038 M Ca
1000ppm. Titrated with 0.1076 N
N a O H ( A ) or with 0.0338 N Ca(OH) 2 ( x ) .
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TABLE4-2. Titration data of adsorbed PMA-pe.

a' PMA-pe solution used as emulgator
a'adsorbed PMA-pe layer
Amount PMA-pe initially added
Amount PMA-pe in supernatant
Amount PMA-pe adsorbed
Amount PMA-pe titrated
Non-titrable amount

emulsion

I

II

III

mg
mg
mg m - 2
mgm~ 2
mgm~ 2

0.70
0.51
338
179
1.17
0.66
0.52

0.70
0.50
345
168
1.28
0.71
0.57

0.90
0.75
230
143
0.72
0.51
0.22

1. The conformational transition occurs also in adsorbed PMA-pe. As compared with free PMA-pe, the transition region is somewhat broadened and
shifted to lower a'. In connection with our findings, wenote that CASPERSet al.
(1974) observed a conformational transition as a function of pH in polypeptides,spread attheair-waterinterface. Thetotalnumber oftitratable groups
wascalculated from theamount ofNaOH, necessary for theback titration from
a' « 0.0 to a' = 1.0.Then a' of the adsorbed layer can be calculated from the
added amount of HC1. The total amount adsorbed isknown (see section 3.3.).
It follows from a balance count of the total number of titratable groups, that
in the region of pH 4.5-9 a small part of the adsorbed PMA-pe is not titrated.
The results of the calculations are summarized in table 4 - 2 . The 'lost' amount
corresponds roughly with the amount that can be accommodated in the first
segment layers near the interface (0.3-0.5 mg m~ 2 depending on the pH,
BOHM, 1974).This isnot surprising in view of thenegative field at the interface.
2. The presence of C a + + ions influences the conformational transition of
PMA-pe.Thetransition regionisshifted tohighera'. Thewidth ofthe transition region depends on the hydroxide used. Calcium ions can form a complex
with two carboxylate ions (KATCHALSKY, 1971).The forming of C a + + bridges
between two adjacent carboxyl groups isunlikely (BEGALA and STRAUSS, 1972),
because then 8member ringshad tobeformed. Therefore Ca + + bridges will be
formed mainly between carboxyl groups, situated more or less far away from
each other along the chain contour. The extent to which this happens depends
on the degree of ionization and the local conformation of carboxyl groups.
Such bridges can be effective in stabilizing the compact conformation. It
should be pointed out that the effect of C a + + will be cooperative.
We will return to the importance of Ca + + in stabilizing thecompact form of
PMA-pe in section 4.5.3.

4.4. CHARACTERIZATION OF ADSORBED PMA-PE BY RHEOLOGICAL
MEASUREMENTS OF EMULSIONS STABILIZED BY THIS POLYELECTROLYTE

The interaction between liquid droplets dispersed in a continuous phase is
reflected intherheological propertiesofthesystem (e.g.VAN DEN TEMPEL, 1963;
PAPENHUIZEN, 1972; STRENGE and SONNTAG, 1974). Likewise the interaction
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-1(1977)

between polyelectrolyte molecules adsorbed on emulsion droplets, is reflected
in the rheological properties of the emulsions (BOHM and LYKLEMA, 1976). In
this section we shall try to correlate the rheological properties of emulsions
stabilized by PMA-pe, with the interaction forces between the polyelectrolyte
segments. A second goal will be to determine the relationship between these
intermolecular interaction forces and the intramolecular forces which are
responsible for the conformational transition of the polyelectrolyte.
The experimental procedures are described in sections 3.1.and 3.5. A more
extensive description of the measurement of dynamic moduli will be given in
section 6.5.
4.4.1. Dynamic moduli and viscosity of emulsions stabilized by PMA-pe
The results of the measurements of emulsions stabilized by Na-PMA-pe are
represented in fig. 4 - 4 . It can be concluded, both from the viscosity and the
dynamicdata, that strongattraction between theemulsion droplets occurs only
at low a. In that case, a substantial part of the adsorbed PMA-pe is in the aconformation. Athigh<x,theemulsions areveryfluid, withlittleorno attraction
between the adsorbed polyelectrolyte layers. Comparison of the obtained data
with the viscosity of emulsions stabilized by a copolymer of acrylic acid and
the methyl ester of acrylic acid (PAA-pe) (data of BOHM, 1974), shows that the
results cannot be explained with the DLVO theory (VERWEY and OVERBEEK,
1948)only. Since the polyelectrolyte adsorption in mgm~ 2 is almost equal and
that neither the dispersity did vary, this cannot cause the difference.

FIG. 4-4. Dynamic moduli and viscosities of emulsions stabilized by PMA-pe as a function
ofthedegreeofneutralization.Electrolyte0.05MNaCl.0 = 0.5.Polyelectrolytesupply2mg
per cm3 of paraffin.
OViscosity rj. D = 7.05 s " ' .
x Viscosity ofemulsions stabilized by PAA-pe. D = 7.05 s ~ \ according to BOHM(1974).
• Storagemodulus G'.
• Lossmodulus G".
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F I G . 4-5. Influence of lowering a on the viscosity of paraffin in water emulsions stabilized by
PMA-pe originally at a = 0.75. Electrolyte 0.05 M NaCl. <j> = ca. 0.5. D = 7.05 s " 1 .

Emulsions prepared athigha,from whichdissolved PMA-pe wasremoved by
centrifugation and redispersion in 0.05 M NaCl, became viscous by lowering a
to a < 0.4 (fig. 4-5). The transition from fluid to a viscous emulsion was completely reversible.The values ofa arenot veryaccurate. However, wethink it is
justifiable to conclude again, that the transition from a fluid to a viscous
emulsion occurs in the same region of a, as the conformational transition of
PMA-pe. A second conclusion is, that the strong attraction between the emulsion droplets does not follow from multilayer formation. Namely at high a the
repulsion between the polyelectrolyte segments dominates, so that then multilayer adsorption will not occur. Because no polyelectrolyte is present in the
continuous phase, adsorption in a second layer cannot occur when lowering a.
Itwaschecked that nodesorption ofPMA-pe takesplaceduringthat operation.
The addition of salt to emulsions manufactured with an electrolyte concentration of0.025 M NaCl, raised theviscosityand thedynamicmoduli (fig. 4-6).
In our picture this can be interpreted as follows: the ions screen the charge of
the carboxyl groups and lower in that way their electrostatic repulsion. At a
given a, the expansion becomes less pronounced and the a-conformation can
persist till higher a values. These findings agree with those of BOHM (1974) and
CRESCENZI et al. (1972). These authors measured an upward shift (towards
highera) ofthe transition region, inwhichtheconformational transition of free
PMA-pe takes place with increasing concentration of NaCl.
Anticipating the discussion in section 5.4., it is interesting to note that the
interaction between adsorbed Na-PMA-pe layers is also reflected in the drainage behaviour of free liquid films, stabilized by this polyelectrolyte^ At a
> 0.5 the films are mobile and drain relatively rapidly, whereas at a 0.1 the
films are rigid and drain towards equilibrium only over days.
The results of the dynamic moduli and viscosity measurements of emulsions
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-1 (1977)
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0.4
0.8
1.2
1.6 M NaCl
FIG. 4-6. Influence oftheaddition ofsaltonthestoragemoduli and theviscosities of paraffin
in water emulsions stabilized by PMA-pe. Degree of neutralization isgiven. Electrolyte originally 0.025M NaCl. (j> = 0.5. Polyelectrolyte supply 2mg per cm3 of paraffin.
O, • Viscosities, D = 7.05 s" 1 .
• , • Storage moduli.

stabilized byCa-PMA-pe,areshowninfig.4-7. Apart ofthe viscosity lineis
dotted.Theviscosityvaluesinthatregionarequalitativeonly,asaconsequence
ofslipalongthewallofthecylindersduring themeasurements.Theshapesof
the curves are much more complex than in the case of Na-PMA-pe. The
adsorption and the specific surface area are but little dependent on a (BOHM,
1974).A first tentative explanation of the sharp rise in the viscosity and the
modulibetween a = 0.1 and 0.4 canbe,that it represents the growing importanceofCa ++ bridgesbetweencarboxylgroups.Thesharpfallbetweena= 0.4
and 0.6correlates with the conformational transition (fig. 4-3). Wereturn to
theinfluence ofCa + + ontheconformation ofPMA-pe in section 4.5.3.Anticipating thiswewant todraw attention firstly to the second maximum at a =0.8;and secondlytothefact thatcomparison ofthedata offig.4-7 withthose
offig.4-4 shows,thatata ==0.1 theviscosityandthedynamicmoduliarelower
than thecorresponding data for Na-PMA-pe stabilized emulsions.
Now wearrive at someconclusions.
1. Theoccurrence ofthecompact conformation atlowaindissolved PMA-pe
reflectssomeintramolecularattractionbetweenthepolyelectrolytesegments.
2. It follows from the titration data ofadsorbed PMA-pe,that this attraction
occurs also intermolecularly between the loops and/or trains adsorbed on
oneemulsion droplet.
38
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FIG. 4-7. Dynamic moduli and viscosities of emulsions stabilized by PMA-pe as a function
ofthedegree ofneutralization. Cation 0.0076MCa ++.(j> = 0.5.Polyelectrolyte supply2mg
per cm3 of paraffin.
OViscositytf, D = 7.05 s - 1 .
• Storage modulusG''.
• Loss modulus G".

3. The high values of the viscosity of PMA-pe stabilized emulsions at lowa are
due to attraction between extending loops and/or tails, anchored onto
different droplets.
4. The final conclusion is that the intramolecular interaction in free polymethacrylates and the intermolecular interaction between adsorbed polyelectrolytes are very similar.
4.5. NATURE OF THE ATTRACTIVE FORCES BETWEEN THE
POLYELECTROLYTE SEGMENTS

As already mentioned before, there has hitherto been no consensus of
opinion over the nature of the attractive forces, that are responsible for the
compact conformation at low pH. VAN DER WAALS attraction (MANDEL et al
1967)and hydrophobic bonding (ELIASSAF, 1965;DELBENetal., 1967)haveboth
been put forward as explanations.
In the next sections we shall describe a few setsofexpenments performed to
obtain more information on the nature of the attractive forces. To that end we
used the finding, formulated at the end of section 4.4.2. that rheological meaMeded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-1(1977)

surements with emulsions are an easily accessible tool to verify the nature of
theseforces.Successivelytheinfluence oftheadditionofmethanolonNa-PMApe stabilized emulsions, and the effect of variation of the temperature, will be
described. The influence of C a + + has also been further investigated.
The experimental procedures are described in sections 3.1.to 3.3.and in 3.5.
4.5.1. Influence of the addition of methanol on the viscosity of emulsions stabilized by Na-PMA-pe
Theresultsareshowninfig.4 - 8 .Inthissetofexperiments the emulsification
time was limited to 1 minute in order to prevent evaporation of methanol (Me
OH) because of the temperature rise during emulsification.
The effect of the addition of MeOH on the viscosity of an emulsion depends
very strongly on a. If a major part of the adsorbed polyelectrolyte is in the bconformation, nislow and MeOH has virtually no effect. At low a (that is the
region of enhanced viscosity), the viscosity passes through a maximum at a
mole fraction of methanol XineOH ~ 0.13-0.17.
Before theresultsat lowawereinterpreted, it wasverified that the maximum
could not beattributed toa variation in theadsorbed amountr at the paraffinaqueous solution interface orby variation in the emulsion droplet diameter (or
specific area S). As shown in fig. 4 - 9 , both depend on XMCOH. A larger specific
area (or smaller mean emulsion droplet diameter) would raise t] (SHERMAN,
1968, Ch. 4), whereas a reduction of the adsorbed amount would result in a

0.10

0.20

Q30 0.40

*MeOH

FIG. 4-8. Viscosities of paraffin emulsions in water-methanol mixtures. D = 7.05 s _ 1 .
StabilizerNa-PMA-pe. Degreeofneutralization isgiven.Electrolyte0.05M NaCl.<t> = 0.5.
Polyelectrolyte supply 2mgpercm3 ofparaffin. Emulsification time 1min.

40
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FIG. 4-9. Properties at a = 0.1 of paraffin emulsions inwater-methanol mixtures. Stabilizer
Na-PMA-pe. Electrolyte 0.05 M NaCl. 4> = 0.5. Polyelectrolyte supply 2 mg per cm3 of
paraffin.
a Specific area S (m2/cm3 paraffin).
b Adsorbed amount r of polyelectrolyte.

loweringoff/ (BOHM, 1974).However, addition of 10-20% MeOH hasonlya
smallinfluence onS,whereasr\ increasesdrastically in that region.
Asecondindicationthatthevariationof5"andr doesnotcausethemaximum
isfound inintrinsicviscosity [rj] measurementsofpolymethacrylicacidin2 x
10"3NHC1byPRIELand SILBERBERG(1970b).Theseauthorsobservedthat [tj]
as a function of XMeon first decreased, then passed through a minimum at
Xueon ~ 0.1,andfinallyincreasedtillamaximumatXUeon ~ 0.4.Itisgoodto
realize that an increase in the attractive force between thepolyelectrolyte segments, which in our caseismeasured between different adsorbed layers,leads
to an enhanced emulsion viscosity, whereas in bulk the same force acts only
insidethemolecule(provided thesolutionisdilute)andhenceleadstocompaction andsubsequent reduction of \t\\. Thus,ourmaximumisinperfect qualitativeagreement withtheminimum, observed byPRIELand SILBERBERG(1970b).
It might even be assumed, that the extremes are not far apart, which would
indicatethegreatsimilaritybetweenthetypesofinteractioninfreeandadsorbedpolymethacrylate.Aconclusionatwhichwealsoarrivedattheendofsection
4.4.2.Obviously,exactagreementmaynotbeexpectedsincethepolyelectrolytes
used werenot identical. Realizingthat themaximum inr\ and theminimum in
fo] arebothattractionmaxima,itispermissibletoconclude,thattheadditionof
a small amount of MeOH increases theattraction between the polyelectrolyte
segments, that give rise to the a-conformation, whereas large amounts of
MeOH disrupt such bonds.
Thedisrupture ofbondsbyMeOHhasbeenusedasanargument, that these
bonds are due to hydrophobic interaction (KAUZMAN, 1959; MANDEL et al.,
1967; ANUFRIEVAetal., 1968). Perhapsthismayapplytolargevolume fractions
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-1(1977)

ofMeOHandhence explain thereduction off/ beyond the maximum (fig.4 - 8 )
or the increase of [rj] beyond the minimum (PRIEL and SILBERBERG, 1970b).

However, smaller MeOH contents behave ina different way. A similar interaction maximum asin water-methanol mixtures hasbeen found by intrinsic
viscosity measurements inmixtures ofwater with ethanol, 1.2-ethanedioland
n-propanolrespectively (HUPPENTHAL, 1963; PRIELand SILBERBERG, 1970a,b).
Experimentally, these trends have been established forthe influence of ethanol
(EtOH) onhydrophobic bonding (YAACOBI and BEN-NAIM, 1973; OAKENFULL
and FENWICK, 1974).Theseauthorsconcluded from aconductometric study of
ion-pair formation by doublelong-chain electrolytes that hydrophobic interaction initially became stronger with increasing ethanol concentration. The
interaction reached itsmaximum atXEIOH = 0.10. Inastudy on the solubilities
of methane and ethane in ethanol-water mixtures YAACOBI and BEN-NAIM
found that hydrophobic interaction reaches its maximum at XEIOH = ca.0.15.
Our insight into thestructural details ofthe influence of alcohol molecules
hasnot been developed enough toarriveatadefinite molecular picture. Nevertheless,itappearsjustifiable toconcludethatour resultsand thoseofthe authors
cited above support each other, and that they arenotin conflict with hydrophobic bonding asa main factor in producing thea-conformation atlowa.
4.5.2. Effect of the variation ofthe temperature
Thetemperature dependence ofthe intrinsic viscosity [>/]ofdissolved PMApe isshown infig.4-10. Theminimum at T ~ 325 K corresponds very well
with a similar minimum in [rj] of PMA dissolved in 0.02N HC1, found by
SILBERBERG et al. (1957). On the other hand, the emulsion viscosity andthe
storage modulus pass through a maximum (fig. 4-11) ata temperature somewhat depending onthe properties oftheemulsions. Following the same wayof
reasoning as in the previous section, weconcluded that the extremes found
reflect maxima in the attraction between polyelectrolyte segments. NEMETHY
and SCHERAGA (1962b) predicted such an interaction maximum for hydro-
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FIG. 4-10. InfluenceoftemperatureontheintrinsicviscosityofdissolvedPMA-peata= 0 1
Cation 0.05 M Na + .
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FIG. 4-11. Influence of temperature on the viscosity and the storage modulus of PMA-pe
stabilized emulsions,a = 0.1. Electrolyte0.05MN a d <j> = 0.05.Thepolyelectrolyte supply
cpin mg per cm3 of paraffin isgiven.
x Emulsification time 1min.
O,• , •, • Emulsification time 2min.
a Viscosity.D = 7.05 s _ 1 .
b Storage modulus.

phobic bonding between aliphatic and aromatic groups at 330K and at 315 K
respectively.
According to NEMETHY and SCHERAGA, the total standard free energy AhbK
of formation of a hydrophobic bond can be written as:
(4.11.)
A K = AK + AK
hb

Where AK is the contribution from the change of the water structure and AK
thecontribution from thechange inthe stateof the solute.Byforming a hydrophobic bond between two solute moleculesor two parts of amolecule, an equal
number of water molecules totalling AT are removed from the two shells
around them. They become part of the bulk water. The value to be substituted
for Ar depends on thearrangement ofthehydrophobic groupsinthebond and
the number of groups participating in it. Then, the contribution of the water
molecules to AhbF0 is:
(4.12.)
AT(K - Fcw)
AK
whereK - K isthe standard free energychangepermoleofwater undergoing
the change. For the contribution of the solute (chain molecules) to AhbK,
NEMETHY and SCHERAGA derived:

AK = - (±)ERWAr

+ ZRER + ZAFro,
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( 4 - 13 -)

where AVERW istheenergy lossasa result ofbreaking AYswater-solute interactions. The formation of ZR hydrocarbon-hydrocarbon interactions is accompanied by an energy gain ZRER. The two terms represent VAN DER WAALS
attraction. The last term of equation (4.11.) represents the increase in the free
energyarisingfrom thereduction intheinternal C-C bondrotation inthemolecules, accompanying the formation of a hydrophobic bond.
The values of AhbF" calculated with equations (4.11.) to (4.13.) can be represented as a function of the temperature by an equation having the form:
AhbF° = a + bT + cT2

(4.14.)

The valuesto besubstituted for thecoefficients a, b and cdepend on the nature
oftheinteracting groups.The other thermodynamic parameters can be derived
from AhbF0 as:
AhbH° = a - cT2

(4.15.)

AhbS" = -b - 2cT
At room temperature, AhbF0is < 0,AhbH0and AhbS0are > 0.At higher temperatures, both AhbH" and AhbS0approach zero. The enthalpy of formation becomes even negative above about 330K (315K for aromatic side chains). This
occurs because the water structure breaks down at elevated temperatures.
Then, the solubility of aliphatic compounds will be determined mainly by
interaction energies. The endothermic nature of the formation of hydrophobic
bonds causes them to become stronger with increasing temperature to a certain
temperature above which the water structure breakdown prevails, leading to
a reduction in the extent of hydrophobic bond formation.
Now wereturn totheresultsshowninfigs.4-10 and 4-11. The semiquantitative analogy with the more theoretically found interaction maxima is good
enough to point again to hydrophobic interaction as a main factor in the establishment of the a-conformation. A quantitative agreement may not be anticipated, neither with the semitheoretically found interaction maxima nor between the different sets of experiments. Anyway, if VAN DER WAALS attraction
would be the only factor in the establishment of the a-conformation, the interaction would not show a maximum.
An explanation for the discrepancy between the temperature at which the
attraction isat its maximum, found by intrinsic viscosity measurements and by
storage modulus and emulsion viscosity measurements can be sought in the
difference between adsorbed and free polyelectrolytes. A strong indication
that the discrepancy is connected with the adsorption can be obtained from
table 4 - 3 . The data are taken from figs. 4-10 a n d 4 - 1la. The results shown in
fig. 4 - 1lb are too much scattered to obtain a reliable maximum attraction
temperature.
The lowering in Tmax for adsorbed PMA-pe as compared with free PMA-pe
must be an effect of a decrease in the temperature, whereby AhbH" becomes
negative. In other words, AhbH" will be less endothermal at every temperature
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TABLE4-3. Maximum attraction temperature of free and adsorbed PMA-pe.
amount adsorbed at Tmax K
the interface/mg m - 2
(BOHM, 1974)

free PMA-pe
adsorbed PMA-pe
adsorbed PMA-pe
adsorbed PMA-pe

3.9
2.1
1.6

326
318
312
308

or the value of it is the same at e.g.room temperature but decreases with increasing temperature more rapidly.
Starting from theother side,adsorption influences theamount ofintermolecular hydrophobic interactions formed and the effectivity of the interactions.
Next weassume that theinfluence ofthe temperature onAhbH" isdetermined
only by the properties of the individual bonds and not by the total number.
Factorsdetermining theeffectivity ofthehydrophobicinteractionsare(seeeq.
(4.11.)):
1. The ordering of water around the methyl groups and in the bulk. An influence of the paraffin-aqueous solution interface on thewater structurein
theoverlapregioncanbeneglected,becausetheadsorbed polyelectrolytelayer
israther thick (LYKLEMAet al., 1965b).Neither isitlikely that the adsorption
would influence the ordering ofthewateraround themethylgroups relatively
far away from the interface.
2. Thearea ofthecontact region andtheintensityofthecontact between two
ormore hydrophobic groupspermethylgroup.Theassumption is,that the
adsorption of the polyelectrolyte would lowerthenumber ofpossible conformations of the polyelectrolyte. By this the location of the methyl groups,
cooperatinginabond, withrespecttoeachotherwillnot beinoptimumevery
time.Besides,itisimaginablethatthenumber ofbondsinwhichthreeormore
methylgroupsareconcerned,diminishes.So,AP andZRER inequation(4.12.)
and (4.13.) and the"relation between them willbeinfluenced. AlsoZAiw will
be influenced, but this factor is not so important in the enthalpy calculation
s
(NEMETHYand SCHERAGA, 1962b). Then,thespeculativeconclusionisthat AY
andZRER arethecrucialfactors intheshift ofthemaximumattraction temperature after adsorption. However aninfluence ofachangeinAEFr0(cannot be
excluded.Asnothing isknown about thetemperature influence ontheshift of
A F and ZRER by adsorption, noconclusion can bedrawn about the decrease
ofAhbH°with increasingtemperature.Theonlyconclusion aboutAnH° which
seemstobejustified is,that part oftheeffect followsfrom thefact that theenthalpy effect islessendothermicafter adsorption ofthePMA-pe.
4.5.3. Importance ofCa+ + ions in stabilizing the compact conformation
The results of the rheological measurements ofemulsions stabilized byCaPMA-pe are represented in fig. 4-7 (section 4.4.1.). Viscosity data are also
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FIG. 4-12. Viscosityofemulsionsstabilized byPMA-pe asafunction ofthedegree of neutralization. 4> = 0.5.Polyelectrolyte supply 2mgper cm3 of paraffin. D = 7.05 s _ 1 .
Cation: O0.0076M C a + + . x 0.0076M C a + + a n d 0.0152M N a + . • 0.0038M C a + + and
0.0402M Na + . A 0.0652M Na + .

shown in fig. 4-12. Infig.4-12 data are shown for variousconcentrations of
Ca++ andNa + ions.IfbesidesCa ++ ionsalsoNa + ionsarepresent, ashift in
themaximum toloweraoccurs.Theextent ofthe shift depends on the Ca + + /
Na + ratio.Additionof0.0038MCaCl2,beforeemulsification, totheCa-PMApesolution did not influence themeasured viscositiesessentially.Onlya small
broadening ofthelargemaximum wasobserved.
Theviscosityofemulsionspreparedwith0.0076MMg ++ and0.0152MNa +
wasthe same as that for thecorresponding Ca-PMA-pe stabilized emulsions.
++
++
MICHAELI(1960)reported that theinteraction between PMAand Ca ,Ba
++
orMg ionsisalmostidentical.Thisagreeswithourfindingsfor Ca-PMA-pe
and Mg-PMA-pe stabilized emulsions. Therefore, below, no distinction between these twoionshastobemade.
Inprevious sectionsitwasshown,thathydrophobicinteraction between the
methyl groups and electrostatic repulsion between charged carboxyl groups
determines to alarge extent theviscosity ofNa-PMA-pe stabilized emulsions.
In thepresenceofbivalent cations onehastotakeinto account in addition: a.
theformation ofacomplexofthebivalentcationswithtwocarboxylateions,b.
amoreeffective screeningofthenegativechargesthaninthecaseofmonovalent
ions.
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Becauseofpracticalreasonsthecurveswith0.0076MCa ++ asthecationare
dealt with first.
Thesharpriseintheviscositiesandthedynamicmodulibetweena = 0.1and
0.4corresponds with an increase in thenumber ofcarboxyl groups. Potentiometric titration experiments showthat in thisa region free PMA-pe occursin
thecompact ora-conformation. Itfollows from theexperimentsin thepresent
of sodium ions that it is hardly imaginable that hydrophobic interaction between the two adsorbed polyelectrolyte layers increases so strongly in this a
region. Therefore only a growing importance of Ca + + bridges remains as a
possible explanation. BEGALAand STRAUSS(1972) argued that the forming of
Ca + + bridges between adjacent carboxyl groups is unlikely, because then
highly strained eight-member rings must be formed. On the other hand,
O'NEILL et al. (1965) pointed out that this is not a decisive argument against
eight-member ringsin thecaseofPMA, sinceitiswellknown that all conformations of the highly substituted polymethacrylate chain are already highly
strained, on the basis of its spatial structure. However, in PMA-pe the ester
groups,distributed alongthechaincausethemajor partofthecarboxylgroups
to besolitary. Soevenifeight-member ringScan beformed there are only few
of them. Therefore Ca + + bridges are formed mainly intermolecularly and
intramolecularlybetweennon-vicinalcarboxylgroups.Perhapsitisevenallowed to conclude from the temperature influence on the storage modulus (fig.
4-13a)that,besidestheCa++ bridges,hydrophobicinteractionalsoplayssome
role at a = 0.4. If only Ca + + bridges were responsible a more continuous
descentoff/ withincreasingtemperaturewouldbeexpected.
At a > 0.45 adrastic fall in theviscosities and thedynamic moduli wasobserved.Theconformational transitionoccursinthesamearegion(section4.3.).
G'
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FIG. 4-13. Influence oftemperature onthestoragemodulusandviscosityofemulsions stabilized by PMA-pe. Degree of neutralization is given. Cation 0.0076 M Ca ++. <$> = 0.5. Polyelectrolyte supply 2 mg per cm3 of paraffin.
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Apparently, there the electrostatic repulsion between the negatively charged
carboxyl groups starts to dominate. The fact that it occurs, indicates that not
all the dissociated carboxyl groups form bonds with C a + + ions. WOJTCZAK
(1965) concluded from conductometric titrations of PMA with Ca(OH) 2 , that
the fractional charge of the polyelectrolyte isbetween 0.05 to 0.10 over almost
the entirerange ofa. On the other hand, both O'NEILL et al. (1965) and MORA++
WETZ et al. (1966) found that the binding of M g ions to PMA depends on a.
++
For syndiotacticPMA the binding of Mg per carboxylate group ishigher at
a = 0.5 than at a = 0.25 or 0.75,while for the isotactic polymer the binding is
the same at a = 0.25 and 0.50, but lower at a = 0.75. As a corollary to our
measurements it may be mentioned that WOJTCZAK (1965) found that the
viscosity ratio excess divided by cp of PMA solutions, increases strongly
between a = 0.3 and 0.7.
At a > 0.6 the viscosities and the dynamic moduli are relatively low. The
smallmaximum around a = 0.8isnot easily explained. It ispossibly connected
with the balance between intra- and intermolecular C a + + bridges. Also the
temperature influence on the viscosity of the emulsions at a = 0.8 (fig. 4-13b)
agrees with the fact that C a + + bridges are the origin of the higher viscosity.
Perhaps at a = 1.0the Ca + + bridges are mainly intramolecular.
The observed broadening of the large maximum upon addition of 0.0038 M
CaCl 2 could resultfrom theformation ofafewmore Ca + + bridgesand/or from
increased screening of the negative charges.
Thet](oc) curve isinfluenced in two waysif, besides C a + + ions, N a + ions are
added: a. replacement of C a + + ions by N a + ions. MORAWETZ et al. (1966)
reported that the binding of Mg + + ions to PMA with a = 0.5 decreases if the
concentration of NaBr raises. Probably, the same occurs with C a + + ions by
addition of NaCl. b. a change in the specific area of the emulsion and/or a
change in the adsorbed amount. Emulsions, stabilized by Ca-PMA-pe, have a
specific area lower than that of Na-PMA-pe stabilized emulsions, whereas the
adsorbed amount is higher (BOHM, 1974). A larger specific area would raise r\
(SHERMAN, 1968, Ch. 4), whereas a reduction of the adsorbed amount would
result in a lowering of r\ (B6HM, 1974).
At the moment, it is not feasible to estimate both effects quantitatively. It
must be mentioned that a change in the viscosity through effect b is caused
indirectly by effect a. Probably the observed changes in the rj(a.) curves are
caused byacombined action ofthe direct and indirect effect of the replacement
of bound Ca + + ions by bound N a + ions.
Finally, a remark must be made on the fact that the viscosity at a = 0.1 and
0.2 goesthrough a maximum asa function of the Ca + + / N a + ratio.A relatively
simple change in the balance between intra- and intermolecular Ca + + bridges
cannot explain everything. At a = 0.1,the viscosities and dynamic moduli of
Na-PMA-pe emulsions are higher than in the case of Ca-PMA-pe emulsions,
whereas, then, the adsorbed amount per m 2 is much higher (BOHM, 1974). In
the presence of N a + ions, the high viscosities and dynamic moduli at a = 0.1
areduetohydrophobic interactions (section4.5.2.).IftheCa + + ionswould not
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influence theinteraction between theadsorbed polyelectrolyte layers,a raise of
r\,G'and G"would have to be expected due to the increased adsorbed amount
perm 2 (section 6.5.1.).Apparently, theCa + + ionsinfluence theadsorbed layers
insuchaway,that thehydrophobic interaction between twolayersadsorbed on
different dropletsisdiminished. Perhaps the Ca + + ionsinfluence the flexibility
of the extended loops and tailsand diminish in that way thehydrophobic interaction. In section 6.6.2., it will be argued that the hydrophobic interaction betweentheNa-PMA-pemoleculesadsorbed ondifferent dropletsisa cooperative
process. Such a process would be quite sensitive to factors such as chain flexibility. Hence, at a = 0.1,C a + + ions do play a role in the interaction, although
this role is indirect.
4.6. SUMMARY

In this chapter, the conformation of free and adsorbed PMA-pe was discussed. It was shown that under suitable conditions the conformational
transition occurring in free polymethacrylates can also be observed in the adsorbed state. This transition in PMA-pe layers, adsorbed on paraffin drops
emulsified in aqueous solution, can be monitored Theologically. This feature,
in turn, can beadvantageously exploited in order to obtain additional information on the nature of the underlying interaction forces.
In section 4.2., the interaction forces determining the conformation of
polymethacrylates werediscussed. Besides, COULOMBICinteraction between the
carboxyl groups, VANDER WAALSattraction and hydrophobic bonding between
the methyl groups in the main chain were taken into account.
Firstly, a further characterization of free and adsorbed PMA-pe was obtained by potentiometric titration. Data for adsorbed PMA-pe were found by
titrating polyelectrolyte covered emulsion droplets. The main conclusion was
that the conformational transition from the hyper-coiled or a-conformation
towards the extended or b-conformation occurs also in adsorbed PMA-pe. As
compared with free PMA-pe, the transition issomewhat broadened and moved
to a lower degree of ionization (between a' = 0.10 and a' = 0.55). In the presence of Ca + + ions, the transition region is moved to higher a' (between a' =
0.35 and a' = 0.80).
Rheological measurements of emulsions stabilized by Na-PMA-pe and CaPMA-pe were reported in section 4.4. Both from the viscosity and dynamic
data, it was found that strong attraction between the emulsion droplets occurs
only ifa substantial part oftheadsorbed PMA-pe isinthea-conformation. The
conclusion was that the high values of the viscosity and the dynamic moduli of
PMA-pestabilized emulsionsatlowa areduetointeractionsbetween extending
loops and/or tails, anchored onto different droplets.
Both from the titration data and the rheological measurements it was concluded that the intramolecular interaction in free polymethacrylates and the
intermolecular interaction between adsorbed polyelectrolytes were very
similar.
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As a further check on this conclusion, the influence of methanol on NaPMA-pe stabilized emulsions and the effect of temperature were investigated.
Themainconclusion wasthat, probably, theconformational transition occurring in polymethacrylates at low a is to a large extent due to hydrophobic
bonding.
AshortdiscussionconcerningtheimportanceofCa ++ ionsinstabilizingthe
compact conformation concludes this chapter.
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5. P O L Y M E R S T A B I L I Z E D T H I N F R E E L I Q U I D F I L M S

5.1. INTRODUCTION

The same factors that govern the stability of hydrophobic colloidal systems,
including emulsions, influence the behaviour of free liquid films. Thus soap
films areusedasatoolfor studying double layer-repulsion and VANDER WAALS
attraction (LYKLEMA and MYSELS, 1965b; SHELUDKO, 1967). In the same way,
polymer stabilized thin free liquid films (henceforth abbreviated as polymer
films) can be used to study the interaction between two adsorbed polymer
layers and hence be looked upon as a tool for investigating the stabilization of
dispersions by adsorbed macromolecules. A review of the effect of adsorbed
polymers on the stabilization of dispersions has been given for instance by
VINCENT (1974) and, emphasizing non-aqueous systems, by LYKLEMA (1968).
The stabilization of emulsions by polymers has been described by KITCHENER
and MUSSELWHITE (1968). They stated that the very good stability against
coalescence for these systems, correlates with the viscoelastic properties of the
adsorbed interfacial polymer films. BISWAS and HAYDON (1962) suggested that
the shear properties are very important. However, KANNER and GLASS (1969)
mentioned examples,atvariancewiththeseconclusions.According to GRAHAM
and PHILLIPS (1976a) the disjoining pressure and the thickness of the aqueous
lamellae are critical in determining the emulsion stability. However, in a subsequent paper GRAHAM and PHILLIPS (1976b) concluded, that the rheological
properties (resistance to shear and dilatational moduli) of the protein film are
of dominating importance in determining the stability of foams.
The general conclusion is, that at present there is no theory satisfactorily
explaining all factors, involved in the stabilization of emulsions and foams. In
order to gain more insightinto theseproblems,wehavestudied polymer films.
As far as we are aware hitherto, only very few papers have been published on
free polymer films. MUSSELWHITE etal.(1967; 1968)reported measurements of
bovine serum albumin (BSA) and casein stabilized free liquid films. The casein
films wereirregular inthickness.Their stability depended onthecasein fraction
used and on the salt concentration. The reported thicknesses of BSA films
varied between 3.5 and 10.5 nm, depending on pH and salt concentration.
GRAHAM and PHILLIPS (1976a) reported thicknesses of BSA films amounting
to 16-19nm and for casein films to 8-9 nm.No explanation wasoffered for the
difference inthereported thicknesses.Maybetimeeffects (ageingofthe adsorbed layers at the surfaces before forming a film) play a part.
The process of the formation of a thin liquid lamella between foam bubbles
or emulsion droplets and its eventual rupture, can be subdivided schematically
into a few stadia,
a. The droplets (or air bubbles) approach each other, stay near each other long
enough for the next processes to occur.
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b. The forming of an aqueous lamella between the droplets and its thinning.
Therateofthinningdependson,forinstancetheviscosityofthecontinuous
phaseand ontherheologicalpropertiesoftheadsorbed polymerlayers.In the
caseofmetastablesystemsthefilmthinstoanequilibriumthickness.Thethicknessesandotherpropertiesofthosefilmsaredeterminedmainlybyinteractions
between thetwoadsorbed polymer layers,across the film.
c. Thefilmruptures either ornot at acertain thickness and either or not due
toacriticaldisturbance. Thiscausesthecoalescenceoftheadjoining liquid
emulsiondropletsorairbubbles.Inthisstepforcesintheplaneofthe interface
willplay themain part.
The results of processes a. and b. are closely correlated with flocculation
of the systems. They are of great importance in determining the rheological
properties of concentrated emulsions. We will return to this last subject in
chapter 6.Therate ofthinning willplay arolein establishing time required to
attain the equilibrium thickness or a thickness, at which rupture occurs. As
boththeamount ofpolymeradsorbed anditsconformation attheinterface are
determined bythe history of the formation of the layer, one can imagine that
thefactor timeinfluences theequilibrium thickness and thechangeon rupture
inanindirectway.Measurementsonpolymerfilmsgiveinformation onprocess
b.mainly.Infavourablecases,theequilibriumthicknessandtherateofthinning
of the films can be measured. By determining the equilibrium thickness at
varioushydrostatic suctions(seefor theexperimental procedure section 3.6.2.)
information canbeobtained ontheinteractionforcesinthefilm. Extrapolation
of the measured rate of thinning to the case of an aqueous lamella between
emulsiondroplets orfoam bubblesrequiresconsiderable prudence,becauseof
thelargediscrepancy inmagnitude ofthefilmareas.
Thefactors determining theequilibrium thickness of polymerfilmsarediscussed in section 5.2.The properties offilms stabilized by PVA and PMA-pe
aredescribed in sections 5.3.and 5.4.respectively. In section 5.5.some factors
concerning the stability of polymer films against rupture will be briefly discussed.

5.2. INTERACTION FORCES IN POLYMER STABILIZED THIN FREE LIQUID FILMS

In thissection weshall discuss theinteraction forces, determining the equilibriumthicknessofthefilms.Inmechanicalequilibrium,thesumofthe forces
across the film, promoting thefilmsto thin further and those, opposing this
trend,iszero.Thisisthefundamental difference withafilmstilldraining, orin
a metastabile mechanical equilibrium. In the latter case not the equilibrium
thicknessismeasured,butakindoffrozennonequilibriumsituation (PRINSand
VAN DENTEMPEL, 1970),for instance following evaporation of water.
In contrast with the previous chapter, now 'long range' interaction forces
determinetherelevant properties.'Short range'forces influence the conformation oftheadsorbed polymer and hence,indirectly the 'long range' forces.
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Two groups of forces can be distinguished:
a. attractive forces, including VAN DER WAALS and hydrostatic or capillary
forces.
b. repulsive forces, including steric interaction and electrical double-layer
repulsion.
Steric interaction can also be attractive. Because PVA is uncharged (FLEER,
1971)electrostatic repulsion does not play a part in the case of films stabilized
by this polymer. The PMA-pe stabilized films contained 0.05 M NaCl. The
thickness of the electrical double-layer K _ 1 (K reciprocal DEBYE length)
around individual carboxyl groups isthen of the order of 2nm. It is supposed
that the electric double-layerrepulsionbetweenthecarboxylgroupsis reflected
in the excluded volume term. Thus it influences the steric interaction between
two adsorbed PMA-pe layers in two ways:
a. directly through the interactions between the tails and/or loops in the
overlap region. It is assumed that this contribution is relatively small and
can be neglected in comparison with the other contribution for not too large
overlap.
b. indirectly in that it determines to a large extent the conformation of the
adsorbed polyelectrolyte layer (section 4.3.).
In the next sections firstly the attractive VAN DER WAALS and capillary forces
will be discussed. In section 5.2.3. the steric interaction is dealt with.
5.2.1. VANDERWAALS attraction
D E VRIES (1958) pointed out, that the VAN DER WAALS attraction per unit
area compressing a liquid film of thickness h in air, is equal to the VAN DER
WAALS attraction between two semi-infinite liquid layersof the same composition asthe film, separated by an airgapofthicknessft. According to the macroscopic theory (LIFSHITS, 1955; DZYALOSHINSKII et al., 1959) it is not entirely
correct. However, in this study the classical microscopic theory is used for
practical reasons:
a. often the macroscopic theory is not workable because insufficient optical
data are available.
b. anticipating the discussion in section 5.3.5. it may be stated already that
VA plays only a minor role in the total interaction energy. Therefore a small
error doesnot alter thefinal conclusions.
The attraction energy VAbetween two flat semi-infinite plates at distance h,
ignoring retardation, can becalculated byintegrating equation (4.1.), assuming
simple additivity (DE BOER, 1936; VERWEY and OVERBEEK, 1948). It leads to:
K i l =

. _ i » _
\2nh2

(5.1.)

whereA,, isthe HAMAKERconstant, whichin thecaseoftwobodies of material
1 in vacuum is given by:
>4ii = * W i i
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whereql isthenumber of atoms perm 3 and ^ n isdefined byequation 4.1. The
attraction force over a film can be obtained, by differentiating equation (5.1.).

.AIL

(5.3.)
6nh3
The value ofA can alsobecalculated byway of themacroscopic theory. The
agreement between the microscopic and the theoretically better macroscopic
theory is rather good (VISSER, 1972).
As the distance h becomes comparable with the principal wavelength k of
the LONDON theory, the attraction energy decreases more strongly than by the
h~2powerlaw.Theinteraction thenbecomesretarded (VERWEY and OVERBEEK,
1948). A quantitative description of the effect has been given by CASIMIR and
POLDER(1948); OVERBEEK (1952) and LYKLEMA and MYSELS (1965a). The calculations predict a gradual change with increasing h of the h'1 power law to a
h~3 power law. The modified formula for the LONDON attraction energy
between two flat semi-infinite plates,in order to account for retardation, takes
the form
FA =

VA

An
x correction factor = / V
' A
Unh2

(5.4.)

where/'isthecorrection factor and VAistheshort-range form of the attraction
energy. The values of/' are listed and shown as a function of the parameter
p = 2nh/k by OVERBEEK (1952), where k is the wavelength of maximum absorption of the material considered. For water k is about 100 nm. The variation o f / ' w i t h distance is shown in fig. 5-1.The corresponding correction
factor/"for the attractive forces between two flat semi-infinite plates has been
shown by LYKLEMA and MYSELS (1965a).Thisfactor can be obtained from :
r,f"

1

10

100 P

FIG. 5-1. Retardation correction factors totheshort-range VANDER WAALSattraction energy
/ ' and attraction force/" asa function of theparameter/? = 2nh/A.
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f"=f

- \ ^ (5.5.)
61n/r
The variation of/" with distance isalso shown infig.5-1.Then equation (5.3.)
takes the form:
FA= - / - —
(5-6.)
6nh3
In the macroscopic theory retardation is automatically built in. Then no
special correction is necessary.
With polymer films acomplicating factor arises,because they arenothomogeneous. They consist of two polymer layers, which might influence the VAN
DER WAALS attraction (OSMOND et al., 1973). However, the polymer segment
concentration is mostly only a few per cent and the polymers are strongly
hydrated.Then toagood approximation, the HAMAKERconstant ofthe adsorbed layer maybemade equal to that ofwater. Thesame assumption has been
made previously foradsorbed layersoncolloids (SONNTAG, 1968; FLEER, 1971).
Anticipating the discussion which follows insection 5.3.5.itmaybe stated, that
FAisrather small incomparison with the other contributions totheinteraction
energy. Hence neglecting theinfluence of the polymer onthe VAN DER WAALS
attraction term over thefilmcannot lead to serious errors.
5.2.2. Hydrostatic pressure
This force originates from theheight difference between thehorizontal film
and thesurface ofthe bulk solution. The hydrostatic pressure Fhisdetermined
by the relation:
F„== -Apgl
where Ap isthedensity difference between thefilmphase andtheouter phase,
g is the gravitational constant and/is the height difference between the film
and the level of the bulk solution. ThePLATEAU-border suction is included in
Fh.
5.2.3. Steric interaction
Various theories on steric interaction have been published over the last 25
years. Reviews are given by for instance: VINCENT (1974) and especially for
non-aqueous systems by LYKLEMA (1968). Steric interaction between adsorbed
macromolecules may cause both attraction and repulsion, depending onthe
properties of the system.
.
,
.
ft,
Obviously, some knowledge ofthe mode ofadsorption ofthe polymer atan
interface is one of the prerequisites for understanding steric interaction.
Many theories, mainly on non-ionic polymers, have been published on the
subject. Ofthem, onlyafew willbementioned. Reviewshavebeen Publishedby
for instance: PATAT et al. (1964); STROMBERG (1967) and^V NCENr (1974)
FRISCH and S.MHA (1954; 1955 and 1957) developed the earhes ^

°f any

consequence. They regarded thesegment distnbution asduetoarandom walk
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reflecting against a surface. Their approach was shown to be too simple
(SILBERBERG, 1962a).More modern theoriesmake use ofthe concept, that part
ofthesegmentsisadsorbed at theinterface (trains),whereas other segments extend into thebulk solution (loopsand/or tails) (SILBERBERG, 1962a,b ; 1967and
1968). HOEVE et al. (1965) introduced the concept of loop size distribution.
Lateral interactions between the adsorbed polymer molecules have been incorporated in thetheory by SILBERBERG (1968)and HOEVE (1970; 1971). HOEVE
(1966) and SILBERBERG (1968) found, that in a 0 solvent the adsorbed layer
thicknessisroughlyproportional tothesquareroot ofthemolecular weight. In
a better (athermal) solvent the dependence on the molecular weight is much
weaker.
For the theory of stericinteraction it isimportant to know the segment density distribution normal to the interface. HOEVE (1965) and later HESSELINK
(1971a) calculated this quantity for an adsorbed homopolymer. HESSELINK
(1969; 1971a and 1975) gave also the segment distribution for adsorbed tails,
singleloopsand random copolymers.Anextension ofthetheory to incorporate
also the adsorption of polyelectrolytes has been given by HESSELINK (1972).
The main mechanisms by which adsorbed polymers play a role in steric
interaction are (MEIER, 1967):
I Volume restriction. A macromolecule, adsorbed at an interface loses conformational entropy on the approach of a second impermeable interface.
MACKOR and VAN DER WAALS (1951; 1952) were the first to attempt to calculate the repulsive free energy of steric interaction. Their model was based on
terminally adsorbed inflexible rods, freely jointing with the adsorbent. Then
theloss ofconformation entropy on theapproach ofa second flat interface can
be calculated, using the BOLTZMANN relationship:
S =klnQ
(5.8.)
where S is the entropy per molecule and£?was taken proportional to the area,
swept out by the free end of the rod. Next the entropic repulsion between two
plates was found by multiplying by the number of rods m~ 2 . Lateral interactions were neglected. By using essentially the same approach, CLAYFIELD
and LUMB (1966; 1968) calculated by Monto Carlo computations the steric
repulsion for flexible, terminally adsorbed polymers and random copolymers.
MEIER (1967) calculated the volume restriction effect for terminally adsorbed
polymersonflat plates,usingrandom flight statistics.Laterthesegment density
distribution used by MEIER has been corrected by HESSELINK (1969). HESSELINK
et al. (1971a, b) also gave calculations of the repulsion for equal loops, homopolymers, random copolymers and also for equal tails. Their results will be
discussed further in section 5.2.3.2.
II Free energy of mixing term, or osmotic pressure term. When macromolecules which are adsorbed on two interfaces interpenetrate each other, the
density of segments in the spacebetween theinterfaces increases. This will lead
to an increased number of segment-segment interactions, and decreased number of segment-solvent interactions. The free energy of mixing, being the sum
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effect of these can be positive or negative, depending on the quality of the
solvent.
FISHER (1958) was the first to point out, that this term should be taken in to
account. He assumed that the FLORY-KRIGBAUM theory (FLORY, 1953) of
diluted polymer solutions is applicable. MEIER (1967) combined this term with
the volume restriction effect. It was assumed that the calculated free energy of
mixing and the free energy of volume restriction are additive. Essentially the
sameapproachwasfollowed by HESSELINKetal.(1971b).Thevolume restriction
effect increases linearly with the amount of polymer adsorbed, whereas the
mixingeffect increases with the square. EVANSand NAPPER (1973a,b) criticized
this approach. They claimed that if the mixing term is properly calculated by
using the FLORY-KRIGBAUM theory the volume restriction term isalready automatically incorporated. Their theory predicts that the 0-point corresponds
to a limit of stability of sterically stabilized dispersions. OSMOND et al. (1975)
argued that the EVANS and NAPPER theory does not contain the correct conformational term for the molecules in the overlap volume. Moreover, DoROSZKOWSKI and LAMBOURNE (1973) showed the existence of a steric repulsion
term at small particle distances, evenunder worse than ©-conditions. Besides,
wehave found that polymer stabilized emulsions are stable against coalescence
under worse than ©-conditions. Maybe the EVANS and NAPPER approach can
be improved by incorporating higher than second virial coefficients. However,
even thebesttheory ofpolymer solutionscannot incorporate volume restriction
by a second interface. Perhaps the contribution of it isless important than calculated by HESSELINK et al. (1971b). Compression by the second adsorbed
polymer layer occurs longbefore compression bythe second interface, depending on the segment concentration of polymer in the overlap region. Moreover,
a possible change in theconformation, due to theinteraction isa second factor
which had to be incorporated in any exact theory. Also OSMOND et al. (1975)
criticized the HESSELINK et al. (1971a, b) approach. They argued that the basic
models used to calculate the volume restriction and the mixing effect, differ
toomuch tojustify simple additivity.
In thenext sections weshallusethe HESSELINK theoryinthecalculation of the
steric repulsion, because it is the most complete one available at the moment.
5.2.3.1. T h e d e n s i t y d i s t r i b u t i o n of p o l y m e r s e g m e n t s in an
adsorbed layer
_
An adsorbed polymer consists of trains on the interface and loops and tails
protruding into the solution. The polymer segment density distribution beyond
the first layer results from the loops and tails.The normalized density distribution Pl(x) for a single loop has been derived by HESSELINK (1971a):
pi(x) = 12— e
where x is the distance from the interface and /the number of statistical chain
elements (s.c.e.) of length 4 in the loop.
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If end effects areneglected (notails), thenumber ofloops of size / s.c.e. per
unit area m for a homopolymer is given by (HOEVE et al., 1965;ROE, 1965;
HESSELINK, 1971a):
f|2

m

a
-M2
j-3/2 „e -'(
" "/V
''y

(5.10.)

where nisthetotal number of s.c.e. intheloops perunit area, iis the average
number ofs.c.e. perloopandaisanumerical constant, approximately equal to
0.7 (HESSELINK, 1971a).According to HESSELINK. (1971a),thenormalized loop
sizedistribution foranadsorbed homopolymer canbecalculated by integration
of equation (5.9.), together with (5.10.), resulting in the next exponential
distribution:
2a ^6
Ph(x) = — f - e

-lax y/6 III,
^

, t m
(5.11.)

As mentioned before, equation (5.11.) is only valid if end effects can be
neglected. However, ROE (1965; 1966)and MOTOMURA etal. (1969) concluded
on theoretical grounds, that a considerable fraction of theadsorbed polymer
can bepresentinoneortwo tails permacromolecule.Thisisespecially thecase
for nottoolong macromolecules. The statistical weightforaloop of/ segments
isproportional toi~3/2(equation 5.10.),whereasforatailitis only proportional
t o / " 1 ' 2 (HESSELINK, 1975).

The distribution function pt(x) for a single isolated tail has been given by
HESSELINK (1969):

6 2* 3f2/2/ II .

p,(x) = — J e

dt

(5.12.)

Ih X

For acombination ofequal tailsthisequation must bemodified toread (HESSELINK, 1975):

» « - * ( £ ) .

[

" '

.

[

" '

(5.13.)

In several cases a combination of equations (5.11.) with (5.12.) or (5.13.)
has to be used. All equations given apply under 0-conditions, i.e. when the
linear expansion factor a = 1.Ifaisdifferent from unity thequantity il§( = r%)
in these equations should bereplaced bya 2 /7| ( = r 2 ).
Thedensity distributions mentioned inthissection canbeused in calculating
the steric interaction.
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5.2.3.2. T h e free energy of steric i n t e r a c t i o n b e t w e e n two
a d s o r b e d p o l y m e r layers
In thetheory ofstericinteraction (MEIER, 1967 and HESSELINKetal., 1971a,b)
a few basic assumptions are made:
1. The adsorption of the polymer is irreversible. No redistribution occurs
between the loops, tails and trains during the interaction. Moreover lateral
rearrangement of the polymer isnot allowed.This assumption willbebetter for
solid/liquid interfaces than for liquid/liquid interfaces. Notwithstanding the
long contact times usually encountered with polymer stabilized films (at least
a few hours) before measuring the equilibrium thickness, rearrangements are
neglected asa second order effect, although their absence cannot be confirmed.
2. Each molecule is adsorbed on one interface only. For polymer films, this
assumption seemstoberealistic,because theformation ofthe polymer films
was completely reversible: the two PVA monolayers forming a film could
easily be separated again, even ifthe film was a few days old.
3. The adsorbed polymer layers are interpenetrable, while the interfaces are
thought to be impenetrable. This assumption is valid, if the segment concentration is low and if the time of contact islong. The time of contact is long
(a few hours or more) for polymer films. Initially the concentration of PVA in
the overlap region isverylow (KooPALet al.,1975; section 5.3.5.).Therefore we
also reject a denting mechanism as proposed by for instance BAGCHI (1974) in
the case of PVA stabilized films for not too large overlap of the adsorbed polymer films. Of course, upon strong thinning of the films mutual volume restriction (compression) of the adsorbed layers can occur.
As mentioned before, we shall use the HESSELINK et al. (1971b) theory for
calculating the steric repulsion. Ifthepremisses hold the twomam mechanisms
by which adsorbed polymers contribute to interaction can be calculated. In
view of the nature of these assumptions and those made furhter on the results
are only semiquantitative.
The increase in free energy AVVR per unit area due to volume restriction by
the second interface at the approach to each other of two plane interfaces both
covered by v ( = n/i) tails or loops per unit area is given by (HESSELINK et al.,
1971b):
AVVR = -2kT

?/u In R(i, h)

(5 14 )

-

-

where /is the number of segments per tail or loop, h the distance between the
interfaces and R(iji) the relative loss of configurational entropy for a single
tail or for a single loop. HESSELINK (1971a) derives an expression for R(iji) in
the case of a single tail or loop. For equal tails and loops B j = r whereas for a
homopolymer „, is given by equation (5.10.). Replacement of the summation
over iin equation (5.14.) by integration gives:
AVVR = 2v kT W(i,h)

with W(uh) = -in-'

J8>m In Rfiji) di. It gives the rise in free energy per

averaged loop or tail in units ofAT. Valuesfor W(i,h) as a function of /,/^ / .
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are tabulated by HESSELINK et al. (1971b) for equal tails, equal loops and for
copolymers.
The increase in free energy AVM, per unit area due to the overlap of the
polymeric regions at the approach of two interfaces, covered with adsorbed
polymer givesalso risetoalocal osmotic repulsion. MEIER (1967)has described
AKM,modifying the method used by FLORYand KRIGBAUM.Nextthe polymersolvent interaction parameter isexpressed in terms ofa, bymeans of the FLORY
equation (FLORY, 1953,p. 600). Combination of these theories results in:
AVM = 2(2n/9) 3/2 (a2 - 1 ) kTv2 (F2) M(i,h)

(5.16.)

where
M(i,h) = (r2)^2

h

h

[\(Pa)t dx +](papb)H dx - ](pa)l, dx)
0

0

(5.17.)

0

Here (pa) H and (pa) <*> arethe normalized density distributions of the segments
of the polymer molecules adsorbed on the interface a per unit area in the presence of an interface b at a distance h and in the absence of a second layer
respectively. HESSELINK et al. (1971b) have tabulated the values of M(i,h) as a
function ofh/y/i l2sfor interfaces covered byequal tails,equal loops and copolymers. By homopolymers the value of M(i,h) and of W(i,h) depends on the
particular choice ofi. An analytical expression for M(i,h) isgiven for homopolymers by HESSELINK etal.(1971b).
5.3. PVA STABILIZED THIN FREE LIQUID FILMS

Equilibrium thicknesses and rates of thinning of PVA stabilized films were
measured as a function of the hydrostatic suction over the film. The thicknessesofthefilmsextrapolated toobtainthevaluesatzeroattraction force over
them, are compared with the ellipsometric thickness of adsorbed layers. It is
tried to get some information on the segment distribution by comparing these
thicknesses with theoretical predictions (section 5.3.4.). The free energy of
steric repulsion between two adsorbed polymer layers as a function of the distance between them, iscalculated from the equilibrium thickness as a function
of hydrostatic suction. The results are compared with theoretical predictions
(section 5.3.5.). The stability of the films is discussed in section 5.5.
In the course of this study we became aware that Dr. H. SONNTAG in Berlin
was doing the same kind of measurements on PVA films. Some preliminary
results of his (SONNTAG, 1976)are also mentioned.
The experimental procedure.has been described in section 3.6.
5.3.1. Drainage behaviour
ThedrainagetimeofthefilmsstabilizedbyPVA205and217samples (KURARAY)varied between 4and 6hours,depending slightlyon theradius ofthe film.
For PVA R-2 films the drainage time was only 1to 3hours. The drainage pattern of all films looked like that of mobile soap films although there was a
specific influence of the properties of the PVA used. It is imaginable that the
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relativemotionofpatchesoffilmistoalargeextentinfluenced bytheTheologicalpropertiesoftheadsorbedpolymerlayers.Thusthespecificpropertiesofthe
polymer determine to a largeextent thedrainage behaviour ofthe films.
InitiallyallPVAfilmsdrainedwithadimple.Thisfeatureisusuallyobserved
for circular horizontal free films, with a thickness > 100 nm (SHELUDKO,
1967). Usually after some time (5 minutes to a few hours) the dimple disappeared.After that,filmswereobtained whichwerevisuallyplaneparalleland
homogeneous.However,inthecaseofPVA217films,whichhadanequilibrium
thicknessof ~ 90nm,thedimpledisappearedonlyveryslowly(upto 18hours).
With mostfilmsafter some time a small dimple wassituated near the border
(diameter of the films ~ 2mm). Both the diameter and the thickness of this
dimple decreased slowly. The remaining (larger) part of the film was at this
stage already visually plane parallel. In the finally attained equilibrium, all
filmswere plane parallel by visible inspection. By scanning the film, no irregularitiescouldbedetected.However,theestimated accuracyofthisprocedure
isonly ±5 nm.
Usually thethinning ofthefilmsproceeded fast tillhamounted toca. 1.5-2
times the equilibrium thickness. The duration of this part of the drainage
process corresponded roughly with the time necessary for the dimple to disappear except with PVA 217films. After that stage the thinning of thefilms
slowed down upon approach oftheequilibrium thickness. SHELUDKOandcoworkers (SHELUDKO, 1967)derived that therateofthinning ofaplane circular
film with zero velocity at thetwo surfaces obeyed the relationship:
ffi!2 = _ i _ A P
(5.18.)
At
?>r\r\
wherer0istheradiusofthefilmandAPthecapillary suction operating onthe
film. Inserting reasonable values (AP = 50 Nm" 2 , r0 = 1.5 mm and r\ =
0.3 Nsm" 2 ) showed that in order to explain the observed rates of thinning,
somemobility ofthe surfaces had to beaccepted.
The effect of the radius on the rate of drainage iscounteracted by the fact
that in the case of larger films the hydrostatic suction is also higher. The
radiuseffect isinqualitativeagreementwiththeoreticalpredictions(SHELUDKO,
1967;CLUNiEetal., 1971).
5.3.2. Equilibrium thicknesses
Theresultsoftheequilibriumthicknessmeasurementsonfilmsstabilizedby
PVA at varying hydrostatic pressure are shown in fig. 5-2. The hydrostatic
pressurewascalculated withequation 5.6.(for Apwastaken 1020kgm - 3 and
g = 9.8ms~2). Ascanbeseenthefilmsare remarkably thinner at higherhydrostatic pressures. Asecond feature is,that there isa strong influence of the
molecular weight and/or nature ofthesample on theequilibrium thickness.
Theinfluence ofatenfold changeinthePVAconcentration isonly smallin
theregionstudied.Theadsorbedamountata1 Maqueousglycerolsolution-air
surfacewasalsoalmostthesameforthetwoconcentrationsused(section5.3.3.).
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PVA 217

-20

-40

hydrostatic
pressure
-60 Nm-2

FIG. 5-2. Equivalent aqueous solution thickness ofPVA stabilizedfilmsasa function of the
hydrostatic pressure.
x PVA 205400 ppm.
O PVA2054000 ppm.
V PVA 205400 ppm, time experiments.
D PVA 2174000ppm.
A PVA R-24000ppm.

Reduction of the waiting time before bringing the two surfaces together (see
section 3.6.2.) from 1 hour till 15or 2minutes did not influence the equilibrium
thickness. It appears that the adsorption of PVA proceeds so fast, that it has
been completed within such short periods. However, LANKVELD and LYKLEMA
(1972b) observed time effects of about 10 hours in the interfacial tension of
solutions of various PVA samples. Therefore a more reasonable explanation
appears to be that during the thinning of the film adsorption and reconformation ofthe polymer at the surface proceeds. If the influence of thinning , which
takes several hours, on these processes is only relatively small or always
the same,onecanimaginethat theequilibriumthicknessdoesnotdepend on the
waiting time. Besides, it is possible that the reconformation of the adsorbed
PVA leads to a measurable change in the interfacial tension but not to a measurable change in the steric repulsion.
The measured equivalent solution thickness hj has to be corrected for the
different optical properties of the surfaces. The correction h* to be applied to
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TABLE 5-1. Correction h*to be applied to the equivalent solvent thickness hf.
PVA sample
205
205
217
R-2

solution concentration/ppm

adsorbed amount at
one surface/mg m - 2

400
4000
4000
4000

3.1
3.2
3.7
2.0

h*
nm
-3.1
-3.2
-3.7
-2.0

ho
nm
76
77
100

hf iscalculated bymeans ofequation (3.11.).The change inthe refractive index
in the equivalent polymer surface layer (see fig. 3-6) was calculated taking
(d«/dc)r = constant. The constant measured for PVA was 0.15 cm 3 /g. This
result isingood agreement withthevalues,reported by KLENIN etal.(1974)and
collected by HUGLIN (1975). The concentration in the equivalent polymer surface layer was estimated from ellipsometric measurements on adsorbed PVA
layers (section 5.3.3.). The calculated corrections are listed in table 5-1.
The VAN DER WAALS attraction over a film with a thickness h was calculated
by equation (5.6.). Then the total compressive forces over the film have been
calculated by summing FA and FH-Because of the balance FA + FH + Fs = 0,
in this way Fs is found. The results are represented in fig. 5 - 3 .
As expected the steric repulsion becomes stronger, when the two adsorbed
polymer layers approach each other. There is a pronounced influence of the

PVA 217

50
60
70
80
90 nm
FIG. 5-3. Steric repulsion of PVA stabilized films as a function of the thickness.
x PVA 205 400 ppm.
O PVA2054000 ppm.
• PVA2174000 ppm.
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PVA 205
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PVA 217
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KA40

100 nm
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FIG. 5-5. Steric repulsion energy and VANDER WAALSattraction energy over PVA stabilized
thin free liquid films. Themolecular weight ofthe PVAisindicated. HAMAKERconstant used
4.38 1(T 20 J.

asfound byus.Hisresultsdepend somewhat ontheadded KG concentration.
For a KC1concentration of 10"2 M he found for PVA samples with 12%
acetategroupsandM= 35000,ho = 50.5 nmandfor M= 55000, ho = 66 nm.
The valuesdepend somewhat on themanufacture of the PVA samples. However, SONNTAG observed a much smaller dependence of the thickness on the
hydrostatic pressure. Soin hiscase the found steric repulsion increases much
faster (till 10times) with a decrease in thickness than in fig. 5-3. We do not
haveanexplanation for thisdifference. Maybeitisaconsequence ofourusing
different PVAsamples.
Thefree energyofstericrepulsion Vs betweentwoadsorbed PVAlayerswas
calculated by graphical integration of the Fs (h) curves in fig. 5-3. As zero
point h0 waschosen. Theresultsarerepresented infig.5-5.
In section 5.3.4.thevalueofh0 iscompared with theellipsometricthickness
of an adsorbed layer.The found Vs(h) curvesare discussed in section 5.3.5.
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TABLE 5-2. Survey ofellipsometric measurements on PVAmonolayers at a 1M aqueous
glycerol solution-air surface.
PVA
sample

205
205
217
R-2

concentration
PVA solution

2 t„/h0

Cp/ppm

ellipsometric
thicknesstei
nm

400
4000
4000
4000

17
21
29
18

0.45
0.55
0.58
~0.4

adsorption
mg m~ 2

3.1
3.2
3.7
2.0

trms for an

exponential
distribution
nm
11.5
14.3
19.7

5.3.3. Ellipsometric thickness of adsorbedPVA layers
Someellipsometricmeasurements ontheadsorption ofPVAata1 Maqueous
glycerol solution-air surface were done by J. BENJAMINS 3 , of the Unilever
Research Laboratory, Vlaardingen. Thesurface concentrations and adsorbed
filmthicknesses weredetermined, byusinganellipsometric arrangement witha
monochromatic laser (A = 632.8 nm.)as light source and a photomultiplier
as detector^ as described by for instance BOOTSMA and MEYER (1969). The

results arelisted intable5-2.
As was'to beexpected twice theellipsometric thickness tei is lower than h0
(nm). It illustrates that tetisa kind ofaverage thickness andnota maximum
thickness.
As pointed outbyMCCRACKIN and COLSON (1963), theellipsometric thickness is correlated with theroot mean square thickness tms of inhomogeneous
turns.Foranexponential distribution they found trms = (1/1.47)?,,. Thevalues
ot tms are also listed intable 5-2. These values areused inthenext sections,in
order togetmore information onthesegment distribution.
5.3.4. Conformation of adsorbedPVA
In this section it istried to obtain some information on the conformation,
particularly onthedensity distribution ofthe segments of the adsorbed PVA.
ine discussion willbelimited toPVA 205and217anda concentration ofthe
Z t I •?? °I4m P p m - T h e approximationswhich have tobemade aretoo
urgetojustilydiscrimination betweenthe400and 4000ppm PVA205solutions.
ih.ZtaVT/e n U m b e r f o f s c e - can be calculated from h0 for the different
S ™
f f t y d l s t r i b u t i o n s mentioned in section 5.2.3.1., ifa reasonable
deSTnf
! S e g m e n t c o n c e n t r a t i o n a t x = \h, canbemade. However, no
detmite information onp(^0) isavailable. Therefore wechose arbitrarily for
Next 1 ! e T ? l ° t h e S e g m e n t concentration inthebulk solution.
d a m U n t o f se
H965 m m
°
gments per unit area must be known. HOEVE
eement i i / P
° U t t h a t d u e t o t h e d i f f e r e n t conditions between the first
atad i l t l , f a r H " m t e r f a c e a n d t h ose further away, a discontinuity occurs
distance6from theinterface. Inthefirstlayer the segment concentration is
3

The author thanks mr. BENJAM.NSformaking available his unpublished results.
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Po(0 ^ x ^ 8). The equations which have been mentioned in section 5.2.3.1.,
apply to x ?: 5. Integration of mentioned distribution functions between
5 < x < ° ° (taking into account that they are normalized) yields the total
adsorbed amount of segments minus those, adsorbed in the first layer. The
number ofadsorbed segments inthe first layer can be found by taking 0.30 nm 2
for the surface area per segment and the surface completely occupied by PVA
-2
(LANKVELD and LYKLEMA, 1972b). It results in 3.3 segments n m . The total
number of segments N,, adsorbed per unit area isrelated tor by the molecular
weight per segment (49 for PVA with 12% acetate groups) resulting in Nt =
12.3T, if At is expressed in nm" 2 and r in mg m~ 2 .
Now fcan becalculated for thedifferent theoretical density distributions. As
was to be expected for the case of isolated loops or tails, equations (5.9.) and
(5.12.), no realistic values for fwere found. The results for the two other functions (equation (5.11.) and equation (5.13.)) are listed in table 5 - 3 . The values
found had to be compared with a mean number of s.c.e. per molecule of 75 for
PVA 205 and 238 for PVA 217.It can be concluded that the values found forf
are not unrealistic for both distribution functions. Additional information can
be obtained from the ellipsometric thickness. If it is assumed that an exponential density distribution applies fcan also be calculated from trmslisted in table
5-2 with (HESSELINK, 1971a):
;2 72

f?ms = ^

(5.19.)
12a2
Thisresults for PVA 205in a value off = 22and for PVA217in f = 29. Using
these two values for the calculation of ph (\ho) (equation 5.11.) results in
0.15 segments nm~~3 in both cases. This is about three times higher than the
segment concentration in the bulk solution. It indicates that probably the real
segment concentration at large distances is lower than predicted by equation
(5.11.). Of course, the same tentative conclusion follows from a comparison of
the found f values. Comparison of equations (5.11.) and (5.13.) shows that,
except for small values of f, the segment concentration at large distances from
the interface is lower in the case of a set of tails than for an exponential distribution for a certain valueoff. Therefore, perhaps it iseven allowed to conclude
that the obtained data are in favour of a substantial contribution of the tails to
the density distribution of the segments of adsorbed PVA 205 and 217. The
ratio of the listed valuesof fin table 5-3 to the mean number ofs.c.e.per molecule of 75for PVA 205and 238 for PVA 217also points in this direction. This
TABLE 5-3. Average number of s.c.e.;per loop or tail calculated withp(\ h0) = 4000 ppm.

combination of tails of equal length
(equation (5.*3.))
exponential (equation (5.11.))

fPVA205

iPVA217

38
15

60
.19
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tentative conclusion agrees with theoretical predictions (ROE, 1965; 1966;
MOTOMURA et al., 1969; HESSELINK, 1975).
Finally, it has to be noted that in this section the polymer is taken as being
monodisperse. In fact, the molecular weight distribution is rather broad and
probablyoftheFLORY-type(PRITCHARD, 1970;SCHOLTENS, 1977). Consequently the analysis given above requires some modification. A wide distribution of
tail lengths is probable. It cannot even be excluded that some relatively long
tails dominate the properties of an adsorbed layer at a long distance from the
interface. This possibility is examined in the next section.
5.3.5. Steric interaction between twoadsorbedPVA layers
In this section it will be tried to analyse the steric repulsion energy curves,
shown in fig. 5-5. This graph includes the curve for the VAN DER WAALS
attraction energy, in order to show its relatively small contribution.
In the previous section no definite conclusion was obtained with respect to
the density distribution of the segments of adsorbed PVA 205 and 217. Indications were obtained that tails play an important part. In this section we shall
calculate the steric repulsion energy between two adsorbed PVA layers for a
densitydistribution estimated, withthe HESSELINK etal.(1971b)theory (section
5.2.3.2.). By comparing the results with the measured ones, information is
obtained on the correctness of this distribution. In doing so, it is implicitly
assumed, that the HESSELINK theory is correct, which is certainly not entirely
warranted. However, if the described procedure leads to a reasonable density
distribution, one can at least conclude that apparently the HESSELINK theory
and our experimental facts are consistent.
HESSELINK etal.(1971b) havetabulated the dimensionless volume restriction
function W(i,h) and the osmotic function M(i,h), for the case of equal loops
and tails.For an exponential density distribution ofthesegments of the adsorbed polymer an analytical expression for M(i,h) isgiven. For a combination of
tails of equal lengths no easily workable equation is available.
As already indicated in the previous section, the assumption that the density
distribution isa combination of tails of equal lengths isnot valid. This isin the
first placecaused bythefact thatthemolecularweight distribution ofthe PVA's
used is wide. Probably the molecular weight distribution is of the 'most probable', or FLORY type (PRITCHARD, 1970; SCHOLTENS, 1977).Using this fact it is
easytocalculatethenumber ofmoleculesinacertain molecular weight fraction
f (Mv) (table 5-4). By calculating the number of adsorbed molecules it is assumed that their molecular weight distribution is the same as that of the dissolved ones.Infact short moleculesadsorbfaster owingtotheirhigher diffusion
coefficient. However, in the later stages ofthe adsorption process longer molecules start to dominate on account of their higher free energy of adsorption. In
viewofthesemiquantitative character ofthecalculations to begiven,the above
assumption willnot lead to seriouserrors.Next weused the rather crude approximation that on the average a certain fixed percentage of the segments, independent of the length of the polymer molecule, isadsorbed in the one or two
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TABLE 5-4. Numberofadsorbedpolymermoleculesasafunction ofthemolecularweightMv.

f(M„)

0 <
Mv<
2MV<
3MV<
4MV<
5MV<

percentage
of total

< Mv
< 2MV
< 3M„
< 4M„
< 5MV
<°^>MV

63.2
23.3
8.55
3.15
1.16
0.67

number of adsorbed polymer
molecules inf(Mv) m'2
PVA205

PVA 217

45 1015
16.5 1015
6.1 1015
2.2 1015
0.8 101S
0.5 1015

16.3 1015
6.0 1015
2.2 1015
0.8 1015
0.3 1015
0.17 1015

tails per molecule. This assumption, together with the accepted molecular
weight distribution of the polymer resultsina density distribution of thesegments of the adsorbed PVA, that at the outer part of the adsorbed layer is
completely determined, by relatively few long tails, provided the fraction of
segments adsorbed as tails is not too small. Because of their large mutual
distancestheycanbeconsidered asnearly isolated (seefig.5-6).
Ifitissupposedthatsuchadensitydistributionapplies,onecancalculatethe
steric interaction between two adsorbed PVA layers. The only additional assumptionthatisneededisthatthestericinteractionbetweenthelongtailsmay
bedealtwithasifthetailswereentirelyisolatedones.Fortheouterpartsofthe
adsorbed layerthisassumption isprobablycorrect,butitdoesnot holdfor the
parts of the tails near the interface, because of lateral crowding by loops, a
feature that we shall neglect. A consequence of this assumption is, that our
calculations apply onlyto a smalloverlap ofthetwoadsorbed PVAlayers.In
thecalculations, the percentage ofthepolymer segmentsXt adsorbed intails,
and the number of tails per polymer molecule can be used as variables. The
dimensionlessvolumerestrictionfunction W(i,h)andosmoticfunctionM (i,h)
are shown in fig. 5-7. The volume restriction effect and the mixing term can

2»

gLsApLiL'

FIG. 5-6. Possible model of a PVA layer adsorbed at an aqueous solution-air interface.
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M(T,h),W(T.h)1
10

1.0

10"

2.0

ao hA/n!
FIG. 5-7. Values for the dimensionless volume restriction function W(i, h) and osmotic
function M(i, h) for singletails according to HESSELINK et al. (1971b).
1.0

now be calculated with equations (5.15.) and (5.16) respectively. The values
of a and h are taken from table 2-4 and 2-5.
Thecalculated stericinteraction between twoadsorbed PVA205or PVA 217
layers is shown in fig. 5-8, for a few percentages of the segments, adsorbed as
tails.The agreement between thetheoretically calculated curvesand the experimental ones is good. It endorses the view that in the investigated cases, the
properties of the adsorbed layer far away from the interface and the interaction
between two of such layers is dominated by a few tails only.
Prior to further discussing this conclusion a few remarks can be made.
a. In the considered overlap region the volume restriction term amounted to
maximally 50% of the total (i.e. mixed) term. Therefore the conclusions
cannot be influenced seriously by adding both the mixing and the volume restriction term. Anyway, addition ofthese terms isnotjustified in every respect.
b. The experimentally found stericrepulsion cannot beexplained, by assuming
interaction to occur between identical isolated tailsfor any reasonable value
of I.
c. An exponential distribution, taking for i the values listed in table 5-3,
would result in a much too strong steric repulsion at the investigated distances between the interfaces. This supports the conclusion of section 5.3.4.,
that thisdensitydistribution function isnotinagreement with our experimental
results.
d. In viewofalltheassumptions made,thevaluesforXt have only a qualitative
meaning. Anyway the obtained percentages are reasonable. The fact that
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PVA 205

PVA 217
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FIG. 5-8. Steric repulsion energy between two adsorbed PVA layers asa function of the disFull curves calculated according to the theory of HESSELINK et al.(1971b).

SE£Stf^**-**adsorbed*tailspermoleculeisindicatedx • A • one tail per molecule.
OV
two tails per molecule.

forPVA217thepercentagesarelowerthanforPVA205,agreeswiththeoretical
TTnturcalculationsitwasexplicitlyassumed,that thetaillengthsofpolymer
molecules in a certain molecular weight fraction are the same. Actua ly,
their lengths will vary.This variation would result in a slower increase of the
^
S
l
withdecreasing separation oftheinterfaces t h ™ t e d
The conclusion that a few long tails dominate the properties of the outer
part of an adsorbed polymer layer in the described system, is of considerable
p a UcaHnte est. Fo^instance,it can beused in the further development ofa
Peculationtheory.Ontheotherhand,itcanbeinvokedtoexplaintherestively large thicknesses, which have been found by ^ Z T l ^ ^ X Z
coated with polymer (see for instance ROWLAND and EIRICH 1966). In that
esp c j mu't beexpected,thatjustafewlongtailsdominant!^.influence the
hydrodynamics of the flowing solvent, whereas their contribution to the
change in refractive index as measured by ellipsometry, isonly small, so that
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their presence iseasilyoverlooked inestablishing the adsorbed amount and the
ellipsometric thickness. The repulsive energy curves found by DOROSZKOWSKI
and LAMBOURNE(1973)atnot toosmallseparationscan also beexplained by the
proposed density distribution model of the segments of adsorbed polymers.
These authors found that the steric repulsion between two adsorbed polymer
layers starts already at large distances of the interface and increases relatively
slowly with decreasing separation. The molecular weight distribution of the
polystyrene used as stabilizer was wide (M^/Mn = 2).Their calculations with
thetheory of MEIER and of HESSELINKetal.,usingtheconcept ofisolated tails of
equal length, resulted in a steric repulsion starting at too small separations (see
fig. 5-9). Thecalculated repulsion wastoo lowat a small overlap ofthe adsorbed polymer layers,whereas itwasmuch too high at shorter distances,i.e. in the
region of strong overlap.

5.4. PMA-PE STABILIZED THIN FREE LIQUID FILMS

Equilibrium thicknesses and the drainage behaviour of PMA-pe stabilized
films have been measured. The degree of neutralization of the PMA-pe was an
important variable. The equilibrium thicknesses were compared with ellipsometric thicknesses of an adsorbed PMA-pe layer and the drainage behaviour
wascorrelated with surface rheologicalmeasurements.The stability ofthe films
will be discussed in section 5.5.
The experimental procedure has already been described in section 3.6. In all
measurements the electrolyte was 0.05 M NaCl.
5.4.1. Drainage behaviour
The drainage behaviour ofthe PMA-pe films depends strongly on the degree
ofneutralization a. At a = 1.0thefilmsdrain rapidly (ca. 1hour) tilla thickness
ofabout 120nm.After that thethinningofthefilmcontinuesmuchmore slowly,
till after 16-24 hours an equilibrium thickness was obtained. The drainage
pattern resembles that of mobile soap films. These films drained with an

nm
FIG. 5-9. Schematic representation of some results obtained by DOROSZKOWSKI and LAMBOURNE(1973).
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initial dimple. The same behaviour is found with films at a = 0.7. Films
stabilized by PMA-pe with a = 0.5also drained fast intheearly stages,but at a
thickness of about a few hundred nm (visible inspection) the thinning became
extremely slow. The formation of a visually plane parallel film with no detectable thinning over 1day required more than one week. At a = 0.1 the films
were rigid and even thick films drained extremely slowly. Usually, film irregularities were visible. These films are very stable. Films made without the
addition ofglycerolwerealsorigid,butdrained a littlefaster. Onlytwicedidwe
succeed in obtaining an equilibrium film with parallel faces on visual inspection. Their formation required more than a week. Usually the films were
not plane parallel, because of film irregularities.
An interesting feature is, that the transition between rigid and mobile behaviour correlates well with the conformational transition of PMA-pe adsorbed
at a paraffin-water interface and with the change in the rheological properties
of emulsions, stabilized by PMA-pe (section 4.3.and 4.4.).
5.4.2. Equilibrium thicknesses
Theexploratory resultsobtained arelistedintable 5-5.Thecorrection h*has
been calculated by using the adsorbed amounts, which were measured by
ellipsometry. The adsorbed amount was not known for films stabilized by
PMA-pe with a = 0.7. For the constant (d«/dc)r 0.15 cm 3 g _ 1 was taken. In
view of the substantial uncertainty inthe measured thicknesses at the lower a's,
thecorrection wasnotappliedthere.Thehighestimated inaccuracy isdueto the
extremely longdrainagetimesand inthecaseofa = 0.1, alsotopossible surface
irregularities and perhaps to theincreased evaporation, ifglycerol was omitted.
A reduction of the waiting time to a few minutes (see section 3.6.2.) does not
influence the observed properties of the films.
TABLE 5-5. Equilibrium thicknesses of PMA-pe stabilized thin free liquid films. Electrolyte
0.05 M NaCl. PMA-pe concentration 1000ppm.
a
0.1
0.5
0.7
1.0

glycerol

±
+
+

hydrostatic
pressure/Nm~2

h*S
nm

h*
nm

h
nm

ca. 10
ca. 13
ca. 15
10
13

45 ± 2 0
50± 10
60 ± 6
32 ± 3
34 ± 3

-2
-1

45 ± 2 0
50 ± 10
60 ± 6
31 ± 3
33 ± 3

-1
-1

5.4.3. Ellipsometric thickness of adsorbedPMA-pe layers
Ellipsometric measurements at an air-water interface were done by BENJAMINS of the Unilever Research Laboratory, Vlaardingen. The experimental
procedure is described in section 5.3.3.The results are collected in table 5-6.
The values found at a = 0.1 or 0.5 or at a = 1.0 after one day correspond
reasonably well with half the corresponding film thicknesses (see table 5-5).
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TABLE 5-6. Survey of ellipsometric measurements on PMA-pe monolayers adsorbed at a
water-air surface. Electrolyte 0.05 M NaCl.PMA-pe concentration 100ppm.
degree of
neutralisation
0.1
0.5
1.0

ellipsometric
thickness/nm
12
25
70after 1hour
15after 1 day

adsorption
mgm"2
2.4
1.5
1.0
1.0

The reason of the decrease in thickness of the layer adsorbed at a = 1.0is not
well known. Possibly it is a reconformation effect. In connection with this,
BOHM (1974) reported at pH ^ 7 a large time dependence of the interfacial
tension of PMA-pe at a paraffin-aqueous solution interface during more than
7 hours. He ascribed this effect to a diffusion of the PMA-pe to the interface
followed by a slow reconformation. Our data indicate that the diffusion
process must be completed after one hour. No large time effects were found at
the other a's.
5.4.4. Surface dilatational modulus
Some exploratory measurements on the surface dilatational modulus of an
adsorbed PMA-pe layerhavebeendoneby BENJAMINSoftheUnilever Research
Laboratory, Vlaardingen. The dynamic modulus |g| was measured with the
longitudinal wavemethod asdescribedbyLUCASSEN-REYNDERSetal.(1969)and
LUCASSEN et al. (1972). The experimental procedure has been described by
BENJAMINS et al. (1975). As a barrier, a square of rubber bands (15 x 15 cm)
placed in the surface, was used. At the corners the bands were connected to
metal bars,whichcould movesynchronously along thediagonals ofthe surface.
A sinusoidal movement was applied. The change in surface tension y produced
by the change of the surface area A, was measured in the centre of the square,
usingaWilhelmy plate.Theabsolutevalueof£wasobtained from the maximum
change in yduring an expansion/contraction cycleupon a maximum change in
A

'

,,
Ay
Ay
£ = A —*—
(5.20.)
AA
A\nA
The results are listed in table 5-7. Only ata = 0.1 was anonzero phase angle
found (around 10°, depending on frequency). It points to a small viscous
component. In the other cases, the phase angle wasnegligibly small indicating
that the dilatational modulus is purely elastic. The dilatational modulus
decreases with increasing degree of neutralization, pointing to a raise in compressibility and a decrease in cohesion. Again the time effects at a = 1.0 are
relatively large.
Because both surface rheology and drainage behaviour of films reflect the
complex interactions in PMA-pe surface layers, some correlation between
these phenomena would not seem unexpected. Indeed a correlation is found
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TABLE 5-7. Dilatational modulus of PMA-pe monolayers adsorbed at a water-air surface.
Electrolyte 0.05 M NaCl. PMA-pe concentration 100ppm.
a

0.1
0.5
1.0

age of
interface
(in hours)

2
24
2
24
2
24

frequency
range/s -1
0.033-0.84
0.033-0.84
0.033-0.84
0.033-0.84
0.17-0.84
0.17-0.84

|e|/mNm _ 1

30-50
36-63
12-18
21-29

3-3
11-12

between a more rigid behaviour ofthefilmsand a higher dilatational modulus.
Both the increased film rigidity and the higher dilatational modulus are observed with the compact or a-conformation of the adsorbed PMA-pe (see
sections 4.3. and 4.4.).It indicates that there probably issome relation between
the mentioned phenomena, the interaction forces responsible for the occurrenceof the a-conformation inthePMA-pe molecule and theensuing considerable changes in the rheological properties of paraffin in water emulsions stabilized by this polyelectrolyte observed at low a. Because of the observed correlation, thiswork deservesfurther experimental investigation. Perhaps the shear
properties should also be considered.

5.5. STABILITY OF POLYMER FILMS AGAINST RUPTURE

In this section only a few remarks will be made, concerning the stability of
polymer films and its connection with the stability of emulsions and foams.
The stabilization of polymer films islessunderstood, than that of soap films.
All films are inherently unstable, because they possess a higher free energy
levelthan the bulk liquid.Therefore thestability problem reallycenters around
the question, which factors determine the activation energy for rupture. Upon
thinning some films became metastable whereas others drained till collapse
(often called transient films). Metastability is reached, when the attractive and
repulsive forces over the film equilibrate.
The stability of the PVA films was generally good. Equilibrium films were
stable for several days. There was no difference between the two KURARAY
samples. At high hydrostatic pressure the stability was impaired, but in that
case the stability can be improved by using a porous plug in the opening of the
needle (see fig. 3-3), used for injection (SONNTAG, 1976). It indicates that it is
not a property of the polymer, but that it isconnected with the inner radius of
theneedle (0.25mm).InthecaseofPVA R-2onlysmallfilmsatlow hydrostatic
pressure were stable.
With PMA-pe films the stability depends on a. At a = 1.0 the films were reMeded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-1 (1977)

latively unstable. Wesucceeded only afewtimes to obtain a stable equilibrium
film at lowhydrostatic pressure ( < - 15N m " 2 ) . However, at lowa the films
were very stable.Atthat a, films could bemade, that were stable for more than
two weeks (including a draining time of around 1^week).
The fact that in allcases investigated films could be prepared, which drained to an equilibrium thickness, indicates that in principle PVA and PMApe films are metastable. The found equilibrium thicknesses were of the order
of a fewtens of nm ormore. D E VRIES (1958) showed already that rupturing of
a film through the formation of a hole, if the film is thicker than a few nm,
required such ahigh activation energythat suchaprocessishighly improbable.
SHELUDKO (1962) pointed out that at andbelow a certain critical thickness hcr,
filmsbecome unstable withrespecttosmallsurface corrugations. Thisiscaused
by the fact that then upon further thinning (growing of the deformation) the
gaininVANDER WAALSenergy exceedstheincreaseinsurface energy,duetothe
enlargement of the surface area. It would occur for films with a thickness of
around 30nmdependingonyandA (HAMAKERconstant).Thetheorywas further
developed by VRIJ (1966). He showed that a surface ripple will grow, if its
wavelength islarger than l„ where:

d 2 VT/dh

*

(5.21.)

Here, VTisthefree energyofinteraction perunit area andyf the surface tension
of the film. The equation can only be solved for d 2 Vr/dh2 < 0 . Through
d 2 Vr/dh2 lCris related to h.The wavelength Xcr must be smaller than the diameter ofthe film. Forthat reason, therecanbeadifference inXcr(andhencein
hcr)betweenlargeandsmallliquidfilmsor,forthatmatter,between microscopic
films and thethin lamella remaining between twooildrops ina creamed oilin
water emulsion (VRIJ and OVERBEEK, 1968). VRIJ et al. (1970) calculated, that
thegrowth ofcorrugations isindependent ofthe surface dilatational moduluse
if£^ 10~ 4 mNm~ 1 . Inthecaseoftransient films, thedeformation grows until
the film breaks,whereaswithmetastable films ablack filmisformed. However,
in themeasured polymer films d 2VT/dh2 isalreadypositiveatlarge thicknesses
which results in a counteracting of thegrowth of surface ripples.
It has often been suggested, that the rheological properties of the adsorbed
layer ofmacromoleculescorrelate with thestability ofliquid films (for instance
KITCHENER and MUSSELWHITE, 1968). GRAHAM and PHILIPS (1976b) stated that
the strength ofthe gel-like adsorbed protein layer iscrucial indetermining the
stability of foams. MACRITCHIE (1976) suggested that the energy of activation
for the coalescence of foam bubbles and emulsion droplets corresponds with
theenergy, necessary forthecompression oftheadsorbed monolayers, in order
to clean asmall part oftheinterfaces atthecontact place.With theinvestigated
PMA-pe films it was found, that they were more stable at low pH, which
correlates with a higher dilatational modulus and more rigid films. However,
the PVA films were also very stable, although the films were mobile. This
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indicates that inaddition totheobserved correlation certainly more factors are
involved. Other exceptionstotherulethat thestability ofliquid films correlates
directly with therheological properties, have been mentioned by NIELSEN etal.
(1958) and KANNER and GLASS (1969).

In addition tothediscussion above,itmay benoted that thestability against
rupture ofthepolymer films correlates also with theshelf stability of paraffin
inwateremulsions,stabilizedbytheusedpolymers.However,itshouldbe pointed out,that inthis respect only afewexploratory experiments have been done.
Therefore, no definite conclusion canbedrawn. Inthecase ofPMA-pe emulsions the stability against centrifugation of the emulsions did not correlate
with thementioned phenomena.

5.6. SUMMARY

In this chapter the stabilization of thin free liquid films by polymer was
described, with special emphasis on the steric interaction forces between the
adsorbed polymer layers in such a film. Measurements on films stabilized by
PVA andPMA-pe were reported. Forthemeasured PVA filmsthefree energy
of steric interaction between thetwoadsorbed polymer layers was compared
with theoretical predictions.
. , . „ , - r r •A
In section 52. the interaction forces in polymer stabilized thin free liquid
films (polymer films) were discussed. Foruncharged polymers VAN DERWAALS
attraction, hydrostatic pressure andsteric interaction hadtobetaken intoaccount. Possible theoretical density distribution functions ofthe segmentsofthe
adsorbed polymer molecules were described in section 5.2.3.1. Knowledge of
these distribution functions isa prerequisite forthecalculation ofsteric interaction. The steric interaction canbedivided into twomain mechanisms: the
volume restriction effect and theosmotic pressure, ormixing term
Measurements on PVA films were reported in section 53 The drainage
behaviour andequilibrium film thicknesses were discussed. Thelatter quantity
was determined, at varying hydrostatic pressures. TheVAN DER WAALS attraction over the filmscanbecalculated. Then thesteric repulsion force Fs between
the twoadsorbed PVAlayers wasfound byequalizing - f s with the VANDER
WAALS attraction andthehydrostatic pressure. Inthat way the steric repulsion
force could be calculated for different equilibrium thicknesses. Next the free
energy of steric repulsion wasobtained by graphical integration of the forcedistance curve. Information on the density distribution function of the segmentsoftheadsorbed polymermoleculeswas.obtainedbycomparing theextra
polated film thichness atFs - 0,with theellipsometnc thickness Indications
were found that tails playamuch moreimportant rolethan isu s u a y assumed^
In section 5.3.5. a semiquantitative model for the density d ^ n b u t i o n ofJfre
segments of adsorbed PVAmolecules wasdeveloped valid for he outer par
oftheadsorbed layer.Itisbased ontheconsideration, that themolecularweight
distribution ofthe used PVA's iswideandtheassumption that a large fraction
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ofthe segmentsisadsorbed astails.It resultsinthefact that theproperties of the
outer part of the adsorbed layers are determined by a few tails only, which can
be dealt with as if they were essentially isolated tails. The steric repulsion, calculated between the two adsorbed PVA layers by making use of this model,
agrees well with the experimentally found ones for reasonable lengths of the
tails.
In section 5.4. the drainage behaviour and the equilibrium thicknesses of
PMA-pe stabilized films were discussed. Films were made at different values of
the degree of neutralization a.The measured equilibrium thicknesses correlate
wellwithellipsometricmeasurementsonanadsorbedlayer.Thedrainage pattern
changes ifa is varied. At high a the films are mobile, whereas at low a they are
rigid. Also the dilatational modulus increases from <x = 1.0to<x = 0.1.Perhaps
thesameinteraction forcesbetweenthepolyelectrolyte segmentsare responsible
for the phenomena mentioned as those which stabilize the a-conformation in
the molecule,or which areresponsible for thesubstantial changes in Theological
properties of emulsions, stabilized by PMA-pe if a is reduced.
A few remarks concerning the stability of polymer films and its connection
with the stability of emulsions and foams conclude this chapter.
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6. R H E O L O G I C A L B E H A V I O U R O F E M U L S I O N S
S T A B I L I Z E D BY P M A - P E

6.1. INTRODUCTION

Asalready mentioned in section4.4.,theinteraction between polyelectrolytecovered paraffin dropletsisreflected intherheologicalproperties ofemulsions.
If among the forces, acting between the droplets, the repulsive ones dominate,
a fluid system is obtained, provided the volume fraction of paraffin is not too
high. In the case where the net force isattractive, a three dimensional network
structure can be built up (VAN DEN TEMPEL, 1958; PAPENHUIZEN, 1972). Rheological measurements on emulsions and other dispersions can broadly be
classified into two different types.
1. Measurements during which the network structure is not disturbed. Both
staticmeasurements (e.g.creepmeasurements) and dynamiconesareusable.
The behaviour ofemulsions at very smalldeformations wasinvestigated by e.g.
VAN DEN TEMPEL (1961) and STRENGE and SONNTAG (1974; 1975)in creep measurements. DAVIS (1971) and ECCLESTON et al. (1973)studied oilin water emulsionsboth bycreep and bydynamicmeasurements.The agreement between the
results of both types of measurements was generally good.
2. Measurements during which the network structure is broken down. The
rheological properties at very large deformations can be studied by steady
state shear (VAN DEN TEMPEL, 1963; FRIEND and HUNTER, 1971;NEVILLE and
HUNTER, 1974). VAN DEN TEMPEL explained the results by assuming that the
network structure was destroyed to such an extent, that only non-interacting
aggregates of particles remained. This assumption seemsa littleconflicting, but
isjustified owingto the difference inmean distance between theaggregates and
thatbetweenthedropletsinit.Theonlyeffect onr\oftheaggregatesisimmobilization of a part of the continuous phase.The sizeof the aggregates depends on
the value of the net interaction forces. HUNTER et al.measured the shear stress
oflatices asafunction ofthe shear rateDtillsuchhigh ratesthat the suspension
behaved newtonian. For rapidly coagulating colloidal suspensions energy in
excess of the normal viscous energy is required to sustain flow. This excess
energy iscorrelated with the interaction energy between the particles. It can be
calculated from the yield valuewhich isfound bya rather long extrapolation of
the linear part of the shear stress-shear rate curve to zero shear rate.
PAPENHUIZEN (1972) discussed the behaviour of dispersions, subjected to
deformations between the extreme cases of very small and very large ones. In
thesecases,mostdeformations occurinrestricted regions,ratherthan uniformly through the sample (VAN DEN TEMPEL, 1958).
Inthischaptermeasurementswillbereported, inwhichthenetwork structure
isnot disturbed or only to a very small extent. In general the interpretation of
rheological measurements on viscoelastic systems is described in section 6.2.
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There are two different methods of analyzing the obtained data.
a. Phenomenological representation of the obtained data by mechanical analogues (e.g. SHERMAN, 1968; BARRY, 1975).
b. Interpretation of the rheological properties of the emulsions in terms of
particle interactions (e.g. VAN DEN TEMPEL, 1961; STRENGE and SONNTAG,
1974; 1975).
Because at the moment in contrast to the second method the phenomenological approach does not result in a deeper understanding of the physical background of the structure of the emulsions, we will follow the second way.
Especially the role of adsorbed polyelectrolytes at the emulsion droplets surfaces willbeinvestigated. In order tobeableto relatetherheological properties
ofemulsionswiththeinteractionsbetween thedroplets,amodel ofthe emulsion
structure has to be accepted. In section 6.3. the interaction forces between the
emulsion droplets and possible models of network structures will be discussed.
An attempt to interpret the rheological properties of emulsions in terms of
particle interactions will be made in the sections 6.5. and 6.6.
6.2. INTERPRETATION OF RHEOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS ON
VISCOELASTIC SYSTEMS

A system is viscoelastic when its reaction on a stress or strain consists partly
of a viscous contribution and partly of an elastic one. It reacts-both elastic and
viscous.Inamorenegativewayitcanbestated thatasystemisviscoelastic when
itcannotbedescribed with NEWTON'Slawor HOOKE'Slawalone.The rheological
properties of the system partly resemble those of a liquid and partly those of a
solid. A system is mentioned linear viscoelastic, when the elastic effects obey
HOOKE'S law and the viscous deformations are NEWTONIAN. The stress to
strain ratio depends on the time only and not on the magnitude of the strain.
Therefore for the rheological characterization of a viscoelastic system it is
necessary and sufficient to measure the strain or stress as a function of time,
after applying a stress or strain respectively. Methods of measurements of viscoelastic bodies are:
I Static measurements:
A. Stress relaxation. Aconstant strain y isapplied to the sample and the stress
a is measured as a function of time.
aft) = G(t)y

(6.1.)

where G(t) is the relaxation modulus (Nm~ 2 ).
B. Creepmeasurements.The strain y(t) ismeasured asafunction oftime, after
applying a constant stress a.
y(t) = J(t)a

(6.2.)
_1

2

where J(t) is the creep compliance ( N m ) .
An idealized creepcurve for a viscoelastic body isshown infig.6 - 1 .It can be
subdivided into three characteristic regions.
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FIG. 6-1. A creep curve for a viscoelastic material. Explanation in text.

a. A region ofinstantaneouselasticdeformation (A-B)resulting in an instantaneous elastic compliance J0 or an instantaneous shear modulus G0 =
o-/ro =i/J0b. A'mixedelastic-viscous'deformation region(B-C).Inthisregionbondsare
broken and reformed. Because all bonds do not break and reform at the
same rate, a spectrum ofiretarded elasticcompliances are obtained.
c. Aregion ofviscousdeformation. Individualdropletsoraggregatesofdropletsflow pasteach other,whenthetimerequired torestorebroken bondsis
longer than the test period.
CreepmeasurementsonemulsionsstabilizedbyNa-PMA-pewillbereported
in section 6.6. Then the theoretical interpretation of such measurements will
also bediscussed further.
II Dynamic measurements:
In thiscasean oscillating deformation (orstress) withanangular frequency a>
(rads~x)isappliedtothesystem.Itisconvenienttovarythestrainsinusoidally.
For a linear viscoelastic sample, the stress amplitude is proportional to the
strain amplitudeandoscillatesatthesamefrequency, butoutofphasewiththe
strain(seefig.6-2).Thestrainandstresscanbedescribedbycomplexvariables.
The complex shear strain y* isdefined as:
y0 exp (icot)

(6.3.)

FIG. 6-2. Sinusoidal variation of strain and stress in a dynamic rheological study of a viscoelastic material. Explanation of symbols in text.
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-1(1977)
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in which y0 isthemaximum shear strain and /'is ^ -1. Then thecomplex stress
a* varies also sinusoidally, but with a phase angle 3 before the strain.
a* = <70exp {/(co/ + <5)}

(6.4.)

wherea0 isthemaximum shearstress.Thecomplex shearmodulus G*is defined
as:
G* = o-*/7*

(6.5.)

Combination of equations (6.3.), (6.4.) and (6.5.) gives:
G* = Oo/yoexp (i3) = <70/y0(cos 3 + /'sin 3)

(6.6.)

The first or real part of the right hand side of equation (6.6.) is the part of the
stressinphase with thestrain. It iscalled the storage shear modulus G'. The out
of phase (imaginary) component is mentioned the loss shear modulus G". G'
isassociated withthe storageand releaseofenergy,during theperiodic application of strain and G"is associated with the dissipation of energy into heat. In
formulae,
G' = (<Joho) cos 3

(6.7.)

G" = (oolyo) sin 3

(6.8.)

Then G*= G' + iG"

(6.9.)

The ratio ofthe maximum shear stressto themaximum shear strain isthe absolute shear modulus |G*|
\G*\ = (G'2 + G"2)1'2 =

ffo/To

(6.10.)

Furthermore
tg3 = G"/G'

(6.11.)

In orderto obtain thetimedependenciesG'(co)and G"(a>) dynamic measurements at various frequencies co are required. The courses of the storage shear
modulus and the loss shear modulus (further abbreviated as storage modulus
and loss modulus respectively) as a function of co for viscoelastic polymers and
gels are discussed by e.g. FERRY (1970). In the next sections we hope to show,
that it is possible to describe the viscoelastic properties of polymer stabilized
emulsions largely in the same way as those of gels.
The dynamic and the static moduli can be transformed into each other to a
certain extent (FERRY, 1970).

6.3. INTERPRETATION IN TERMS OF A NETWORK STRUCTURE

In many emulsions the net interparticle force is attractive over at least part
of the interparticle distance.Theseforces causethe particles to aggregate into a
three dimensional network structure. In the next sections first the interaction
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forces between emulsion droplets willbe discussed shortly, after which models
of the network structure will be given.
6.3.1. Interaction forces between emulsion droplets
a. Interaction between polyelectrolyte molecules adsorbed on different emulsion droplets.
In the case of PMA-pe stabilized emulsions, the interaction between the
adsorbed polyelectrolyte molecules largely determines the rheological propertiesoftheemulsions (BOHMand LYKLEMA, 1976).Thenatureofthese interaction
forces between the polyelectrolyte segments is treated in section 4.2. and 4.5.
At a low degree ofneutralization (a ^ 0.15)the attractive forces (propably to a
large extent hydrophobic bonding) dominate, whereas at a ^ 0.3 electrostatic
forces induceanet repulsion between thesegments.Ofcourse,steric interaction
forces of entropic origin (see section 5.2.) also play a role.
b. VAN DER WAALS attraction between the emulsion droplets.
HAMAKER (1937) calculated the LONDON-VAN DER WAALS attraction energy
between two spherical particles embedded in medium 2
A

111 L A ^ +1 + In ( - ) l
(6-12.)
6 Is2-4
s2
\ s I]
where s = 2 + 2H0/d, in which H0 is the shortest distance between the two
spherical surfaces and d the diameter of the spheres. In the case of Ho < d,
VA can be approximated by:
A
v

^

d

(6.13.)

For theinteraction betweentwobodiesofmaterial 1 embedded inamedium 2
the HAMAKER constant reads to a good approximation in the microscopic
theory (HAMAKER, 1937):
A112 = Alt

+A22

- 2A12 * ( V ^ n " V ^ z ) 2

<6-14-)

where A1U HAMAKER constant of the disperse phase
A22, HAMAKER constant of the dispersion medium
Ai2 mixed HAMAKER constant, approximately equal to ^ M ,1-^22For large distances of H0 one has to account for retardation. Because of the
large radii of the emulsion droplets one can use in this case to a good approximation the same correction factors as for flat plates.The correction factor has
been given in section 5.2.1., fig. 5-1.
The attractive force between the droplets can be obtained by differentiating
equation 6.12. F o r / / o <d:
A l i z d
(6-15.)
~ " 24 HI
The HAMAKER constant of the adsorbed polyelectrolyte layer has been assumed to beequaltothat ofwater (seesection 5.2.1.).

IT

tAl12
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We will return to the importance of the mentioned interaction forces in the
next sections bygivinga more quantitative description oftheir influence on the
rheological properties.
6.3.2. Network models
Various models can be used to represent the three dimensional structure,
whichcan bebuilt upasaresult oftheattractive forces between emulsion droplets.Wewillconsider onlythemost simplemodels,taking alltheparticles having
the same size. The diameter d assigned to the particles in the model is determined by the condition, where the volume fraction <f> and the number of dispersed particles N in the model should be the same as in the real system. The
following models can be considered:
a. All droplets are arranged in a statistical network of chains (ideal network
model) (fig. 6-3a). They all contribute to the same extent to the rigidity of
this network.
b. The droplets are aggregated in clusters or agglomerates (fig. 6-3b), which
are connected by chains of particles. The mechanical strength of the network ismainly determined by the relatively few particles, which link the agglomeratestogether. It ispossible toconsider an agglomerate ofdroplets asaTheological unit. These units are arranged statistically.
The degree of cluster forming depends on <j> and on the particle size. The
particle concentration appears to bean important parameter (VAN DEN TEMPEL,
1976). It israther difficult to discriminate between the twomodels bymeans of
rheologicalmeasurements. The best way of discrimination isto test the (j) and d
dependency.
Still a third model can be considered, only valid for concentrated emulsions.
In this picture, the assumption is made that the droplets are surrounded by a
thick rigid layer in such a way,that a dense packing ofthese 'effective' particles

FIG. 6-3. Network models.
a ideal.
b aggregate.
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fills thecomplete volume.The volumefraction ofdispersed phase was0.5in the
experiments reported in this chapter. Taking a reasonable value of d (5 x 103
nm), one would require a layer of 700 nm around the droplets. That is much
more than can be expected for such a layer, so this model is not further considered.
With the definition of the diameter given above, it is possible to derive an
expression for the number of chains carrying a potential tensile stress across
one m 2 for the two models. In the aggregate model (VAN DEN TEMPEL, 1976)we
assume that N droplets form NA aggregates, each containing n = N/NA particles.Then the volume ofan aggregate (whichcontains alsocontinuous phase)
isnfnd3/6, w h e r e / = 1.6. The effective diameter CIA of an aggregate is d(fn)113.
The two network structure models can then be compared (see table 6-1). We
shall use these results later in making the decision which model is the most
appropriate for PMA-pe stabilized emulsions (at a = 0.1;<f> — 0.5) (section
6.5.).
6.4. EMULSIONS AS A GEL

When attractive forces between emulsions droplets dominate, at least over
a range of values for the interparticle distance, a three dimensional network
structure will be built up. As mentioned in section 6.3.1., these forces can stem
from attraction between the adsorbed polyelectrolyte sheets and VAN DER
WAALS attraction between the emulsion droplets. For the latter case a few
authors (VAN DEN TEMPEL, 1961; NEDERVEEN, 1963; STRENGE and SONNTAG,
1974) derived a relation between the shear modulus Gof a dispersion and the
VAN DER WAALS attraction between the particles. Likewise it is possible to
derive a relation between the shear modulus G of a dispersed system and the
modulus Ggof amicro-gel formed bytwo interacting polymer sheets, adsorbed
onto different particles (VAN DEN TEMPEL, 1974). In the next sections we shall
first discuss the possibility of the formation of a gel by the adsorbed PMA-pe
between two emulsion droplets. After that the relation between the moduli of
the emulsions and the interaction forces between the dispersed droplets will be
discussed for the two network models.
TABLE 6-1. Comparison of the ideal network model and the aggregate model.
ideal network model
Number of rheological units,
m
01111116 f r a C t i n

Speried'

°

Total length of stresscarrying
chains, m - 2
Number of chains carrying a
tensile stress across onem z

aggregate model
^

*=^

6

**=»*fi*l*=/*
N

^

^
f "a — "¥llu*

rf

i^^n*
= 2mf

* m isthe number ofchains connecting two aggregates.
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6.4.1. Gelation of PMA-pe inbulk andat an interface
The gelation of aqueous solutions of polymethacrylic acid (PMA) has been
studied by a number of authors (e.g. KATCHALSKY, 1951; LIPATOV et al., 1959;
ELIASSAF and SILBERBERG, 1962; SILBERBERG and MUNLIEFF, 1970). The gel
formation isreversible. No permanent crosslinks (i.e.bonds ofinfinite lifetime)
are formed. The concentration of PMA-pe at which gelation starts, depends on
the degree of neutralization and the temperature. PMA-pe solutions which are
sufficiently concentrated form thermoreversible gels on heating.
In this paper only some exploratory experiments on bulk gelation will be
reported. Next the possibility of forming a gel between two adjacent emulsion
droplets by the interacting adsorbed PMA-pe sheets will be discussed.
Gelswereprepared byevaporation ofthe solvent at 30 °C, starting from a2%
solution of PMA-pe with a degree of neutralization of 0.1. The electrolyte concentration was 0.136 M NaCl, resulting from the way of preparing the polyelectrolyte solution (section 2.4.1.). The concentrations of PMA-pe in the gels
were determined by weighing.
6.4.1.1. R e s u l t s a n d d i s c u s s i o n
Itwasverydifficult toestablishexactly,atwhichconcentration agelwas formed.
Gelation started at a concentration between 7 - 8 % , whereas at 9-10% rigid
gels were formed. The storage modulus of a solution with a PMA-pe concentration of 8-8.5% (NaCl concentration ca. 0.55 M) varied between 100500Nm~ 2 (co = 5.28rads _ 1 )andfora 10%solution (NaCl concentration 0.68
M) amounted to ca. 5 - 10 x 103 N m " 2 . SILBERBERG and MUNLIEFF (1970)
choseavalueof G of 50 N m " 2 , asdivision between a soland a gel. Asa criterion
this value is rather arbitrary. However, the actual choice of G has only a minor
influence on the resulting gel point concentration. Accepting this criterion and
neglecting the difference between Gand G', we find as gel point concentration
for PMA-pe with a —0.1 in a salt solution; ca. 8%. The gel point concentrations found by SILBERBERG and MUNLIEFF are tabulated in table 6-2. The conclusion is,that the agreement with our measurements is reasonable. The somewhat lower value found by us for PMA-pe at the same equivalent degree of
neutralization may be attributed to the presence ofsalt.The sodium ions screen
the negative charges of the carboxyl groups.
Next we turn to the problem of gel formation by PMA-pe, adsorbed at an
TABLE 6-2. Gel point concentrations (g.p.c.) for PMA (M = 3.35x 103) at25°C. Data of
SILBERBERG and MUNLIEFF (1970).a* is the equivalent degree of neutralization for PMA-pe
resultinginthesamepercentage ofdissociated carboxyl groupsbased onthe total number of
segments as for PMA.
a
0
0.04
0.08
86

a*

g.p.c. (gem - 3 )

0
0.06
0.12

0.082
0.10
0.12
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interface. The amount of PMA-pe (a = 0.1,electrolyte concentration 0.05 M
NaCl) adsorbed at the emulsion droplets surfaces is 2.2 mg m~ 2 , of which ca.
0.5 mg m " 2 is adsorbed as trains (BOHM, 1974).Then the amount adsorbed in
loops and tails is ca. 1.7 mg m~ 2 . The thickness of a PMA-pe stabilized thin
liquid film (consisting of two adsorbed layers) is ca. 45 nm (section 5.4.2.).
Fromcreepmeasurements (section6.6.2.)wefound for thedistancebetween the
paraffin-aqueous solution interfaces of two emulsion droplets ca. 30nm. The
ellipsometric thickness ofan adsorbed layeris 12nm (section 5.4.3.). Accepting
35 nm as a reasonable but arbitrary value for the thickness of the liquid film
between two emulsion droplets, the mean concentration of PMA-pe in the film
can be calculated. The result isca.0.1 gc m - 3 , which exceeds the gel point concentration. Considering the fact that the occurrence of micro gelation is more
likely than that of macro gelation, it seems not unrealistic to conclude that a
kindofgelcan bebuiltupbetweentwoemulsiondroplets.Adefinite conclusion
cannot be drawn, because it must be taken into account that the segment concentration isprobably lowerintheoverlapregionthanneartheinterface. Therefore theoretically the possibility existsthat indeed agelisformed near the interface but not in the overlap region. Anticipating the discussion in section 6.5.1.,
it is perhaps even allowed to involve the results of the measurements presented
in figs. 6-7, 6-8, 6-10 and 6-11,as an indication that a kind of gelis formed.
The connection of the formation of a gel between two emulsion droplets
with the rheological properties of the emulsion isdiscussed in the next section.
6.4.2. Interpretation of theshearmodulus interms of interactionforces between
emulsion droplets
In this section the relation between the shear modulus and the interaction
forces between thedispersed emulsion dropletsisdiscussed. Firstly the VAN DER
WAALSattraction between thedropletsisregarded and secondly the interaction
between the adsorbed polyelectrolyte sheets.The last term includes all sorts of
interaction forces between the polyelectrolyte molecules (see section 4.2. and
5.2.). Only the net results of these forces is taken into account as far as these
interactions arereflected inacertaindistancebetweentheemulsion droplets and
lead to a number of interaction points (cross-links) between the adsorbed
polyelectrolyte sheets. The assumption is made, that in the case of strong
viscoelastic emulsions a gel isformed between the emulsion droplets.
When a shear stress isapplied to an emulsion, the deformation of it is determined bytheelongation ofthechainsofparticles.Itisassumed that this elongation may be interpreted in terms of an extension of the interparticle distances
(fig. 6-4). Bydeformation, theinitial lengthL ofachain of particles isextended
to L + AL,
where L
= x (d + H0)
L + AL = x (d + H0 + &H)
x
= number of droplets in the chain
AH
= extention of the distance between two droplets.
Then therelativeextension£= xAH/x(d + H0) « AH/dfor H0 < d.When we
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FIG. 6-4. Elongation of a chain of emulsion droplets.
d = droplet diameter.
H0 = shortest distance between two droplets.

regard theelongation alongoneoftheprincipal axis(fig.6-5). (Fora definition
of the principal axis is referred to LODGE, 1964, p. 32.) The elongation ratio
along the principal axis X' is:
L

L

1 +E

It can be proved (LODGE, 1964; VAN DEN TEMPEL, 1976) that:

y= X'- i/r
Then for small shear strain holds:
(6.16.)

y as 2E = 2AH/d
It can be shown geometrically for the diagonal A C . In a square:
AC = AB J2
A C - AC

AC « AB J2 (I + \y)

hi
AC
The tensile stress along the principal axis is the same as the shear stress a. So
we obtain the expression:
£ =

G=

(6.17.)

— 2 £,

y

2e

where E is the Y O U N G modulus of the considered chain of particles.

In order to derivea relation between theshearmodulus Gofan emulsion and
the VAN DER WAALSattraction between thedroplets,itisassumed that either the
idealnetwork modelortheaggregatemodelholds.Firstlywegivethe derivation
fortheidealnetwork structureand after that wewillcorrecttheresults according
to the aggregate model. The derivation is founded and to a certain extent
similar to the one that has been given by VAN DEN TEMPEL (1961) and NEDERVEEN (1963). An essentially similar derivation has been given by STRENGE and
SONNTAG (1974). They use a somewhat different model for calculating the
number of stress carrying points. The assumption is made that all the bonds
between emulsion droplets in a stresscarrying chain contribute to the response
of thechain toit. Thiscan bethe caseifallthe droplets arecrosslinked with the
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen77-1 (1977)

FIG. 6-5. Relation between shear and extension in achain of particles.
f angle of deformation.
Shear strain y = tg (.

droplets of the neighbouring chains. This model is appropriate only at a very
dense packing of the particles. VAN DEN TEMPEL and NEDERVEEN neglected
crosslinking between adjacent chains. At high </> this leads to underestimation
of the stress carrying points. However, this iscompensated for to a certain exextent by loose ends of chains of particles. In addition to this objection we
believe that STRENGE and SONNTAG introduced the energy per bond between
two emulsion droplets in a not completely correct way.
In the derivation of a relation it must be realized, that repulsive forces are
also operative. The assumption ismade, that intheconsidered case of PMA-pe
(with a = 0 1) stabilized emulsions, repulsion other than that of stenc origin
can be neglected. Unfortunately, we were not able to measure the stenc repulsion between two PMA-pe layers as a function of the distance. For a PVA
stabilized thin liquid film the repulsion isasa first approximation proportional
to 1/cP or 1/cP In thecaseofPMA-pe (a = 0.1) stabilized films the distribution
of segments normal to the interface is more like a step function (section 5.4.).
Therefore we assumed, that the steric repulsion will show a larger dependence
on the distance than inthecase ofPVA stabilized films. Wechose the to a large
amount arbitrary dependence on l/d3.
If for this moment retardation is neglected, one can write for the total force
between two droplets:
F=

Ad
24H2

<$'}

(6.18.)

where H0 is the shortest distance between the droplets in equilibrium andla is
a constant. Following HESSELINK et al. (1971b) and EVANS et al. (1973b) it is
assumed that the DERVAGIN approximation (DERYAGIN 1934) can be used to
calculate the steric repulsion for spheresfrom the resul sfor plates. It resultsin
that thestericrepulsion forceFsisproportional tod sothat thetotal ^eracfion
force F = FAl21 + Fsisproportional to d.In equilibnum F = 0 and H =H0,
from which it follows that a' = 1.Upon elongation ofa chain of particles from
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H0 toH= H0 +AH, equation (6.18.) changes into:
Ad

247/20,1+

1

f

Ho) .

After series expansion and neglecting terms higher than (AH/H0)2 is found:

~1

F= -****L\\ - 4 ^ ~ |
8H0 L
Ho

(6.19.)

The numerical factor 8depends somewhat on the exponent, used in the repulsiveterm. From (6.19.)thestressaperm 2 isobtained bymultiplying the force F
in each chain by the number of chains per m 2 .

n-4^1

„
20
c =Fx - £ - =

AcpAH.,
21- 4
And HIaX L

2

TK/

(6.20.)

" H' 0\

The shear modulus of the emulsion then is:
oA <f>r
G0.„.w. =- = — ? - 1- 4

y

Ai/1
(6.21.)

87r//§ L

//0J

The subscript v.d.W. means that Gisdetermined by VAN DER WAALS attraction
and steric repulsion between the emulsion droplets.
Inthecaseofretardation (H0 > 10nm)Fmust becorrected byafactor/" and
so must G. The correction factor has been given in section 5.2.1.,fig.5 - 1 .
Equation (6.21.) then becomes:

Gv,.w.=r^*-\l - 4 ^ 1

(6.22.)

It can easily be seen that there isalimit of linearity if a chain of particles
attracting eachother byVANDERWAALSforces and repellingeach other sterically,isextended. In practice, iffor instance the inaccuracy inthe Gv.d.w. measurement is 30%, a drop in Gv.d.w. would be measured if ~ 4 AH/H0 > 0.3. With
equation (6.16.) this would result in an upper limit of yof 0.15 H0/d. Because
H0ld isoftheorder of0.01,ymust besmallerthan 0.0015inorder to stay within
the limits of linear behaviour.
In the aggregate model the number of chains carrying a tensile stress across
one m 2 is different from that for the ideal network model (tabel 6-1). Then
equation (6.20.) must be modified to read:
f,A^AH

(m3f\'3 f,

.AHl

An dH%
which results in:
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8TT HI \

n2 J

L

H0\

(6.24.)

VAN DEN TEMPEL (1974)4 derived a relation between the storage modulus G'
of a dispersed system and the number of polymer bonds between two dispersed
particles. We shall follow a similar way of reasoning.
Itisassumed, that thegelwhich is formed between twoemulsion droplets can
be described as a purely elastic rubber-like gel (FLORY, 1953). In fact this is a
verycrudeapproximation.Wewillreturntoitinthediscussionofsection6.5.1.2.
We need this approximation in order to be able to calculate the number of
polymer bonds between two emulsion droplets. It isnot necessary to make this
assumption for thederivation oftherelationbetween G'oftheemulsionand the
storagemodulusG'gofthemicro-gelbetweentwodroplets.Asecond assumption
is, that no desorption of trains occur during the measurements. In view of the
irreversible character of polymer adsorption, this assumption is justified,
normally.
The concentration of elastically effective chains v between two adjacent
emulsion droplets is (fig. 6-6):
(6.25.)
Aeff H0

FIG. 6-6. Interactions between polyelectrolyte molecules adsorbed on different emulsion
droplets.
4
We are much indebted to Dr. M. VAN DEN TEMPEL of Unilever Research Laboratory,
Vlaardingen, for allowing usto usehisunpublished derivation.
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where Ae/f isthe effective contact region between two emulsion droplets, b the
number ofbonds between the droplets and c'the number of elastically effective
chains per bond (crosslink). This factor is 2, when two loops are cross-linked,
but itis 1 iftwo tails arecross-linked. Usingthe assumption that a purely elastic
rubber-like gel is formed, the storage modulus G'g of it can be written as:
G'g = vkT

(6.26.)

Elongation ofthe polymer bridges between the droplets from H0 to (H0 + AH)
gives a force F in the polymer chains. If the difference between G and G' is
neglected:
F=3G'g — Ae/f = 3c'bkT~
(6.27.)
H0
HI
The stressaperm 2 isobtained, bymultiplying theforce Fbetween two droplets
by the number of chains carrying a tensile stress per m 2 .
^ 1 =6 ^ 7 ^ - ^ % d2
Hind2
The modulus G of the emulsion then is:
ff=Fx

(6.28.)

a
a AH
3c' b k T $
Gpoi = — =
=
(6.29.)
y AH y
n d H\
The subscript pol means that G is the result of interactions between polyelectrolyte molecules adsorbed on different emulsion droplets.
If the aggregate model holds equation (6.29.) must be modified in the same
way as equation (6.22.) which results in:
G

"°

l =

3 c' bkTcf)
7 1 ^

(m3f\113
2

(6-3°)

2

nd HI \ n J
Now a set ofequations areavailabledescribing the relationship between Gof
emulsions and the forces between the droplets for the ideal network model and
the aggregate model. One of the most striking results is that in the case of the
ideal network model G is proportional to the volume fraction of the disperse
phase, whereas inthe aggregate model it isnormally more than proportional. If
itisassumed that avariation of(/>doesnot influence Hotoalargeextent, one can
conclude that a more than linear dependence of Gon <f> points to the aggregate
model.IfVANDERWAALSattraction betweentheemulsion dropletsisthe driving
force for structure building, intheidealnetwork model Gwould be independent
of d. In the literature often en ideal network model is used, although a large
dependence of G or G' (ignoring the difference) on <j> and/or d is found. For
instance NEDERVEEN (1963) found an eighth power dependence of the YOUNG
modulus on <f>for glyceryltristearate particlesin oilin theconcentration region
of 2 0 % - 3 0 % solid material. STRENGE and SONNTAG (1974; 1975) observed for
Aerosil 200in water dispersions that Gwas proportional to l/d3 and showed a
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TABLE 6-3. Dynamic and static moduli. Abrief survey.
symbol

meaning

G
G0

shear modulus, <x/y
instantaneous shear modulus (creepmeasurements),

G(i)
G'
G"
|G*|
G*

relaxation modulus o(t)ly (yconstant)
(6.1.)
storage shear modulus c0 cosS/y0
(6.7.)
loss shear modulus cr0sin<5/yo
(6-8.)
absolute shear modulus a0ho = (G'2 + G"2)1'2
(6.10.)
complex shear modulus <r*/y*= <r0exp0'(5)/yo =
G' + iG"
(6.5.)and (6.9.)
storage shear modulus of themicro-gel formed
between two emulsion droplets
(6.26.)
shear modulus of an emulsion due to VANDERWAALS
attraction and steric repulsion between thedroplets
(6.22.)
shear modulus of an emulsion astheresult ofthe
interaction between polyelectrolyte molecules adsorbed
on different emulsion droplets
(6.29.)

G'g
GVdw
Jpol

equation

strongdependence on 0 (concentration 2-6%). Ifthereasonableassumption
ismade,that thedegreeofclusterformingdependson, andd, «
a
«
infavour oftheaggregatemodel.InconnectionwiththisP A ™ H ™ 0972^
showed that the rheological behaviour ofa8%tng^ceryl stearate dspersion
inoilcould be explained onlybyassumingakindf^ggregate modd
Foreasyreferencethedifferent modulimentionedthusfarinthischapterare
listed in table 6-3.
6.5. DYNAMIC MEASUREMENTS

Dynamic moduli have been measured of emulsions stabilized by PMA-pe

Th^Zme^
Measurements (creepmeasurements)a t ^ ^ ™ ^ e s o y f t n e e m u l s i o n s . For
- ^ 6 . 6 . ^ a m ^ ^ _ ^ ^ 5 S S S o o 7 W » <
viscousemulsions(G > 1 Nm )meapp
equation(6.22.),
meaning ofthis rangeofy,in relation^ ^ ^ s ^ a t t ^ ^
I
istreatedinthenextsection.Itwascheckedthattheywerelowen s
linear
nearviscoelasticity.
viscoelasticity.
. f hrineingtheviscoeTheapparatushasbeendescribedinsecion3 ^ A te bringing
lasticemulsionsintothe^ ° ^ ^ S ^ ^ emulsionsislargely
beforethemeasurementswerestarted^The tructu
^ ^
^ ^
destroyedbybringingthemintother h e 0 I "f r R "
.
hours
the
1974) A f t e r 3
down of the emulsion structure isreversibeCBoHM^ J
^
measured moduli became independent of *e waUmgtim,
j
^
times were avoided, becauseafter < ^ ^ ^ X S c n t measuicments.
visible.Reported dataarethemeanofatleasttwoin v
^
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Thereproducibility can beaspoor as40-50%. Around half ofitcan beattributedtoinaccuracyinthedynamicmeasurements.Theotherpart follows from
theirreproducibility intheemulsification processand thefilling upoftherheometer.Forexample,smallbubblesofairsometimesstaybetween theinnerand
outercylinder.Asthis40-50%uncertainty limitcoversbothinstrumental and
material irreproducibilities, it isa good measure of the overall absolute accuracy.
6.5.1. Emulsions stabilizedbyNa-PMA-pe
The first results of the dynamic measurements are represented in fig. 6-7.
There isa drastic influence on the results of the degree of neutralization a. In
additiontothediscussioninsection4.4.abouttherelationshipoftherheological
propertiesofpolyelectrolyte stabilizedemulsionswiththeintra-andintermolecular interaction forces between the PMA-pe segments,the following remarks
can bemade:
Ata > 0.2thelossmodulusG" exceedsthestoragemodulus G'.Thismeans,
thatduringadeformation cyclethedissipationofenergyasheatisstrongerthan
thestorageand releaseofenergy.Thisphenomenon ischaracteristicofsystems
whicharefluid overthefrequency rangestudied.Themoduliarealsorelatively
strongly dependent on thefrequency co in thisrange of a.
Ata < 0.15thereversecanbeseen.NowG'exceedsG",bothbeingrelatively
independent of the frequency. These features reflect a strong viscoelastic gellike behaviour. The results at a = 0.2 take up an intermediate position. A
second striking feature isthat the value of G" ishigher in comparison withG'
than isusually found for gelsand polymer meltsinfrequency ranges whereG'
isnearlyindependentofa>.Weshallreturntothisphenomenoninsection6.5.1.2.
The influence ofthe polyelectrolyte supply on the storagemodulus isrepresented infigs.6-8 and 6-9. The lossmodulus isrelated to the polyelectrolyte
supply inthesamewayasG'.Thisindicatesthat therelativelyhigh dissipation
ofenergytoheat,leadingtothehighvaluesofG"mustbeofthesameoriginas
that which makes the values of G'high,namely the forming ofmicro-gels betweentheemulsiondroplets.Atalowsupply,thevalueofG'dependstoalarge
extentonthepolyelectrolytesupply.Athighersuppliesalevellingoffisobserved.
Forcomparison infig.6-9 thesteadystateviscosityisalsoshown.ItisimpossibletocorrelatetheriseinG'withjust oneparameter. Withhigherpolyelectrolyte supplies the resulting droplet diameter decreases whereas the adsorbed
amountr increases.Thislastfactor caninfluence H0.BothH0and dinfluence
G'(section 6.4.2.).
The close relationship between the rheological properties of PMA-pe
stabilized emulsions and the intermolecular interactions between polyelectrolytemolecules,adsorbed ontodifferent dropletsisalsoapparentfromfig.6-10.
In this graph the influence is shown of the addition of salt on the dynamic
moduli ofNa-PMA-pestabilized emulsions,manufactured with an electrolyte
concentration of0.025MNaCl.Thedependenceofthedynamicmodulionthe
saltconcentration atthisparticulara(= 0.25)showsaclosesimilaritywiththe
94
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FIG. 6-7. The storageand lossmoduli ofPMA-pestabilized ^ " " " " " J
?<£%%£}
function of the frequency. The degree of neutralization is g.ven. Electrolyte 0.05 M NaCl.
0 = 0.5. Polyelectrolyte supply 2mgpercm3 of paraiiin.
Storage moduli G'open symbols.
Loss moduli G"filledsymbols, dashed curves.
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FIG. 6-8. ThestoragemodulusofPMA-pestabilizedemulsionsasafunction ofthe frequency,
a = 0.10.Electrolyte 0.05 MNaCl. <f> = 0.5.Thepolyelectrolyte supply cpinmgpercm3of
paraffin isgiven.

6 mg cm-3
FIG. 6-9. Storagemodulus G'andviscosityofemulsions stabilized byPMA-peasa function
ofthepolyelectrolyte supplycpinmgpercm3 ofparaffin, a = 0.10.Electrolyte0.05MNaCl.
<t> =0.5.
O Storage moduli (co2.75rad s"').
x Viscosities (D = 7.05 s~ ] ).

dependence ona (fig.6-7).Asalready discussed insection 4.4.,thetwophenomena largely depend onthebalance between therepulsion (COULOMBIC) forces
and the attractive (hydrophobic bonding and VANDER WAALSattraction) forces

between the PMA-pe segments.
The main conclusion isthat theemulsions are viscoelastic, when the attractive forces between the polyelectrolyte molecules (and hence the attractive
forces between theemulsion droplets) dominate. Then a three dimensional network structure isbuilt up.
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F.G. 6-10. The storage and lossmoduli ofPMA-pestabilized paraffin in ^ j c a £
a function of the frequency, <x = 0.25.NaClconcentration isgiven.4> = 0.5. Polyelectrolyte
supply 2mg per cm3 of paraffin.
Storage moduli G'open symbols.
Lossmoduli G"filledsymbols, dashed curves.

A second conclusion can be that VAN DER WAALS attraction between the
emulsiondropletsdoesnot playanimportant part inbuddingupthenetwork
structure.Thisconclusionisalsosupportedbyafurther c a p t i o n f
tion (622) In thediscussion ofthisequationitwasfound that thereisalimit
inthelinearityaboveacertainAH/H0.However,ir,Uhe e x p e n m » g U « j « q r
of G' (error in G' < 30%, corresponding tc>4 AH/H0 < 0.3 which givesy
< 0.0015) no deviation from linearitycouldbedetected tilly 0.04.
6.5.1.1. The order of magnitude of the f a c / ° » . f ^ ^ " * ^
storage shear modulus, in terms of an ideal network model
TheshearmodulusG>canbecalculatedwithone*
^ * ™ ^ £
section 6.4.2.Most factors contributingtoitcanbecalculated and otherones
97
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estimated. Bycomparing thecalculated valuesforthemodulus with theexperimental ones, information isobtained onthecorrectness ofthe used equations
and onthevalues substituted for thevarious parameters.
Unfortunately, it wasnotpossible to decide unambiguously which ofthe
two emulsion structure models on which thementioned setof equations is
based,isthebest.Anindication about itcanbeobtained byvarying <£ and/or d.
In ourcasethepossibility tovary <j> wasvery limited becauseatlow <j>theemulsionswerenolongerhomogeneous.Inthatcaseseparation occurred inacreamedlayerandalayercontainingmainly continuousphase.Asubstantially higher
<f> gave emulsification problems. Neither wasit possible tovary das the sole
factor. Therefore wehavetousealess rigorous waynamely wewill tryto explain themeasurements with the simplest model, theideal network model.If
thisgivesanacceptable result, onewouldconcludethatforthemoment theideal
network model serves uswellenough toassessatleasttheorders of magnitudes
of the various parameters. Therefore first calculations will bedone withthe
next two equations:
6.22.

Gvdw = f"

6.29.

GPoi =

3 c'bkT<j>

n dH%
The analysis will belimited toemulsions, stabilized byNa-PMA-pe with a degreeofneutralization of0.1.Theproperties ofthese emulsions aretabulated in
table 6 - 4 .The volume averaged droplet diameter hasbeen determined by
Coulter Counter (model A)measurements. Theexperimental technique which
was used, has been described by WALSTRA and OORTWIJN (1969) and LANKVELD (1970). Differences between GandG' will be neglected.
The most critical parameter for which an estimation hadtobemade, is H0.
Unfortunately, nogood thicknessmeasurementscould bedoneon Na-PMA-pe
(a = 0.1)stabilized films, because ofthe irregularities inthesurface ofthe film
and thelong drainage times. Only indications were obtained that H0 is ca.
45nm. From creep measurements (section 6.6.2.) avalue ofca. 30nm is found
for H0. Ellipsometric thickness measurements ononeadsorbed layer support
these thicknesses. Sincewearenotquite sure ofthe value tobeassigned to H0,
TABLE6-4. Properties ofthe Na-PMA-pe stabilized emulsions onwhich the calculations
leadingtotables6-5and6-6havebeen done.
Volume fraction ofparaffin
Supply ofPMA-pe
Degree ofneutralization

0.5
2mg/ml paraffin
0.1

Adsorbed amount r (BOHM, 1974)

ca. 2.2 mg m " 2

Electrolyte content continuous phase
Volume averaged particle diameter

0.05MNaCl
510~6m

HAMAKERconstant A (VISSER, 1972)

1.710" 2 0 J

-

Storage modulus G'(co 5.28 rads *)
98
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calculations were done for a few thicknesses. Next a value for c' had to be accepted;itliesbetween 1 and 2Becauseonlytheorderofmagnitudeofthe following calculations is right, the exact value of c' is not important. Arbitrarily we
chose 1.5.
The storage modulus G'g of themicro-gel between two emulsions can be calcalculated by combining equation (6.25.), (6.26.) and (6.29.), resulting in:
r>

_/; ,

<Jg — Upol

ndH

°

(6.31.)
V

,

'

3 (pAeff
Theeffective contact regionbetweentwoemulsion dropletsAeff was estimated,
usingthefollowing twoassumptions:a.Theemulsion dropletsarenot disturbed
in the contact region, b. Interaction occurs maximally over a distance of 2 H0.
Belowthat distancetheinteraction isindependent ofit.Theinfluence of varying
the choice of Aeff isalso shown intable 6-5. It isassumed that for the calculationsreported in table 6-5 GP„imaybemade equal tothemeasured quantity G'
of the emulsions.
The strong influence of H0 on the calculated factors is clearly apparent in
table 6 - 5 The resulting values for the number of polyelectrolyte bonds b
between two neighbouring droplets are reasonable. The values of b/w indicate
that about 10-20% of the polyelectrolyte molecules, present in the contact
region between two emulsion droplets, are directly involved in the formation
of these bonds. The storage modulus G'g of the micro-gel between two droplets
is of the same order of magnitude as G' of the emulsions. The contribution of
the VAN DER WAALS attraction forces to the structure building of the emulsions
is of minor importance.
, . ,
Moreover the data of table 6-5 indicate that the measured rheological properties of the emulsions can be described semiquantitative!)r with the ideal network model within the experimental accuracy. Then the characteristics of an
emulsion, mentioned in table 6-1 can be calculated (table 6-6)
In the aggregate model, the number of chains carrying a tensile stress across
one m* will be lower. For a given Gpol(assumed to be equal to the measured
TABLE 6-5. Calculated order of magnitude of the factors, contribuUn,;to the built up of an
ideal network structure for emulsions with the properties mentioned intable 6-4.
Hn
nm

maximum
interaction
distance
nm

25
30
30
30
40
50

50
60
50
80
80
100

Aeff
12

10~ m

0.21
0.25
0.17
0.41
0.32
0.41

2

number of
polymer
moleculesw
adsorbed
on Aeff

b

b/w

G'g
Nm-2

Nm" 2

2800
3300
2200
5300
4200
5300

300
450
450
450
800
1300

0.1 2
0.1 4
0.20
0.08
0.20
0.24

560
380
550
230
390
380

13
7
7
7
2
1
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TABLE6-6. Characteristics oftheemulsion described intable6-4for anidealnetwork model.
Number ofrheologicalunits,m~ 3
Total length ofstress-carrying chains,m~ 2
Number ofchains carryingatensile stressacross onem 2

7.61015
3.81010
1.310 10

Density of cross-links, 1.5 (2^/TK/ 2 ) 3 ' 2 , m - 3

2 1015

Number ofcross-links/number ofemulsion droplets,0.4 *J4>

0.28

quantity G')of the emulsion, it will result in higher values for b,b/w and G'g,
if itisassumed that theother factors (e.g. H0) arenotdependent onthechoice
of the model.
6.5.1.2. T h e loss s h e a r m o d u l u s
The following analysis will also be limited to emulsions, stabilized byNaPMA-pe with a degree ofneutralization of 0.1.
Over theentire range ofco G"< G'(see fig. 6-7).However, thevalue of G"
is higher than usually observed for elastic systems (tg 8 = G"\G'is large).
PAPENHUIZEN (1971) observed thesame feature forglyceryl tristearate crystals
in paraffin oildispersions. It was also found by DAVIS (1971) and ECCLESTON
et al. (1973) for oil in water emulsions stabilized by a mixed emulsifier ofa
surfactant anda long chain alcohol. Inthecase ofcovalently linked gels G"is
around afewpercent ofG' inthefrequency regions where this last oneis independent of co.
Thelossmodulus isameasure oftheenergy,dissipated percycleofsinusoidal
deformation. Thedynamic viscosity r\acanbecalculated from G" with:
i/„ = G"/co

(6.32.)
l

2

For theemulsions described intable 6-4 at co= 5.28rads~ G" = 80 N m "
which results inr\w= 15.2Ns m " 2 .
Qualitatively therelatively high tg5values canbeaccounted forbythefollowing mechanisms:
a. Liquid must move inandoutofthe small gel region between adjacent emulsion droplets bythe expansion andcompression ofitduring a deformation
cycleLiquid motionthroughageldissipatesmuchenergyandsoalarge G" would
result.Itisverydifficult tocalculate theimportance ofthiseffect quantitatively.
b. Relaxation duringadeformation ofcycleofthecross-linksbetweenthe polyelectrolyte molecules andofthe VAN DER WAALS interaction energy between
the emulsion droplets. Thedensity ofinteractions between adjacent emulsion
droplets can be calculated from the number of droplets and the number of
cross-linksbetweenchainsofemulsiondropletsresultinginca. 1.2 x 10 1 6 m~ 3 .
The energy of a VAN DER WAALS interaction isfor H0 = 35nm: 3.7 x 1 0 - 2 0 J.

It isassumed that the energy content ofa polyelectrolyte-polyelectrolyte crosslink is6kT » 2.4 x 10" 2 0 J (section 6.6.2.). If during a deformation cycle
the VAN DER WAALS interaction andb' polyelectrolyte cross-links per dropletdroplet bond would relax, thetotal energy dissipation per second is then for
co= 5.28rads - 1 : (0.8+ 0.56') 1 0 ~ 3 J i r r 3 s _ 1 . Inthatcasethedynamicviscos100
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itv n» corresponds with an energy dissipation of t]c f (? = dy/dt) ~ 3 10 J
m - 3 s" 1 This would require the relaxation of ~ 60polyelectrolyte cross-lmks
per deformation cycle, which is a fraction of ~ 10-20% (see table 6-5) of the
total number of cross-links. Of course, the above estimation isonly semiquantitative. However, the result doesnot seemunrealistic. Relaxation ofpart of the
polyelectrolyte cross-links is in agreement with the small dependence of G on
I A logical conclusion of this relaxation isthat the conditions or applyingG
= v i n e q u a t i o n (6.26.)) are not satisfied completely. The relaxation of the
c r o i l i n L l l s o resultsinanenergeticcontributiontothe.reactionofthe gelona
deformation. The quantitatieve importance of this contribution is not known
buUUndicates thaUhe values calculated intable 6-5 are at best semiquantitatiV

Recapitulating, theexpectation isthat thelargevalueoftg8follows from the
f a c n h a t C d - S t move in and out of the
™
^
f
™
^
^
sion droplets or from the relaxation of the polyelectrolyte cross-links, during a

defo^at^
The latter has consequences for the application of equation (6.26.).
6.5.2. Emulsions stabilized by Ca-PMA-pe
emulsionsasa
The storage and thedynamicmoduliofCa-PMA pestaoiiz
function ofthe frequency at different «'sareshowninfig.^6-1 ^
* ^ £
strong influence ofa on the> v a l u e , >l h «e r *e i *s a^m £d £ £ £ Z t h e T o T l i at
complex than in thecaseof Na-PMA-pe.
h
for e m u l .
a - 0 . 4 . The values of V and (Tare theri abo u t t t o - as those or e
sions stabilized by Na-PMA-pe at a = 0.1. However, to: a
of the moduli are lower than in the ^
9
^
^
^
^
^
with
sions. All emulsions have a more or less viscoe^suc drara ter m
^_
Na-PMA-pe stabilized ^ ^ f J u ^ T c n t o ^ t n i t e once again the strong
dependent of the frequency. These features,u
y c h a r g e d polyelectroinfluence ofbivalentcationso n ^ t h e p r o p ^ ^ ^ 2 r t o L L s 4 3 . ,nd
lytes. For an extensive discussion of thisintluencewe
4 5 3

' ' cA m m \ asoects of the emulsion network structure
For a discussion of the general aspects o,
^ ^
^ Q&
reference is made to section 6.5.1.N o . s f ^ ^ j i s n o t detailed enough to
PMA-pe stabilized emulsions because, a^ he ™™»
+ b moreover the
consider specific effects caused by the presence
necessary parameters such as H0 are not known.
6.6. CREEP MEASUREMENTS

u
Afnr thestudyof thenetwork structure of an
Creep measurements can beused tor m
,
^ ^ bycreep measure.
emulsion in the almost undisturbed stafe i^n
BARRY,1975).
mentscanbetransforinedmtodyiia^paM^^
f
methods are
An idealized creep curve has been described^m section
known for the analysis of creep measurements.
^
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FIG. 6-11. The storageand lossmoduliofCa-PMA-pestabilized paraffin inwater emulsions
asa function ofthe frequency. Thedegreeofneutralization isgiven.Cation 0.0076M Ca + +.
(j> = 0.5. Polyelectrolyte supply 2mgper cm3 of paraffin. Storage moduli open symbols.
Loss moduli filled symbols, dashed curves.

1. Phenomenological representation of the creep curves by mechanical analogues. This method has been described by for instance: INOKUCHI (1955),
SHERMAN (1968) and BARRY (1975). We shall not follow this method because,
asalreadymentioned, itdoesnot resultinabetter understanding ofthe physical
background of the structure of the emulsion.
2. Analysis of the obtained instantaneous shear modulus in the same way as
described in section 6.4.2. (STRENGE and SONNTAG, 1974; 1975).
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3. Asameanalysisasmentioned under2,butwithusingadditional information
obtained from the non linearity of the deformation, just outside the linear
region (VAN DEN TEMPEL, 1961).This method will be described extensively below in section 6.6.1.
Creepmeasurementshavebeendoneonemulsions,stabilizedby Na-PMA-pe
withadegreeofneutralization of0.11.Theelectrolyteconcentration was0.05M
NaCl and the polyelectrolyte supply 2mgcm~ 3 paraffin. The volume fraction
of paraffin was 0.5.
The apparatus has been described in section 3.5.3. Emulsions were brought
into the viscometer after preparation and cooling down to 20°C. A waiting
timeof onenight was observed, before measurements were started. At acertain
<T the difference in the measured y(t) between two independent measurements
was 20% at most, primarily due to the ^reproducibility in the emulsification
process.
6.6.1. Creep curves, correlation with the idealnetwork model
The theory described inthis section isbased onand to alargeextent identical
to an analysis given by VAN DEN TEMPEL(1961and
f
^
^
^
l
l
ture willbeused, with afew exceptions.It isassumed,tha ^ ^muls°n can be
described by a network model. An essential ^ ^ t e ^ ^ p l ^ S d f a
analysis is, that during the creep experiments the coherence of the material

T u r n e d thatinthenetworkstructureonecan « ^ £ * * £
interparticle bonds, v i , ^
"
^
^
^
remain intact during an experiment are called pnmary
'secondary bonds could be ^
^
^
^
£
surement (relaxation of bonds). The essential leaiu

£ £
£

v

of the experiment. Principally they can be the sam; son
differing I bond-strength. A l t e r n a t i v e ^ e y ^ £ ^ ^
bonds e.g. VAN DER WAALS attraction between adjacent em
interaction between adsorbed polymer sheets. The en r g ™ * e

Thet
£

2 3

bonds is

j

£
j
P>

^
Jt

bonds and the resilience against « ^ ? ^ £ % £ £ structure can
bonds. The contribution of the ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i ^ ^ t b c m ^ becalc-lated^^^^
™

= n n g £

s T r ^before and after relaxation of the secondary

bonds

A Pv D mr discussed the rheological behaviour
As early as 1943 T O B O L S K and E Y R I N G ^ ^
Jw a s a s s u m e d ;
of materials, containing both primary and ^ c ^ r y
•
bonds and
that the total number of bonds per ^
^
S
^
i * - considered, is
N2 secondary bonds. The stress a, norma to ine
distributed over the chains in such a way, tnai.

(6.32.)

a=f1N1+f2N2
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1Q3

FIG. 6-12. Schematic representation ofan emulsion with primary and secondary bonds.
Squares rheological units.
= == primary bonds.
secondary bonds.

where/, istheaverageforceintheprimarybondsand/ 2 theoneinthe secondary
bonds. A schematic representation ofa possible model isgiven infig. 6-12.
The squares represent rheological units. They could be emulsion droplets,
agglomerates ofdroplets ormutually cross-linked parallel chains ofdroplets.
The rate ofbreakingthe secondary bonds under theinfluence ofaforce, follows
from the reaction rate theory as:
1 dN2
N2 dt

1

exp

AU2
"kT

exp

(6.33.)

kT

whereAt/ 2 isthemean energyofactivation ofbreakingasecondary bond andk2
the distance across which twodropletsmust bemoved apart to break the bond.
The parameter 9isacharacteristic timeconnected with this process. TOBOLSKY
and EYRING (1943) found that with such a type of equation the viscoelastic
properties of rubber-like substances canbe interpreted.
Therateofstrain ofthechainsisthendetermined firstly bytherateof stretching ofthe primary and unbroken secondary bonds and secondly by the rateat
which secondary bonds are broken. The first contribution depends onthe average resiliencesgi (i = 1,2)ofthe bonds and the average forces/; on the bonds.
As long as coherence inthe sample ismaintained the rate ofstrain dyi/dt is the
same for primary andsecondary bonds. Together with equation (6.33.) this
gives:
dy = n1dfi
dt gl dt

=

n2df1+
g2 dt

1
0

_AC/,
\ kT

exp

J2*-2

kT

(6.34.)

where n1,n2 are the numbers ofprimary and secondary bonds per unit length
(m) of the chain respectively. It is assumed, that the strain increases byan
amount A2, upon breaking ofa secondary bond.
In acreep experiment the stress isconstant intime. Together with equation
(6.32.) this resultsin:

4A
dt
104

Ni dt

(6.35.)
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Combining equation (6.34.)with (6.35.)and integration gives:
Mi
kT

=

^

l

kT

n

^ _
gmXlt

l

n

I
*

(6.36.)

where

and the relaxation time

The relaxation"time xisthe time, required to make a secondary bond stressfree, iftherelaxation processofthistypeofbondscanproceedund1Sturbed for
a sufficiently long time.
.
With 7 l = y = /i^/gi and equation (6.32.)itisfound that.
«i /<T
, W2\
(6.39.)
Theforce/ 2 can beeliminated withequation (6.36.),which results in:
7

\M1

M,l2

I

M

^

where
glNl

(6.41.)

Mi =

Equation (6.40.) shows that if the t h e o r y ^ ^ ^ I
loganthmicplota^^
7 , The
right hand side of equation ( f ^
;
b o n d s . T h e s i o p e isindepensecondtermisduetotheh K a k d o w n ^ ° ^ Z b r o k e n . Thiscanbeverified
dentofthestress,aslongasprimary^ ^ ^ ^ a r e d u c t i o n ofM, and
experimentally. Breakdown ofprimary bondsresults
thus in an increase oftheslope
mnsi derine the instantaneous shear
The meaning of M1can be found \ ^ ^ . t h e d e f o r m a tion of the
modulus Go = aho. The i n s t a n t a n e o u s s h e a ^ ^ L o c c n m e d . Thenthe
sampleimmediatelyafter loading,butbefore relaxation
next equation holds:
G0 =

„n
«1
2
"!
• Ltinn
oftheprimarybondsand M2 thecontriwhereMl representsthe;contention * thepranjr
twosemi-logarithmic
butionofthesecondarybonds.M,canbecalculate
creep curveswith equation (6.40.).
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a -a

Mj

(6.43.)

y-y

If M1 and G0are known M2 can becalculated. Experimental determination of
G 0 is not so simple because of slowness in the apparatus. The slowness is estimated to be < 2 seconds, so only a rough estimate of G0 was obtained. The
term N2/l2 can becalculated from the slopes of the curves, after which In Tcan
be found. Further calculations require a value for N2 and so a further specification of the network model, which is used.
It has already been concluded in the section before, that the ideal network
model' applies. Then equations (6.22.) and (6.29.) represent the two types of
interaction between theemulsion droplets.In section 6.5.ithasbeen found that
the VAN DER WAALS attraction between adjacent emulsion droplets is much
weaker than the interactions between the adsorbed polyelectrolyte sheets. In
the following treatment itwillbe assumed, that the polyelectrolyte-polyelectrolyte interactions correspond to the primary bonds and the VAN DER WAALS
interaction to the secondary bonds. Both types of interaction occur between all
adjacent emulsion droplets. Then the number of bonds of type 2 in a cross
section, normal to the direction of stress is (table 6-1):
N2 = 2(f>/nd2

(6.44.)

and
n = \\d
If (/is known, AC/2 can be calculated.
6.6.2. Results and discussion
Creep curves at different stresses are represented in fig. 6-13. The instantaneous shear strain y0 is shown in fig. 6-14. Above y0 > 0.025 the network
Y
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FIG. 6-13. Creep curves of paraffin in water emulsions stabilized by PMA-pe. a.= 0.11.
Electrolyte0.05MNaCl.<fr = 0.5.Polyelectrolytesupply2mgpercm3 ofparaffin. The shear
stress ais given.
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FIG. 6-14. The instantaneous shear strain y0asafunction ofthe appUec1 stressa fo.-paraffin
inwater emulsions stabilized byPMA-pe.a = 0.11.Electrolyte 0.05MNaCl.<t> = 0.5.Polyelectrolyte supply 2 mg per cm3 of paraffin.
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independent ofa.Itisinthisregionthattheresultsmayo
v
ofthe theory, described in section 6.6.1.
„,tinned
in table 6-4
m
The pro/erties of the ^ ^ ^ S ^ ^ l T e ^ f n t a n e o t shear
exceptfor thedegree,of° ^ f l z f ^ l o S of hesemi-logarithmiccreep
modulus G o « . b e foun in . ^ ^ ^ ^ p a i a I ^ c M t e c r f c a I r t e d
curves(fig. 6-15) is0.001I s lnen
.
^ t h ef r e q u e n c y o f
ifavaluefor 6isaccepted (table6-7).*or_a_mo
F
substitute for
thevibrationintheenergy™™m™rfJ*J^^onZe
canbeused for
0 (TOBOLSKVet al. 1943).Likewftffiggg^
6 = ( d T / d 0 - for
Tiacromolecules. VAN DEN \ ^ ™
macromolecules.
^ n ^ lJ^ ^n ^e e^ s^st aar ay^toeenlarge
Uin<X
s t h the
S ^distance
/d) -, i t s e l f d e p e n d s o n t,
aiparticlesuspension.Itmeansthat ) f ^
jetween twoemulsiondropletsbyd/2. However, wi >
^^
between
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TABLE6-7. Resultsofcreepmeasurements.
106 Nm" 2
93. 4 M m - 2
12. 6 Nm- 2
34s
1.25 10 10 irT 2

G0
M1
M2
T
N2

n2
l-i
gl

g2
g
AU2

2.0 10s m" 1
4.9 10" 1 0 m
1.5 1 0 - 3 N m - 1
2.0 1 0 " 4 N m - 1
8.9 10" 10
-U.2kTatt
= 30s
to - 13.5 kT at t = 300 s

dy/dln? being constant in the investigated region. From equation (6.38.)
follows for AU2:
f) kT

AU2 = -kT In-^(6.45.)
n2k\gx
Inserting thevalues recorded intable 6-7 and 9 = (dy/dt)-1 in equation (6.46.)
results in:

=

-kT

For dy/d In t = 0.0011
At/ 2 = -[7.8 + In t]kT.
The value of X2(defined as the distance across which two droplets must be
moved to break the bond) which has been found, is strongly dependent on d
(A = c/d2) and therefore itisinfluenced, toalargeextentbytheway of averaging
in determining d. A second remark can be, that stretching of VAN DER WAALS
bonds islinear for y < 0.001 (PAPENHUIZEN, 1971).This implies that for H0 ~
35nm AH must be lower that 1.7nm, which is of the same order as I.
Implicitly it isassumed in the theory that there isonly one relaxation time x.
The value found would mean that it takes some tens of a second to make a secondary bond stress free. A more exact physical meaning cannot be given.
Next one can interpret M2further byequalization of M 2 with G W resulting
in:

M

>=£k

r

6 47J

<-

Becauseinequation (6.47.)allparameters except H0 are known, this one can be
calculated. A value of 25nm was found. Regarding the very crude approximations which wehavemade and thehighinaccuracy in the determination of M2,
this value correlates satisfactorily with the found film thickness and the ellipsometnc thickness of one adsorbed layer (45 and 12nm respectively).
i no
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Still another way of calculating H0 isbyequalization the found value ofAU2
to:

Ad
AU2 =

(6.48.)
/

24 Ho
wheref isthe correction factor for retardation (fig. 5-1). Actually in equation
T648 /the VAN DERWAALSattraction energyisequalizedtotheactivation energy
forbreaking a secondary bond.ThisenergyAU2islesssensitiveto' « ^ m e n ^
inaccuracy than M but the value which asb « adop ed foi}
^
cussion. Accepting the value forAU2 = -12 kl (4.8 x IU
,, &
6-7 one obtains tf0 ~ 30nm. This value is of the same order as those found
^Summarizing the discussion hitherto, it seems p o s s i b l ^ ^ ^
contribution ofthe VANDERWAALSattraction tothedroplet-droplet interaction
for viscoelastic paraffin in water emulsions, stabilized by
^
^
£
^
found for AU2 and GvdWcorrespond satisfactorily with heoretical P ^ f c o n j ;
based on an ideal network model for reasonable values of H* A pomt^n the
theory which deserves further attention isthe.meaningof^ and wh ch value to
assign to it. Moreover, the results obtained for Xand r are not clear every
respect.
AllvANDERWAALsbondsbetweenadjacen^^^^
in our picture. In addition to them there are also prim*ry bonds-^ft * assu
(section 6.6.1.) that these latter bonds ^ ^ ™ * ^
^
^
i
be
polyelectrolyte molecules, adsorbed ^
^
X
^
^
^
o
^
identified with GP„i. Next the number of polymer Donas $ fa fc = 1 5 ( )
can be calculated, ^ ^ . J ° 5 ^ S ^ S f ^ inthc'polymcrchainscan be
Bymeans ofequation (6.28.)t h ^ ™ S
t o e x t e n d thepolymer chains
calculated. Next theenergycanbefound, required10
over a distance AH from
_ 3^bkJUAHp
Upoi —

( 6 - 49 -)

1

^IH

• ° u nH«hreakisknown,theorderofmagnitude ofthe
IfAH atwhichtheprimarybondsbreakis»
,
calculated. It can
interaction energy between the ^ ^ ^ ^ s t a r t to break at
be seen from figs. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I t s i n tf„. = 3.7 x 1 0 - J
0.020-0.025. For y= 0.02, AH isW nm
polyelectrolyte-polyor 920kT. Then the energy of;wtivationfor breaking o p y
^
^
electrolyte bond is ca. 6kT. Of course this is ^ ^
w e h a v e calculated
order J g e t some idea of the quahty of^ £ * ^ £ o w d a = ! . 9 N m - ,
theshear stressawithequation b . / 5 j .
one ^
tQ a p p , y in o r d e r t o
which is in good agreement.with the sn
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ obtainedhas at
get a deformation y= 0.02(tig-o ^
least internal consistency.
activation for breaking one polyThe value of 6 fcr found for the energy
^
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FIG. 6-16. Rheological propertiesof paraffin inwateremulsionsstabilized byPMA-pe.a
0.11. Electrolyte 0.05 M NaCl. (j) = 0.5.Polyelectrolyte supply 2mg per cm3 of paraffin.

electrolyte-polyelectrolyte bond is in reasonable agreement with hydrophobic
interaction between 5-10 pairs of methyl groups per bond.
6.6.3. Comparison of the shear modulus obtained by creep measurements with
the dynamic storage modulus
A creep measurement after a time t is equivalent to a dynamic one with a
frequency 27t/f rad s" 1 . In fig. 6-16 are compared the shear modulus G, obtained by creep measurements and the storage modulus G', found by dynamic
measurements. The distinction between G and G' is neglected.
It can be seen clearly, that the shapes of the curves as a function of the frequency are identical. In the overlap region G' is ca. twice as high as G. Such a
disparity is normal. At long times no strong descent of the G' (co) curve was
observed, indicating that the cross-links between polyelectrolyte molecules
adsorbed onto different droplets are semi-permanent over a not too extreme
time scale. This indicates, that the assumption about the permanence of the
cross-links, made in the derivation of equation (6.29.) is not too bad.

6.7. SUMMARY

The rheological behaviour ofparaffin inwater emulsions stabilized by PMApe, has been studied by dynamic and creep measurements.
In the dynamic experiments the storage modulus G' and the loss modulus G"
have been measured asa function of the frequency co. The degree of neutralization, the polyelectrolyte supply and the salt concentration were varied. It has
been found, that when the attraction forces between the polyelectrolyte segments dominate, free PMA-pe can form a gel. By comparison of the gel point
concentration with the concentration in the layer between two adjacent emulsion droplets, it was concluded that there also a gel could be formed. This
conclusion is supported by analysis of the G' (co)curves. Then it is possible, to
deriveanequation relating G'ofanemulsion withthenumber of polyelectrolyte
cross-links between two droplets both for an ideal network model and for an
aggregatemodel oftheemulsion structure. Equations werealsoderived relating
110
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G'andtheVAN DER WAALS attraction between the emulsion droplets. Calculationsweredoneforemulsionswithavolumefraction ofparaffin of0.5, stabilized byNa-PMA-pe with adegree ofneutralization = 0.1.Thepolyelectrolyte
supply was 2mg c m " 3 paraffin. Electrolyte concentration 0.05 M.NaCl.The
idealnetwork model appeared tobegood enough tointerpret semiquantitativelythe results obtained forthe viscoelastic emulsions. The interparticle distance
H0 was assumed tobeca. 30nm. Itwascalculated, that 400-1000 polyelectrolyte bonds were formed between two emulsion droplets. The VAN DER WAALS
attraction between theemulsion dropletsprovedtobemuchlessimportant than
the interactions'between thetwo polyelectrolyte sheets.
It was found fortheemulsions described above that over the entire range ot
w G"< G' However, thevalue ofG"ishigher than asusually observed for
elastic systems (tgd= G"/G'is large).The expectation isthat thishigh value ol
tg5follows from thefact thatliquidmustmoveinand outofmicro-ge sbetween
adjacent emulsion droplets orfrom the relaxation ofthe polyelectrolyte crosslinks, during adeformation cycle.
The creep curves were analysed bymeans ofa model developed byVAN DEN
TEMPEL (1961).Itisbased onthe ideal network model. The creep curves were
interpreted by assuming theexistence ofstrong andweak bonds between the
droplets. Ifmeasured under the proper conditions the weak:(second**)bonds
areLken,butnotthestronger(primary)bonds^^^
sample is maintained, semi-logarithmically creep curves give a straight line
with a slope independent oftheapplied stress. Inthese cases it s possible to
calculate from anon-linearity in yasafunction ofthe ^ ^ J ™ ^ _
contribution ofsecondary bondstotheinteraction b e t w e e n ^ N C ^ A L S
sion droplets. Thesecondary bonds were identified w.th theVAN D E J W A A L S
attraction between two adjacent emulsion droplets and ^ J ^ ^ f ^ t
the interaction between thepolyelectrolyte molecules,f ^
™£ ™ S
droplets. Again itwas found, that theVAN ^ WAALS attraction ^ r e l a j w ^
unimportant b u ^ ^ ^ ^
interaction energy between
^^f^.T^Lofmagnitude,compared
culatedtobe25-30 nm.Thisvalueisoftheright orderolm a g
,
F
with the results ofthe film thickness measurements. An order
°<™^oZ
calculation, - d e forthe a C ^
resulted in: Upoi = 3.7x 10 J - ? u " «•
„, r
energyeffect perp o l y c l e c t i o l y t c - p d y e l e ^ l ^ ^ ^
^
Itwasfoundthatthe^
J
^
^ str Sn
e
oftheG> «o) curve
accordancewitheachother.Atlongtimes™ ° S - l e c t r o l y t e s adsorbed
wasfound indicating that thecross-linksbetweenthepo y
^
^
onto different droplets aresemi-permanent overanotio
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SUMMARY

Theaim ofthisstudywastogainmoreinsight into the factors, determining
the inter- and intramolecular interactions between adsorbed macromolecules.
To that end several experimental and theoretical approaches were followed,
usingwell-defined systems. It was shown that these interactions could convenientlybestudiedbymeasurementsonemulsionsandthinfreeliquidfilms.Two
different macromolecules wereused:anonionic one:polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)
andanionicone:acopolymerofmethacrylicacidandthemethylesterofmethacrylicacid (PMA-pe)in themolar ratio2:1.
Thecharacterization of the used materials has been described in chapter 2.
The conformational transition, occurring in dissolved polymefhacrylates was
brieflydiscussed.AtlowpH,themoleculesoccurinacompactform, thehypercoiled form, or a-conformation. At pH above ~ 6the molecules occur in the
common,moreextendedb-conformation. From viscometry on PVA solutions
conformational parameters,suchastherootmean squareend-to-end distance,
the length of a statistical chain element and the linear expansion factor were
determined.Theseconformational parametersweredetermined ina 1 Maqueousglycerol solution becauseinthefilmexperiments 1 Mglycerol waspresent
in the PVAsolutionsin order to lower thewater vapour pressure.
Inchapter 3 theexperimental methodshavebeendescribed. In thefirstpart
attentionwaspaidtothepreparationoftheemulsionsandtothedetermination
of basic properties, such as specific area and adsorbed amount. A variety of
rheologicalmeasurements weredescribed in the second part. Amore detailed
description was given of the apparatus for the dynamic measurements (the
rheometer)and ofthat for creepmeasurements.
The end of chapter 3deals with the thickness measurements of polymerstabilized free liquidfilms.First,adescription oftheapparatus and theexperimental procedure was given. Subsequently, a discussion followed of the calculation of thicknesses from the intensity of the reflected light. It was shown
that, for the calculation of the correction to be applied to the equivalent
aqueous solution thickness,thesmeared out adsorbed polymer segment layers
maybeformally replaced byablock distribution.
The inter- and intramolecular interactions between the PMA-pe segments
and theeffect oftheseinteractions on theconformation of the polyelectrolyte
moleculeandontherheologicalpropertiesofemulsionsstabilized bythispolyelectrolyte, havebeendiscussed in chapter 4.Aspossible attractive forces responsiblefor thecompact conformation at low pH, VAN DERWAALS attraction
and hydrophobic bonding between themethyl groups in the main chain were
considered.Inaddition,thestrengthoftheCOULOMBIC interaction betweenthe
carboxylgroupsalsoplaysaroleintheconformational transition.
Theconformational transition from thea-totheb-conformation infree and
adsorbed PMA-pe,wasstudied bypotentiometrictitration. Data for adsorbed
Meded.LandbouwhogeschoolWageningen 77-1 (1977)

PMA-pewereobtained bytitratingpolyelectrolyte-covered emulsion droplets.
Itwasfound that theconformational transition alsooccursinadsorbed PMApe.Thisconformational transition isreflected inthe rheological P'operbesof
paraffin inwater emulsions,stabilizedbyPMA-pe.Itcouldbeconeudedboth
from viscosity and dynamic data, that strongattraction between,theemulson
dropletsoccurs onlyata lowdegreeofneutralization a thatis if a ^ t o n t o d
partoftheadsorbed PMA-peisinthea-conformation.Then^ t h thedynamic
moduliandtheviscositiesareveryhigh.Onthecontraryathighatheemulsons
wereveryfluidwith littleor no indication ofattraction between the adsorbed
P

t h 1 r a ^ c u i l n s from the potentiometrictitration data and the rheo-

? f f S 3 T S S : the polyelectrolyte segments^observed, low a in
solution occurs also between loopsand/or tails,adsorbed on one emulsion

droplets;
c. thetwo types of interaction areverysimilar.
Na-PMA-pe
This conclusion was confirmed by the ^ ^ ? f ^ t Z ^ l Z theseexstabilized emulsions and the ^ ^ / ^ ^ ^ 3 ^ S ^ o n f o r a . a perimentsitcouldalsobeconcluded,that P / ^ f ' ^ X '
c
tion at lowa isto a largeextent duetohydrophobb
«
, was also
+
Theinfluence ofCa+ ions on the ^ ^ ^ ° ^ ^ x ofCa++
investigated. Potentiometric titration showed tha£ m ^ ^ ^ . ^ ^
ions,theconformational transitionismoved t.higher^Ag
reflected in the rheological propertiesofemu sions,^ bhzed y
^
^
The balance between theinter-and m t t u n o ^ ^ c a s e ofNa-PMA-pe.
interactions themselvesaremorec o m P * l c a t e a ™;L n l e x rheological functionaThiscomplexcharacter isreflected in* e morecomplexrheo^g

lities
WI), G'(a) curves) o ^ ^ T ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i n ^ ^ t c d
Theinteractionsbetweenadsorbedmacromol^^
bystudyingthepropertiesofpolymer stabbed * £ £ * fa c h a p t e r 5 .
ments on films, stabilized byPVA J ^ J * * ™ a c c 0 P u n t ina PVAfilmare
The interaction forces which must betaken mo
^ ^ interaction T h e
VAN DER WAALS attraction, hydrostatic p r e s s u , ^ T h e e q u i l i b r i u mfilm
VAN DER WAALSattraction overafilm can oe
a t i c p r e s s u r e . Then
thicknessesof the films weredetermined atvary B J
was obtained
thestericrepulsionforceFsbetweenthe woadsoro
^ ^ ^
^ ^
by equalizing -Fs with the f ^ ^ ^ ^ c a k u l a l c d for diff«aent «»mattraction. So the steric repulsion iorce COT ^ ^ i n t e r a c t i o n was found by
librium thicknesses. Next the free emT®<
Th
l u e s c a n becompared
graphic integration oftheforce-distance curve.These
withtheoretical predictions.
interactiontheoretically,amodel
Inordertocalculatethefreeenergyofsteric
^
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of the segment density distribution had to be developed. The proposed semiquantitative model was based on the consideration that the molecular weight
distribution of the used PVA samples is wide and the presumption that a large
fraction of the segments is adsorbed as tails. Indications for this presumption
were found by comparing the extrapolated (Fs -»• 0) film thickness with the
ellipsometric thicknessofanadsorbed layer.Thismodelleadstothe conclusion,
that the properties of the outer part of the adsorbed layers are dominated by a
few extending tails.The free energy of steric repulsion, thus calculated with the
HESSELINK et al.(1971b) theory of steric repulsion, between two adsorbed PVA
(M„ = 27,000 or 86,000)layers,agreeswellwith the experimentally determined
values for reasonable lengths of the tails.
In chapter 5 also the drainage behaviour and the equilibrium thicknesses of
PMA-pe films, made at different values of the degree of neutralization a, were
discussed. The measured equilibrium thicknesses correlated well with ellipsometric measurements of an adsorbed layer.Thedrainage pattern changes ifa
is varied. At low a the films are rigid, whereas at high a they are mobile. Also
the dilatational modulus decreased from a = 0.1 to a = 1.0. Probably the
interaction forces between the polyelectrolyte segments which are responsible
for these phenomena, are the same as those which induce the conformational
transition inthemolecule orwhich areresponsible for thedrastic changes in the
rheological properties of emulsions stabilized by PMA-pe if a is varied.
A more elaborate discussion of the rheological properties of PMA-pe stabilized emulsions is given in chapter 6. Both dynamic and creep measurements
were reported.
In thedynamic experiments the storage modulus G'and the lossmodulusG"
were measured as a function of the frequency a>. The degree of neutralization,
the polyelectrolyte supply and the salt concentration were variables. By comparing the gel point concentration of free PMA-pe with the polyelectrolyte
concentration inthelayerbetweentwoemulsiondroplets,itwasconcluded that
there also a gelcould be formed if attractive forces between the polyelectrolyte
segments dominate. Thisconclusion is supported by analyses of the G'(oo) and
G"(oi) curves. In cases where such a kind of gel is formed, it is possible to
relate G' to the number of polyelectrolyte cross-links between two droplets.
Equations were given for the case of an ideal network model and for an aggregate model of the emulsion structure. For both models equations were also
derived relating G' to the VAN DER WAALS attraction between the droplets. It
was found that the ideal network model was good enough to interpret semiquantitatively the results obtained for the viscoelastic emulsions. The VAN DER
WAALS attraction between the emulsion droplets proved to be much less important than the interactions between the polyelectrolyte sheets. It was calculated that at a PMA-pe = 0.1, about 400-1000 polyelectrolyte bonds were
formed between two emulsion droplets atinterparticledistances of 30to 50nm.
It implies that about 10-20% of the polyelectrolyte molecules, present in the
contact region between two emulsion droplets, are directly involved in the formation of these bonds.
114
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A short discussion wasgiven oftheunusually highvalues ofthelossfactor tg
5 The suggestion was put forward that these high values follow from the fact
that liquid must move in and out of the micro gelsbetween adjacent emulsion
droplets or from the relaxation of the polyelectrolyte cross-links, during a
deformation cycle.
,
.
The creep curves were analysed byassuming theexistenceofboth strong and
weak bonds between the emulsion droplets. Ifmeasured under the proper conditions the weaker (secondary) bonds are broken, but the stronger pnrnary)
bonds are not. Then itispossible tocalculate from a « ? - ^ * £ ^ ^
mation asafunction oftheshear stress,ifany,thecontributionof^ secondary
bonds to the shear stress. The secondary bonds were identified a s . A N I M R
WAALS attraction between the emulsion droplets and the primary bond as
interactions between polyelectrolyte molecules adsorbed <* ^ ^ * ° P j £
Againitwasfound thatthe VANDERWAALSattraction ISrelativdjr W ^ ;
From the found contribution to the shear modulus of an T ^ ^ t o v ^
DER WAALSattraction and stericrepulsion betweenthe « ^ P ^ ^ S ^
distance was calculated to be 25-30 nm. This value was of the same order ol

t f Z r j t ^ L

ofthefilmthickness-asuremet

„

b
titativeassessment oftheactivation energynecessaryto
^
^
^
L
polyelectrolyte bond showed that the interactions between the methyl groups

must have a cooperative character.
mpQ51ir( .mpnts suonort
Itwasconcluded that theresultsofcreepanddynamicmeasurements support
each other.
in conclusion, this study
^
^
^
^
^
^
^
sterically stabilized dispersions and them v e s t i g a t i ^ M
^
liquid films are excellent tools for investiga ng the mterac:o
sorbed macromolecules. Intramolecular mteracdom.and intern
macromolecules adsorbed on different i n t e f ^ X r b dTacromolecule
interactions are dominated by the outer part of the adsorbed m
layers.
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SAMENVATTING

Het doel van het beschreven onderzoek was meer inzicht te verkrijgen in de
inter- en intra-molekulaire wisselwerkingen tussen geadsorbeerde macromolekulen. Teneinde dit te bereiken werden verschillende experimentele methodes en theoretische benaderingen gebruikt. Uiteengezet werd dat zowel reologische metingen aan emulsies alsde bepaling van de eigenschappen van door
polymeer gestabiliseerde vrije vloeistoffilms goede perspectieven bieden om
wisselwerkingen tussen geadsorbeerde macromolekulen te onderzoeken. Daarbij werden twee verschillende macromolekulen gebruikt, nl. het niet-ionogene
polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) en een polyelektrolyt:een copolymeer van methacrylzuur en de methyl ester van methacrylzuur (PMA-pe).
De karakterisering van de gebruikte stoffen is beschreven in hoofdstuk 2.
De conformatie-overgang die plaatsvindt in opgeloste polymethacrylaten werd
kort bediscussieerd. Deze polyelektrolyten komen bij een lage pH voor in een
uitzonderlijk compacte conformatie. Boven een pH van ongeveer 6 komen de
molekulen voor in de normale meer uitgestrekte conformatie. Via viskositeitsmetingen aan PVA oplossingen werden conformatie parameters zoals de middelbare eindpuntsafstand, de lengte van een statistisch ketenelement en de
lineaire expansiefactor bepaald. De conformatieparameters werden bepaald in
1 M glycerol oplossing. Ze worden namelijk gebruikt bij de berekeningen aan
door PVA gestabiliseerde vrije vloeistoffilms. Bij deze experimenten was 1 M
glycerol in de PVA oplossingen aanwezig teneinde de waterdampdruk te verlagen.
Deexperimentele methoden zijnbeschreven inhoofdstuk 3.In heteerstedeel
werd de bereiding van de emulsies en het bepalen van eigenschappen ervan,
zoals specifiek oppervlak en geadsorbeerde hoeveelheid, behandeld. Verschillende reologische meetmethoden werden inhet tweede deelbesproken. Een uitgebreidere beschrijving werd gegeven van de apparatuur waarmee de dynamische en de kruipmetingen werden uitgevoerd.
De diktemetingen van door polymeer gestabiliseerde vrije vloeistoffilms is
behandeld aan het eind van hoofdstuk 3.Na eenbeschrijving van de apparatuur
en de experimentele procedure volgde een discussie over de berekening van de
dikten uit de intensiteit van het gereflecteerde licht. Het bleek dat voor de berekening van de correctie die toegepast moet worden op de equivalente vloeistoffilmdikten de uitgesmeerde geadsorbeerde polymeer-segmentlagen vervangen mogen worden door een blok-distributie.
De inter- en intra-molekulaire wisselwerkingen tussen de segmenten van het
PMA-pe molekuul en het effekt van deze wisselwerkingen op de conformatie
van depolyelektrolyt molekulen en op de reologische eigenschappen van emulsies gestabiliseerd door PMA-pe is behandeld in hoofdstuk 4. In de literatuur
worden als oorzaak van de compacte conformatie bij lage pH, VAN DER WAALS
aantrekking en hydrophobe binding tussen demethyl groepen inde hoofdketen
116
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genoemd. Verder speelt COULOMBSEwisselwerking tussen de carboxyl groepen
een rol bij de conformatie-overgang.
De conformatie-overgang tussen de uitzonderlijk compacte kluwen en de
uitgestrektere conformatie van het polyelektrolyt molekuul werdL bestudeerd
met behulp van potentiometrischetitratie aan opgelost en geadsorbeerd PMApe. Gegevens voor geadsorbeerd PMA-pe werden verkregen door titratevan
een door dit polyelektrolyt gestabiliseerde emulsie^Aangetoond werd dat de
conformatie-overgang ook plaatsvindt bij geadsorbeerd
™A;^»™™;
formatie-overgang is terug te vinden in * r e o l o p j j e e^enschappen van paraffine - in- water emulsiesgestabiliseerd door PMA-pe. Zowel ^ t e n t o ^
teits-alsuit de dynamischemetingen kon geconcludeerd worden d a t ^ r k e
aantrekking tussen de e m u t o d r u p p d . ^ e e n P
—
™
^
molekuul in de compacte vorm geadsorbeerd is. z>oweiu y
alsde viskositeit zijn dan uiterst hoog. Daarentegen zyriby een hoge^H (hoge

a. denettoaantrekkmgtussendePMA-pesegmenien DIJ B

..

beerd op verschillende emulsiedruppels,
0 ^hiin1iik eeliik
c. de twee typen van w i s s e l w e r k i n g s k r a c h t e r ^ f ™ ^ § f j ^ o s i t e i t
Deze conclusie werd bevestigd door de nwloedvan methanol p
.
vandoorNa-PMA-pegestabiliseerdeeniub.esenhe effec.van
mdeerd
in de temperatuur na te gaan. Bovendien kon uit deze proev g
worden dat waarschijnlijk de uitzonderiy.compacte kluwen by lag
langrijke mate het gevolg is van h ^ f r o p h ° t ^ e n Srapporteerd waarmee de
In hoofdstuk 4 werden ook ^ " ^ ! ? 2 c h S w e i d onderzocht.
invloed van Ca + + ionen op de polyelektrolyt " J ^ S S T v a n Ca + + ionen de
m
waS
Uit potentiometrische ^
.
^
™
J
^
^
^
" ~
conformatie-overgang isverschoven naar een us
e s gestabiliseerd door
terugtevinden indereologischej
^
^
^
S
e
wisselwerkingsCa-PMA-pe. De balans p O T * £ ^ X e e r d e r dan bij Na-PMA-pe het
krachten en de wisselwerking zelf is f™mPl
d r e o l o g i S che eigengeval is. Dit ingewikkelder karakter isterug
^
™
schappen van door Ca-PMA-pe f ^ ^ ^ X ^ n
werden nader
De wisselwerkingen tussen g e a d s o r b e e ™ L „ o l y m e e r gestabiliseerde vrye
onderzocht door de eigenschapperL van^do JdJzowd
m e t i n g e n gerapporvloeistoffilms te bestuderen. In h o f f t " ^ t i n f f e n e p V A alsaanfilmsgestabiliteerd aan filmsgestabiliseerd doorhetmetlonogenePVA
seerd door het polyelektrolyt PMA-pe,
e e n r o l s p e l e n zijn: VAN DER
Dewisselwerkingskrachtendieineenrv
wisse lwerking. De VAN
WAALS aantrekking, hydrostatische druk en stenscn
^
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DER WAALS aantrekking over een film kan berekend worden. De evenwichts-

dikten vandePVA-filmswerden gemeten bijverschillende hydrostatische drukken. De sterische repulsiekracht Fs tussen twee geadsorbeerde PVA-lagen is
dan te bepalen door - Fsgelijk te stellen aan de hydrostatische druk en de VAN
DER WAALS aantrekking. Op deze wijze isde sterische repulsiekracht voor verschillende evenwichtsdikten te berekenen. De vrije energie van sterische wisselwerking wordt vervolgens verkregen door grafische integratie van de krachtafstand curven. Deze waarden kunnen vergeleken worden met theoretische
voorspellingen.
Teneinde de vrije energie van sterische wisselwerking theoretisch te kunnen
berekenen moest een model voor de segment-dichtheidsdistributie ontwikkeld
worden. Het voorgestelde semikwantitatieve model was gebaseerd op het gegeven dat de molekuulgewichtsverdeling van het gebruikte PVA breed isen de
veronderstelling dat een groot gedeelte van de segmenten isgeadsorbeerd in de
vorm van staarten. Aanwijzingen dat deze veronderstelling juist is,volgden uit
een vergelijking van de naar Fs -> 0 geextrapoleerde filmdikte met de ellipsometrische dikte van een geadsorbeerde laag. Het model houdt in essentie in dat
de eigenschappen van de buitenste delen van een geadsorbeerde laag bepaald
worden door slechts enkele staarten. De vrije energie van sterische repulsie
tussen twee geadsorbeerde PVA (M„ = 27.000 of 86.000)- lagen die berekend
werd door gebruik te maken van dit model en de sterische repulsie theorie van
HESSELINK e.a. (1971b) klopt goed met de experimenteel gevonden waarden
voor redelijke staartlengten.
NaastdedoorPVAgestabiliseerdefilmswerd inhoofdstuk 5ookhet drainage
gedrag en de evenwichtsdikten van door PMA-pe gestabiliseerde films behandeld. De neutralisatiegraad a werd gevarieerd. De bij de verschillende oc'sgemeten evenwichtsdikten correleerden goed met ellipsometrische metingen aan
een geadsorbeerde laag. Het drainage patroon was volkomen verschillend bij
a = 0,1 en 1,0. Bij een lage azijn de films stijf terwijl zebija = 1,0 beweeglijk
zijn. Ook de dilatatie modulus nam af met toenemende a. Waarschijnlijk zijn
dezelfde wisselwerkingskrachten tussen de polyelektrolyt segmenten verantwoordelijk voor de genoemde verschijnselen als die welke de conformatieovergang in het molekuul en de drastische veranderingen in de reologische eigenschappen van door PMA-pe gestabiliseerde emulsies veroorzaken, bij verandering van a.
De reologische eigenschappen van door PMA-pe gestabiliseerde emulsies
zijn meer in detail besproken in hoofdstuk 6. Zowel dynamische als kruipmetingen werden behandeld.
Bij de dynamische experimenten werd de opslagmodulus G' en de verliesmodulusG"gemetenalsfunctie vandefrekwentie a>.Ook de neutralisatiegraad,
depolyelektrolytconcentratie endezoutconcentratie werden gevarieerd. Onder
die omstandigheden dat de aantrekkingskrachten in het polyelektrolyt overheersen, geleert PMA-pe in oplossing. Een vergelijking van de geleringsconcentratie met de PMA-pe concentratie tussen twee naast elkaar gelegen emulsiedruppels wijst erop dat tussen diedruppels eenmicro-gel gevormd kan worden.
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Deze aanwijzing wordt ondersteund door een nadere beschouwing van de
G'(co) en G"(a>) curven. Het ismogelijk voor diegevallen dat een gelgevormd
wordt, een vergelijking af te leiden waarin G'gerelateerd wordt aan het aantal
polyelektrolyt-polyelektrolyt bindingen tussen twee emulsiedruppels. Vergelijkingen werden afgeleid voorhetgevaldat eenemulsiebeschreven kan worden
met een ideaal netwerk model of met een aggregaat model. Daarnaast werden
overeenkomstige relaties afgeleid tussen G'en de VAN DER WAALS aantrekking
tussen de emulsiedruppels. Een semikwantitatieve berekening toonde aan dat
de eigenschappen van de visko-elastische emulsies verklaard kunnen worden
met het ideale netwerk model. De VAN DER WAALS aantrekking tussen de
emulsiedruppels bleek veelminder belangrijk dan dewisselwerkingen tussen de
geadsorbeerde polyelektrolyt molekulen. Berekend werd dat bij a PMA-pe =
0,1 ongeveer 400-1000 polyelektrolyt-polyelektrolyt bindingen gevormd worden tussen twee emulsiedruppels. Dit betekent dat ongeveer 10-20% van de
polyelektrolyt molekulen dieinhet contact gebied tussen twee emulsiedruppels
aan een van beide grensvlakken geadsorbeerd zijn, direct betrokken zijn bij de
vorming van deze bindingen.
De verwachting is dat de gemeten grote waarden van de verliesfactor tgd
veroorzaakt worden, doordat tijdens elke deformatie cyclus, vloeistof in en uit
het micro-gel tussen twee emulsiedruppels moet bewegen, of door de relaxatie
van een aantal polyelektrolyt-polyelektrolyt bindingen.
Bij de interpretatie van de kruipmetingen werd aangenomen dat tussen de
emulsiedruppels zwakke en sterke bindingen bestaan. Kruipmetingen kunnen
inprincipe zouitgevoerd worden datdezwakke (secondare)bindingen breken,
maar de sterke (primaire) bindingen niet. Het isdan mogelijk uit een eventuele
niet-lineariteit van de deformatie als functie van de afschmfspanning, de bijdrage van de secondaire bindingen aan de afschuifspanning te berekenen. Een
essentiele voorwaarde isdat tijdens demetingendesamenhangvande monsters
bewaard blijft. De secondaire bindingen werden geidentificeerd alsde VAN DER
WAALS aantrekkingskrachten tussen de emulsiedruppels en de primaire bindingen met de wisselwerkingen tussen de polyelektrolyt molekulen geadsorbeerd op verschillende emulsiedruppels. Uit de berekeningen volgde weer dat
de VAN DER WAALS aantrekking relatief onbelangrijk is. De afstand tussen twee
emulsiedruppels kon berekend worden als zijnde 25-30 nm Deze waarden
kloppen redelijk met de resultaten van de filmdiktemetingen Uit een groot eorde berekening van de activeringsenergie, nodig om een polyelektrolyt-polyelektrolyt binding te breken, volgde dat de wisselwerkingen tussen de methyl
groepeneencooperatiefkaraktermoetenhebben.
Deresultaten vandedynamischeendekruipmetingen blekengoedmet elkaar
te kloppen.
Als conclusie van dit onderzoek kan gesteld worden dat zowel reologische
metingen aan sterisch gestabiliseerde dispersies als het bestuderen van door
polymeer gestabiliseerde vrije vloeistoffilms uitstekende methoden zijn om de
wisselwerkingen tussen geadsorbeerde macromolekulen te bestuderen. De
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-1 (1977)

intramolekulaire interacties en die tussen macromolekulen geadsorbeerd op
verschillende grensvlakken bleken zeersterkmet elkaar overeen tekomen.De
laatstgenoemdeinteractieswordeninsterkematebepaalddoordeeigenschappenvanhetbuitenstedeelvandegeadsorbeerde laag.Destaarten kunnenhierbij een relatief zeerbelangrijke rolspelen.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

PVA
PVAc
PMA
PMA-pe

polyvinyl alcohol
polyvinyl acetate
c ^ o T j ^ S m e A a c r y l i c acid andthe methyl ester ofmethacrylic
acid

PAA
PAA-pe
MeOH
EtOH

c o X m e r o f a t y l i c acid andthemethyl ester ofacrylic acid
methanol
ethanol

a
A

exponent in the MARK-HOUWINK equation (eg. 2.2.)

AefS

effective contact region between two emulsion droplet m
number ofpolymer bonds between two
™^™^^L
number ofelastically effective chains perbond (cross-link)
polyelectrolyte concentration
droplet diameter, m
rate of s h e a r s " 1
t „ r t n the short range VANDER WAALS
retardation correction factor to the snon rang
attraction energy
ibid tothe force
force between twoemulsion droplets ^

b

d
D

f
f"
F
FA
FH

Fs
AhbF*

G
G'
G"
G',
Go
Gpoi

Gvdw

AG0
AGei

HAMAKER constant

.

,

2

VAN DER WAALS attraction force, Nm

hydrostatic pressure, Nm 2
steric repulsion force, Nm 2
Arnnhnh\c bond
standard free energy offormation ofa hydrophobic
average resilience of primary bonds, Nm
ibid for secondary bonds,Nm
shear modulus, N m " 2
storage shear modulus, Nm
S a ^ l - n h f ^ i c r o - , . . for- b —

-

« » * »

2

droplets, Nm
_2
instantaneous shear modulus Nm
attributable to
contribution to the shear modulus of au em
on
the interaction between polyelectrolyte molecu
different droplets, Nm 2
emulsion dueto VAN DER
contribution totheshear modulus ofatenmls o
^
WAALS attraction andsteric n ^ o n b e t ^ e n
standard free energy change ofd l s s o c i a l
ch
e 0 f dissociation
electrostatic contribution tothefree energy chang
of a polyacid
j27
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h
hf
hs
/?!
h2
h*
H
H0
AH
i
i
I0
Ir
Is
/

thickness ofa free liquid polymer film, nm
equivalent aqueous solution thickness,nm
film
thickness at which maximum reflection occurs (silvery film),
nm
thickness ofthe equivalent polymer surface layer,nm
thickness ofthe aqueous core ofthe film, nm
correction to beapplied totheequivalent aqueous solution thickness in order to obtain thereal thickness,nm
distance between twoemulsion droplets,nm
shortest, distance in equilibrium between two emulsion droplets,
nm
elongation of the distance between two emulsion droplets upon
deformation, nm
number ofstatistical chain elements ina loop or tail
average number ofstatistical chain elements perloop or tail
intensity ofincident light beam
intensity ofreflected light beam
reflected intensity from thesilvery film (first maximum)
shear compliance, N _ 1 m 2

k'
ki

K
K0
Kav
/
/s
m
Mv
Mi
M2
M (i,h)
n
nf
n0
«!
n2
nx
n2
N
iVj
N2
NA
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HUGGINS constant
MARK-HOUWINK constant

apparent ionization constant
intrinsic ionization constant
averaged ionization constant in the HENDERSON-HASSELBALCH
equation (eq. 4.8.)
height difference between thefilm andthe levelofthe bulk solution
length ofa statistical chain element
number ofchains connecting two aggregates (Ch.6)
viscosity average molecular weight
contribution ofprimary bonds totheshear modulus, Nm~2
ibid for secondary bonds, N m - 1
dimensionless osmotic function (eq. 5.17.)
number ofemulsion droplets peraggregate (Ch.6)
refractive index ofa film consisting solely of aqueous solution
refractive index ofair
refractive index ofthe equivalent polymer surface layer
ibid ofthe aqueous core ofthe film
number ofprimary bonds perunit oflength in_the direction-of-the"
stress (Ch. 6), m~ 1
ibid for secondary bonds (Ch. 6), m~ 1
number ofemulsion droplets perunit volume, m - 3
number ofprimary bonds inacross section normal tothe direction
of the stress, m~ 2
ibid for secondary bonds, m~ 2
number ofaggregates perunit volume,m ~ 3
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Nt
r__
(r2)1/2
(s2)1l2
tei
trms
AU2
VA

total number ofpolymer segments adsorbed perunit area
FRESNEL coefficient

root mean square end-to-end distance
root mean square radius of gyration
ellipsometric thickness ofan adsorbed layer
root m e a n square thickness ofan adsorbed layer
mean energy ofactivation for breaking a secondary b o n d
VAN DER WAALS attraction energy, Jm~ 2

Vs
VVR
VM
w
W (i,h)
x
Xt

steric repulsion energy,Jm~ 2
free energy ofrepulsion duetovolume restriction
free energy ofrepulsion duetothemixing term
number ofpolymer molecules adsorbed on Ae/f
dimensionless volume restriction function (eq. 5.15.)
distance totheinterface (Ch.5)
percentage ofsegments adsorbed astails

a
a'
a"
a
a,

degree of neutralization
degree of ionization
angle of refraction
linear expansion factor (sections 2.5., 5.2.and 5.3.)
hydrodynamic expansion factor

P

LONDON constant, Jm 6

y
y0
yo
r
<5
S
8
r\
t]re
hj]
r\a
0
X
X2
v
p(x)
Ap
a
cr0
ffo
i
v

shear strain
instantaneous shear strain (creep measurements)
maximum shear strain (dynamic measurements)
amount of polymer adsorbed perunit area, mg m ~ 2
phase angle between stress andstrain
thickness ofthe first polymer layer onthesurface (Ch.5)
surface dilatational modulus, mN m~ x
viscosity, N s m - 2
viscosity ratio excess
intrinsic viscosity, dl g _ 1
dynamic viscosity, N s m - 2
theta temperature
wavelength, n m
distance across which twodroplets must be moved apart t o break
bonds oftype 2
n u m b e r ofelastically effective chains, m " 3
polymer segment density distribution
density difference between thefilm phase andtheouter phase
shear stress N m - 2
instantaneous shear stress (creep measurements)
m a x i m u m shear stress (dynamic measurements)
relaxation time
number oftails orloops perunit area
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<j>

volume fraction of dispersed phase

<P

FLORY constant

co

angular frequency, s _ 1
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ENKELEPERSOONLIJKE GEGEVENS

Demiddelbare schoolopleiding volgdeikopdeMarnix M.U.L.O. teMaassluis, waarna ik de Hogere Landbouwschool te Dordrecht bezocht. In 1966
werd de studie aan de Landbouwhogeschool te Wageningen begonnen. Het
kandidaatsexamen Levensmiddelentechnologie (chemisch-biologische specialisatie)werd afgelegd injanuari 1971enhetingenieursexameninjuni 1973. De
ingenieursstudie omvatte naast het hoofdvak Levensmiddelenchemie de bijvakken Fysische en Kolloidchemie(verzwaard) enTechnische Microbiologic
Vanafjanuari 1974totjanuari 1977wasikwerkzaam alspromotieassistent
ophet Laboratorium voor FysischeenKolloidchemie vandeLandbouwhogeschool te Wageningen.
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